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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Pour district level case studies were conducted to

investigate the relationship between career ladder structural

ferAtures, process variables, and career ladder effectiveness.

Career laeder effectiveness in this study was defined in terms of

teacher acceptance and satisfaction.

The case studies were conducted in the'state of Utah which

has chosen a decentralized approach to career ladders. The

districts were provided with maximal local autonomy in the design

and implemuatation of their career ladder plan. These case

studies, conducted in the first year of Utah's experiment,

involved content analysis of plans, interviews with 160 teachers

in schools, and the administration of questionnaires to 204

respondents.

Major findings included the following: 1) There was a strong

positive connection between teacher involvement and positive

attitudes toward career ladders. 2) Communication breakdown was a

major problem and thus correlated negatively with teacher

understanding and acceptance of the plans. 3) The complexity of

the plans and new role demands placed on teachers were found to

negatively correlate with teacher acceptance. 4) Administrator

involvement was positively related to smooth functioning systems.

5) The absence of quotas and the opportunity for broad teacher

involvement in the career ladder plans were positively linked to

acceptance. 6) Flexibility of the plans in meeting the diverse
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needs of all teachers was positively associated with positive

teacher reactions.

Recommendations from the study included the following: 1)

High teacher involvement in all phases of career ladder planning,

implementation and evaluation; 2) Planned inservice efforts to

help teachers become knowledgeable in the features and options

available in the plan; The design of career ladder systems that

are both simple and compatible with the basic career orientation

of teachers, which is teaching; 4) Flex:Ibility in meeting the

diverse roles of the broad spectrum of teachers; and 5) A

consideration of the merits of decentralized approaches to career

ladder design and implementation.
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CHAPTER ONE

Background to the Study

In 1983 the same educational reform fever wnich was

simmering nationally also developed in Utah. A number of key

leaders and groups in the state helped focus public and political

attention on the need to improve the schools through attempts to

improve the teaching profession (Kauchak. 1984). Utah, a strongly

Republican state. had been interested in the related iC s of

merit pay for teachers and teacher-incentive plans since the

early 1950's (Schmidt. 1984). In 1953 the legislature passed

House Bill Eleven which authorized funds for experimentation with

compensation plans based on performance. Initially three

districts were funded tc experiment with merit pay plans: later

two more were added. Each district was responsible for defining

-good teaching, developing a system to measure it. and

implementing that system to determine meriorious teachers.

Although funded until 1960. when tne lagisiature failed to

continue funding for it. the experimental merit pay project had

several problems (Schmidt, 1984). The first was political.: the

legislature had not been kept well informed of the project's

status. Probably a more fundamental problem was methodological:

districts had neither the expertise nor resources to successfully

differentiate between good and excellent teacners. High

administrative costs were one sywptom of this problem.

In 1984. tne Utah legislature, fueled by a number of

national and local reports again turned its attention to the idea

8
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of performance-based merit pay. In an analysis of tne factors

which contributed to the ultimate form oi House Bill ilO.

researchers focused on forces both outside and within the state

(Campbell et al. 1984).

Outside the state. probably the most influential force was

the 1983 report of the National Committee on Excellence in

Education entitled. A Nation at Risk. This report called

attention to the low status of the teaching profession and

problems involved in attracting and holding superior teachers.

Among its 77,:any recommendations were that teachers' salaries

should be increased, professionally competitive, end performance

based.

Also instrumental in influencing the direction of career

ladders in the tata was a visit to the s,tate by Governor Lamar

Alexander from the state of Tennessee. This state had taken a

leadership position in the creation of career ladders, and

Alexander's visit to Utah helped channel reform fervor into

conCrete proposals for career ladders.

Proof of public interest in reform came fron a public

opinion poll published in August, 1983, in the Deseret News, one

of the two largest newspapers in Utah. This poll indicated that

71 percent of the Utah citizenry either strongly favored or

somewhat favored increasino taxes to improve the scnoois. in:Ls

was in strong contrast to the 1970s when fiscally conservative

voters turned down a number of school related tax referenda

(Campbell et al. 1984). Newspaper editbrials as well as

commentaries on radio and television underscored the state's

interest.and committment to some form of reform.
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Probably the document most influential in translatina this

sentiment into concrete suggestions for career ladders was the

Utah Education Reform Steering Committee's November 1983

publication Education in Utah: A Cali to Action. Included in this

report were a number of educational reforms including increased

funding for higher education, scholarships for teachers in public

education. productivity studies and 41.4 million dollars for

career ladders (Campbell et al, 1984).

The career ladder recommendations in this report called for

a state-wide system with four levels, beginning with initiai

certification and progressing through the 4th level of teacher

leader. Criteria for progression through each level included tne

following:

Performance and evaluation of knowledge of sub?ect matter.

student achievement,

classroom management techniques,

experience.

level of education. and

assumption of extra responsibilities

There were salary increases called for, ranging from $16.000

to S17,655 for beginning teachers to $23,000 to $34.900 for

teacher leaders. In addition to additional responsibilities. the

option of a lengthened school contract year was also introduced.

making the top salary for level four 943.600. It is significant
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that the final bill, House Bill 110, contained provisions for a

lengthened contract year and additional responsibilities, in

addition to the idea of rewarding teachers for meritorious

service.

Other agencies and people in the state influential in

focusing public and legislative interest on career ladders

included the Govenor's office, a coalition of school district

superintendents, college deans of education and state office of

education personnel. the state Society of Superintendents, the

School Board Association, and the State Office of Education. The

only major non-education group opposing the bill was the Utah

Taxpayers Association. which fought the bill because of the

possibility of higher taxes (Campbell et al, 1984).

Within the educational community, major opposition to the

idea and ultimately to House Bill 110 came from the Utah

Education Association (UEA). Their resistance centered around the

following issues: 1) the linking of career ladders to merit pay,

2) the conceptual unclarity of the idea. 3) teacher resistance

and 4) the lack of adequate evaluation techniques to place

teachers on the ladder (Campbell et al. 1984). Though their

resistance did not kill the billy their pressure was instrumental

in the insertion of a provision which would allow districts to

allocate up to 50% of their career ladder funds for extended

contract days for all teachers. The argument made by UEA in this

regard was that all teacherts in the state were deserving of

increased compensation.
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House Bill 110: The Utah Career Ladder Bill

The final document that emerged from the Utah legislature

was a five page bill which in essence authorized 015,256,937 for

district-based career ladder systems. The bill was te, be

administered by the State Office of Education and funded 0866 per

teacher in the state. (This was an average figure that ranged

from 0770 in one district to 0912 in another.)

The authorization of the bill reads as follows:

The legislature recognizes the importance of re-
warding educators who strive to Improve the (quality
of education, of providing incentives for 5tducators
employed by the public schools to continu to pursue
excellence in education, of rewarding educators who
demonstrate the achievement of excellence, and of
properly compensating educators who assume addition-
al educational responsibilities.

In order to achieve these goals and to provide
educators with increased opportunities for pro-
fessional growth, school districts are authorized
and encouraged to develop career ladder programs.

The key component of House Bill 110 was that the design.

implementation, and evaluation of the career ladders was to be a

district rather than a state function. The reasons for this were

probably as much political as pragmatic. From a political

perspective, the state has a long history of decentralized

district autonomy. Pragmatically. the task of designing a sta-e-

wide system which would accomodate all the diverse educational

units in the state was immense (Utah's 40 school districts range

in type from urban to rural and in size from one with 193

students and three schools to one with 62,129 students and 81

schools).

12
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Other key components of the bill were that at least half of

the career ladder funds were to be spent on career ladaers

(rather than extended teacher calendar days) and that the State

Office of Education was responsable for the design and

implementation of the career ladder standards.

Key standards developed by the State Office of Educataon

included the following:

--Career ladder programs should be developed with cooper-
ative action among teachers, parents, school administra-
tors, and local school boards. Career ladeer plans will not
be accepted by the State Board unless documented evidence
of this joint effort is submitted with the plan by the
requesting local agency.

--Each local 69ency shall develop a proceaure to evaluate
teachers for placement and advancement on the career
ladders, which shall:

a. Be fair, consistent, and valid according to
generally accepted principles,

b. Incorporate clearly stated lob descriptions.

c. Be in writing,

d. Involve teachers in the development of the
evaluation instrument,

e. Inform the teacher beforehand in writing about
all aspects of the evaluation procedure.

f. Specify the frequency with which evaluations
will be made of teachers with less than three
years of teaching experaence and ether teachers,
and,

9. Not preclude informal classroom observations.

--At least 50% of the career ladder funds shall be directed
to advancement on career iadders, pased on effective
teaching performance, with student progress playing a
significant role.

13
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--Not more than 50% of each local agency's career ladder
allocation shall be used for an extended contract year
providing for additional paid non-teaching days beyond
the regular school year for curriculum development, in-
service training, preparation, parent-teacher conferences.

--Funds allocated for career ladders are intended for certi-
fied instructional teaching personnel--those who render
direct and personal services to and interact with students.
The local district at its discretion may include certi-
fied media personnel, guidance personnel, social workers,
and psychologists in the program to the extent that their
primary function is that of teaching. Excluded are instruc-
tional personnel such as interns, teacher aides, pare-pro-
fessionals, secretaries for teachers, and support personnel
such as administrators, supervisors, attendance personnel,
health services personnel, business officials, and non-cer-
tified media and guidance personnel.

Implementation

House Bill 110 was passed on January 20, 1984 on the last

day of the legislative session. From there it went to the State

Office of Education for implementation. Their guidelines required

that districts requesting career ladders submit an operational

plan by May 1-5- 19884. Under extenuating circumstances this

deadline was extended but most districts submitted plans by the

May 15 deadline.

A survey of superintendents during the planning process

revealed considerable diversity with some common threads (Career

Ladders Work Group, 1984). Most districts had formed a single

committee to develop the plan, and these committees consisted (in

order of numbers) of teachers, parents, administrators, and

school board members. Most plans included provisions for

additional teacher responsibilities and extended work calendars.

The maDor problem areas encountered by the planning committees

14
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had to do with evaluating teacher performance and ways of

integrating student progress into these evaluations (a vaguely

worded element of the bill that has been interpreted by districts

in a multitude of ways).

(Utah State Office of Education, 1984, 1-2)

The diversity of these plans can be seen in an initial

analysis shown in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1

Utah Career Ladder Features

District 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Alpine x x

Beaver x x x

Box Elder x x x

Cache x

Carbon x x

Dagget x

Davis x x x x

Duchesne x

Emery x x x x

Garfield x

Grand x x

Granite x x x x

iron x

Jordan x x
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Table 1.1 cont.

District 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Juab x x x

Kane x

Logan x

Millard x x x

Morgan x x x

Murray x x

Nebo x x

North Sanpete x x

North Summit x x

Ogden x

Park City x x x x

Piute x x x

Provo x x x x

Rich x x x x

Salt Lake x x

San Juan x x

Sevier x x

Soutn Sanpete x x x x

South Summit x x x

Tooele x x x

Uintah x x

Wasatch x x

Washington x x

Wayne x

Weber x x
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Table 1.1 cont.

District 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Uintah Basin x x

Sevier Valley x x x

Davis x x x x x

Bridgerland x x x

Ogden/Weber x x

Blind/Deaf School x x x

Note. Column Meanings: 1.) Use of teacher/school/district/ agency

individual plans or prolects. 2.) Use of merit increments for

high performance in the classroom without additional

responsibility. 3.) Use of teacher initiated portfolio for

evaluation/advancement. 4.) Use of restrictive quotas at top

level(s). 5.) Use of additional funds outside H. B. 110. 6.) Use

of additional education for ladder advancement. 7). Use of

extended year beyond 4 days of assignment. 8.) Use of spev:ific

testing to measure student progress specified in the plan.

Given the diversity of career ladder plans in Utah, a unique

-experiment:* existed in terms of learning about workable career

ladder and teachQr incentive structures and functions. Because

these plans were being implemented in the 1983-84 school year in

a variety of districts ranging from large urban to small rural.

the Utah experiment offered a valuable and unique opportunity to

study incentive structures in functioning career ladder systems.

Tne need to study these systems at their onset was considerable.

A ma7or goal of this research was to analyze career ladder

systems in Utah. and to identify variables critical to success.

17



Method

The purpose of this study was to document development of

different career ladders begun in Utah, and to draw ideas and

problems from them which might contribute understanding to the

development of teacher career ladder sytems.

Research was conducted in four phases:

i. Phase One: Analysis of Plans

A content analysis (Krippendorff. 1980) of plans submitted

to the Utah State Office of Education was used to identify key

elements in career ladder plans. In addition, site visits and

and exploratory interviews were used to identify four

representative districts for case studies. Selection criteria

used included the following:

- incentive features,

- number and kinds of career ladder steps,

-use of peers and parents,

-teacher evaluation techniques,

-nature of additional teacher assignments,

- ranges of involvement in plan formulation,

-remuneration approaches, and

participant satisfaction

18
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II. Phase Two: Case Studies

Multi-phase case studies were used to investigate the

implementation of the critical variables in target dj.stricts.

Data were collected from different sources and different levels

in the district to enable analysis described as -triangulation-

by Denzen (1978).

Structured descriptive data were collected in the target

districts. Procedures included non-participant observatiol,

interviews, questionnaires. and review of other locally available

information such as early drafts and support documents. Analysis

packets (Rist, 1980) provided the coordination of data gathering

across sites.

The first set of district interviews targeted the central

office, including the superintendent, iA available, district

administrators, local teachers' organization officers and staff.

representative parents, and community representatives. One

interview focus was the political and organizational contexts

which influenced formation of the particular career ladder

system. Another focus was the actual functioning of the system

from the distrit level.

The second set of district interviews provided a closer look

at several schools within each district. At the study schools,

information was gathered from the principal. teachers'

organization representatives, and teachers at various grade

levels or sublect areas. Particular individuals interviewed

included successful and unsuccessful career ladder applicants.

and non-applicants.

13
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The teacher interview sample for the target districts is

shown in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2

District Samp.lins Procedures

District

Snow

Rural.

Suburban

Size Number Schools/Teachers Features of Plan

Small 1 Elementary (9) Multiple Lines of

1 Middle School (10) Evidence in a

1 High School (7) Dossier System

Total 60 Teachers (26)*

Small 1 Elementary (8) Job Enlargement

Middle School (7) with Some Aspects

1 High School (8) of Merit

Total 75 Teachers (23)*

Large District:

65 schools

Decentralized

Plans with Local

Autonomy

Pilot Schools:

1 Elementary (14)

1 Middle School (14)

1 High School (12)

Total 2,700 Teachers (40)*
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Table 1.2 cont.

District

1-14

Size Number Schools/Teachers Features of Plan

Urban Intermediate 16 Elementary (26) Merit Focus with

5 Middle Schools (17) Self-Nomination

3 High Schools (28) and Administrator

Ratings

Total 550 Teachers (71)*

Note. * Number of teachers interviewed.

In addition, questionnaires were distributed in all

districts except Urban. A copy of these questionnaires may be

found in the appendices of this report.

III. Phase Three: District Level Analysis

In this phase of the research, the development and

implementation procedures and problems in each target district

were described. Data gathered through the district level case

studies were anaiyzed and the structure and functioning of each

district's career ladder plan was described.

IV. Phase Four: Cross-Site Analyses

Cross-site analyses focusing on similarities and differences

and between districts were conducted in this pnase of theamong

research. Emphasis here was placed on the identification of

critical variables across and within sites that appeared to be

related to successful career ladder functioning.
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CHAPTER TWO

SNOW DISTRICT CAREER LADDER DEVELOPMENT CASE STUDY

General Description

Snow District is a small district in a rural setting

encompassing 90 square miles. It is located 30 miles from Salt

Lake City, Utah. Its three schools (a kindergarten-4th grade

elementary, a 5th-8th grade middle school, and a 9th-12th grade

high school) serve approximately 1,200 students. There are 61

full time teachers employed in the district and a limited

administrative staff of one superintendent and three principals.

The teaching staff is young, with the median age well below the

Utah median age of 39. This is due primarily to recent growth in

the district that resulted in the hiring of new (and young)

teachers, Morale is good, and there is a general feeling not

only within the teaching staff itself but also within the

community at large that the teachers are both competent and above

average. This positive perception of teachers stimulated the

district to establish a career ladder plan that would reward the

existing exemplary service of its teachers rather than assigning

extra work duties to indicate excellence.

Although rural by location, Snow District is rapidly

growing, has a high proportion of profwasionals, and is one of

the wealthiest districts in the State. The impact of skiing and

tourism is considerable. The community is extremely supportive
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of its schools and teachers. For example, Snow District recently

voted and passed a mill levy increase enabling them to raise

teachers' salaries by l6x. The community has also demonstrated

support by actively participating at board meetings and by

volunteering technical assistance and resources for enrichment

opportunities.

In general, teachers' salaries are higher than elsewhere in

the State. This is due to the previously mentioned mill levy

increase. The presence of these extra funds provided a climate

in the district that fostered a spirit of experimentation in

planning for career ladders. Rather than their being viwed as

minimul allocation to be distributed equally, the career ladder

funds were viewed as a resouce for potential change. With its

large revenue base, Snow Dite.rict has been able to use its career

ladder money primarily for funding teacher promotion and for

additional service responsibilities rather than for additional

contract days. In this sense, the career ladder funds were

considered to be above and beyond cost of living increases. This

perception led to increased teacher flexibility in considering

career ladder options during the plelning process.

The small size of the district was both a Lindrance and an

advantage in the designing and iaplementation of their Career

Ladder Plan. The small numbers of administrative staff and

teachers necessitated that most work be accomplished by few

People, and new duties and responsibilities strained the existing

workforce. However, the district's omen size also resulted in

23
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fewer bureaucratic processes and increased cohesion. There

seemed to be a very cooperative and nurturins attitude among

teachers. Communication attemptm and sharing efforts were

frequent within schools, and this small size facilitated these

communication efforts during the career ladder planning process.

As drafts were formulated in the planning committee, key elements

were mharod in the schools, and reactions returned to the

committee. This sharing not only halped shape the ultimate form

of the plan but also served to keep teachers informed of

committee decisions.

The Carer Ladder Plan

History

Tho Snow District began early in February 1984 to formulate

its Career Ladder Plan. In the planning phase the superintendent

was integral to the process, acting as a non-directive leader who

maintained momentum and helped witt dates and drafts. The

superintendent began this process by the formation of a career

ladder planning committee. Desiring a wide-based committee

representative of the school community, he invited all interested

parties to participate on the committee. Letters were sent to

school board members encouraging them to participate, and five

Joined the committee. Parents who had been active in the parent-

school councils were invited to participate, and six parents

volunteered. All three principals were included on the

24
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committee, 'Ind in turn they appointed two teachers from their

respective schools. The Teacher's Association also chose four

additional teacher representatives for the committee. Two

students were ncouraged to participate, but their involvement

was limited. The final committee was comprised of 27 people

including five board menbers, one superintendent, three

principals, ten teachers, six parents, and two students.

Although the planning committee was large, it was the

superintendent's intent to have as much input as possible.

Teachers comprised the largest committee component for two

reasons. First, the Career Ladder Plan would have its strongest

effect on teachers; therefore, teachers should have a high degree

of input. Second, teacher involvement would promote the plan's

legitimacy and acceptance.

ELWDS Ehi1ee2211Y

Despite some initial negative attitudes toward career

ladders, the committee took the positive stance of trying to

design the best possible plan for the district. The committee

thoroughly investigated all options and deliberately delayed

their implementation to allow as much time as possible for

further development of ideas.

The development of the plan was affected by the prevalent

belief that Snow District had an exemplary teaching staff. It

was expected that a ma3ority of teachers would reach the top rung

of any career ladder system. The committee thought that a quota

25
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system limiting access to tio,.) top rungs would not only negatively

impact the existing atmosphere of cooperation among teachers but

would also be unfair. It was further decided that all

outstanding teachers should be recognized and promoted based

strictly on their teaching perormance rather than their

willingness to accept xtra responsibilities. However, the plan

did leave room for teachers to be compensated for additional

service assignments.

The committee stated that the district's Career Ladder Plan

should:

1. recognize and reward excellence in toachtng,

2. attract and retain the best teaching talent,

3. provide opportunities for teacher advancement and

promotion,

4. compensate teachers for additional assignments, and

5. make teacher salarieu more competitive with other

professionals.

Grou2 Processes& Leadership& and Dcision Making

Despite its large size the committee operated in an informal

style with a consensus approach to decision-making. The

26
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eventually adopted plan evolved from the group with equal

opportunity for input from everyone. No one person controlled

the group or provided all the leadership. The superintendent did

act as an informal leader, scheduling and organizing meetings,

contacting participants, and writing up drafts and notes of the

proceedings. He often started the group and kept participants on

task, but he did not dominate the process. He was flexible,

listened to others' ideas, and allowed teachers to shape the

plan.

The committee initially dividd itself into several small

working groups. Each group presented a sample plan to the whole

committee for discussion. Plana were consolidated and rworked

until an overall first draft merged. Between meetings committee

members reported back to the interest groups they represented.

At the next meeting the draft was discussed, revised, and

improved. The actual plan to emerge was the committee's ighth

draft. Discussion was vigorous during all meetings as tichers

became the strongest faction in the planning sesstiors and were

the most visible and vocal at some of the later meetings.

However, all decisions were made by consensus. Parents were

generally supportive of the teachers' position. Parents were not

as vocal as. others, but they did serve in a "watch dog" capacity.

It was generally felt that tho presence of parents helped to keep

everyone on task and to encourage professional behavior.

The administrators in the group took more of a hands-off

facilitative role. The general perception was that the plan was
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to be a teacher-led plan with maJor input from that source.

The committee size dwindled as the months progressed, but

all members received summaries of preceding meetings So they

could have input if they desired. In general the group met weekly

for several months with sessions averaging two hours.

Res2mrcee

The planning committee utilized many resources in the

formation of its own plan. Foremost among these was a class on

teacher eva:uation taught by a professor from the University of

Utah. This class provided information on methods of teacher

evaluation and the experiences of career ladder pregrame

nationally. /n addition to the training, the class also created

a common information base helping to bridge tho gap between

administrators and teachers. (The evaluation class was funded by

a planning and development grant from the United States Office of

Education.)

A second resource was information provided by career ladder

drafts from other districts statewide. Pro3octs from other

states were obtained and studied, including the Tennessee plan.

Information was supplied by the Professional Society of

Superintendents, tho Utah Instructional Leadership Academy, and

the director of Eastern Uniserve (a UEA organization). Several

committee members were also able to provide insights into private

business evaluation practices.
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Structural Features Of The Plan

Approximately 050,000 was allocated to fund the district's

Career Ladder plan. Structurally, the plan featured three main

components (see Appendix 2-1). First, one additional contract day

was financed with 08,000 of the district's Career Ladder money.

This additional time was to be used for evening parent-teacher

conferences. With tho added'day, the school year was extended to

185 days. This additional contract day was in addition to nine

extra days funded by the increased mill levy. A second component

of the plan focused on promotion of those teachers whose

performance was exemplary. Funding for this component was set at

022,000. The third part of the plan involved additional sqrvice

assignments such as participation on various committees, teacher

proposals, etc. A total of 020,000 was available for these

assigments.

Promotion Component

This part of the plan featured three levels: certified

teacher, associate teacher, and senior teacher. Certified

teachers were identified as teachers who chose not to be

evaluated through the plan. Associate teachers were identified as

those faculty members who were eligible to apply and did so

successfully. In order to be eligible to apply for a promotion to

associate teacher, a candidate must have had one full year of

teaching experience in the district with no less than ti4ree years

total teaching exporience. The third level, senior teacher, was

attainable by those teachers who underwent a more stringent

evaluative process. To be successful at this level, the teachei

must have had three formal reviews where ratings of
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"contributing, well functioning" had been achieved. Additionally,

the teacher must have been given at least two "exemplary" ratings

to qualify. However, because of time lines involved with the

2984-85 Career Ladder plan, the only level given consideration

was that of promotion to 'Associate teecher.

The Teggher Dosiaer

A dossier prepared by those teachers expressing an interest

in promotion was the primary vehicle used in the evaluation

process. From the outset, the planning comuittee tressed that it

would be the teacher's responaibility to prepare the dossier.

However, the district did provide support services to those

teachers who wanted help in preparing their dossiers. The Teacher

Oversight Committee (an additional service aseignment committee

funded by Career Ladder money) erved this role. The

responsibility of this committee was to provide consultation

regarding questions teachers had with the dossier system as well

as support and encouragement when needed.

Teachers were instructed to present their abilities in the

best possible light using only credible and reliable lines of

evidence. Among these lines of evidence were: principal

evaluations, parent and student evaluation surveys, student

achievement, attainment of teacher-set performance goals, peer

reviews of educational materials, vidence ef leadership,

district service, and personal educational advances. The decision

to include any line of evidence was dependent upon the teacher's

personal Judgement; none were specifically required.
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Promotion of Teacher§

teacher was ready to be reviewed for promotion, they

applied to the Promotion Review Board. This panel,

Career Ladder money at the rate of 01,000 ::or each

teacher participant, consisted of two administrators, four

teachers, and two community representatives. The group of four

teachers was composed of one teacher from ach of the three

schools plus another teacher from an applicant's particular

building. The district decided that teachers would be allowed to

present applications for serious review no more frequently

once every

appointment

than

two ycara. Once a teacher was promoted, the

was considered permanent. However, in order to

maintain that status, the teacher would have to be reviewed at

least, once every five yars after the appointment. In the first

year of implementation 43 teachers applied for promotion and 40

were promoted.

Additional Service ResRonsibilities

Additional service assignments were distinguished from the

promotion levels by %;heir temporary nature and by the extra

responsibilities that were entailed. Generally, aseignments

lasted for one year or less. For the 1984-85 school year, the

additional responsibilities teachers could undertake included

service as a curriculum writer, curriculum committee chairperson,

test developer, departmental chair or grade level leader.

Teachers also qualified for additional service assignments by

developing their own proposals for projects. For 1984-85 priority

was given to the development of a district curriculum scope and
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sequence guide plus a criterion-referenced testing program.

Another priority was to increase the level of coordination and

cooperation between the computer science, laneuage arts, math,

science, and social studies departments.

Two other additional service assignments were available.

These involved service on one of two committeet. involved in the

implementat, ,n of the district's Career Ladder program. These

committees were the Promot.ion Review Board (mentioned earlier in

the Teacher Dossier section of this report) and the Teacher

Oversight Committee (also mentioned earlier in the Promotion of

Teachers section of this report). The responsibility of the

Promotion Review Board was to oversee all activitiea associated

with promotion including the evaluation of dossiers. Three

openings on this committee were filled by teachers with the other

four being filled by two administrators and two community

1.-epresentatives. The responsibility of the Teacher Oversight

Committee, as previously mentioned, was to advise teachers an the

prparation of their dossiers, to act as advocates for careful,

accurate valuatims, and to assist any teachers who wished to

appeal any aspect of their evaluation. This committee wee

composed of a minimum of one teacher from each school.

Teacher Perceptions of The System

Teachers in the elementary, middle, and high school were

given the opportunity to respond to a series of questions

designee to assss their perceptions concerning how the career

/adder program was working in the district. The interview
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questione may be found in tppendix 2-2. A representative sample

of 26 teachers was used. Of the 26, nine were from the elementary

school, ten were from the middle school, and seven were from the

high school.

Teachers in each school were asked how long they had been

teaching as well as how many years they had been teaching in Snow

District. The ruults aLlt shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1

Years of Teaching Exgerience for Faculty

ELEM MIDDLE HS

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

Total Years 10.7 12.0 8.4 6.5 14.0 12.0

Yre. In Snow 7.0 8.0 4.5 4.5 5.1 3.0

Note. All Teachers (Means only) Total Years: 10.7 Years in

District: 5.5

Teacher Knowledge of the Syst2m

Teachers were asked how informed they were about the

district's Career Ladder program. Results are shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2

Knowledge of the Career Ladder Proaram

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTALS

Well-Informed 6 10 4 20

Somewhat 3 0 2 5

Not At All 0 0 0 0

These results indicate that most of the teachers interviewed

thought they were well-informed concerning the Career Ladder
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plan.

2emreem et Intermtien Eor Facultx Membetm

Teachers were asked if they had partcipated in the 30-hour

inaervice conducted by a professor from the University of Utah's

Department of Educational Studies. Of the 26 teachers interviewed

13 attended the inservice meeting., 11 did not attend, and two

started but dropped out. Of the teachers interviswed,

participation wag highest among middle school teachers where

eight of the ten attended. Attendance was lowest among high

school terAchers where only one out of the seven teachers

interviewed attended the meetings.

The teachers interviewed were asked where they received

information concerning the Career Ladder program. Most teachers

obtained information through several sources. 13 teachers

received information through discussion with peers, ten received

information through informal meetings with the professor

mentioned abov, and nine incAcated that they learned about tho

program through a claua offered by the University of Utah. These

were the most common responses. Other sources mentioned were:

through handouts in the mailbox (7), district-wide meetings (5)A

from participation on committees (5), personal research (3), from

the states career ladder guidelines (2), rumors (2), and Career

Ladder plans from other districts (1).

Teachers were asked to assess how effective the on-going

dissemination of information was in the district. Table 2.3

summarizes teachers' opinions.
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Tabl2 2.3

Effectivness of the Dissemination of Information

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Very Effective 3 1 1 5

Adequate/Fair 3 5 a 11

Poor 3 2 2 7

No Opinion 0 2 1 a

Most teachers interviewed thought the dissemination process was

fair to poor. Note that even though eight middle school teachers

attended the initial in-zervice meeting, only one teacher (who

may or may not have attended the in-service) thought the

dissemination process was effective. Comments ranged from:

I didn't receive as much information as I needed. It
turned into a very long year because we didn't know
what was expected of us. The only reason I know enough
now is from getting it all together and going through
the process. There was very little guidance.

To thia:

It was very effective, we had Career Ladder meetings
approximately every two weeks. We knew exactly what
was going on.

A teacher made this comment regarding participation by the

University of Utah:

Fair. I had some problems of not receiving im:ormation
in time on how to develop specific kinds of evidence and
certain deadlines.

Another teacher said this:

I feel it's been effective. Dr. X has been a big help to
get us on our feet. We've made some blunders, part of
those being rules changing in mid-stream, but the info
was disclosed.
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Overall, there were many questions which needed to be deelt with.

The number of faculty members and the diverse needs which they

presented served to complicate the task. The results indicated

that teachers in the district thonght that a better job could

have been done in satisfying their informational needs irt these

areas.

Extended Contract Days

During the neut port:on of the interview teachers were asked

to discuss their thoughts conceraing the extended contract day

portion of the district's Career Laddor plan. Specifically, they

were asked to comment on the number (how many extended days

should be in the contract) and the placement (when during the

school year should they occur) aZ the days.

Teacher response was so varied that no clear themes emerged.

It is possible to say that a great deal of confusion exists as to

what the district's policy was. As a result, teachers had a

difficult time formulating specifie opinions regarding these

issues.

The most prevalent response (five out of 28 answers) to the

question was that the concept of extended dys is a gaol one.

The response of teachers in thi* district was much tho saint as

teachers in other districts. Most were positive toward being paid

for work which had previously been done for no pay. The second

most prevalent response (four out of 28 answers) concerned the

use of extended days. These teachers were concerned that the days

would be used for inservice meetings as opposed to oeing used as

the teachers saw fit.
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Teachers were asked to comment on how the extended days

portion of the Career Ladder plan might be improved. Teachers

found it easier Lo offer general suggestions rather than comeent

on the specifics oi plan. Eight teachers thought that the

plan might be improved by making sure that the use of ths days

would be determined by the teachers and not administrators c)r

other district personnel. Six teachers suggested that the days

be used for teacher and clascrooe preparation prior to the start

of the school year. Four teachers thought that the extended days

portion of the district's career ladder plan would be best

improved through incroaeed communicatton regarding the nature and

function of the days. Three teachers thought that teachers should

have more input in developing future guidelines concerning how

the days were to he used. Two terohers thought that the inclusion

of inservice activities during extended days would be an

improvement. Another suggestion offered by two teachers was to

use a day at tho end of each term for report card preparation and

planning.

Additional Service Assignmente

Teachers were asked if they had participated on any of the

additional service assignment committees. The responses are

summarized in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4

Teacher ParticiRation in Additional Service Assignments
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ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Extra Duties 3 7 4 14

No Extra Duties 5 3 3 11

Application Rejected 1 0 1 2

Teachers who indicated that they had not served on a

committee were asked if they would have wanted to be on ono.

Results are shown in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5

Attitudes of Non-Participating Teachers on Committees

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Desired to Participate 3 1 1 5

No Desire to Particpate 3 0 2 5

Unsure 0 2 0 2

Those who wanted to participate thought that they had valuable

input to lend to a committee. Those who had no desire to

participate thought that committees usually are ineffective

and/or they did not want to get involved in any political

situations.

Teachers were then asked if their committee experiences were

positive. Tho results are shown in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6

Attitudes toward Committee Experiences
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Positive 2 4 1

Negative 0 0 2

Undecided 1 2 1

Stressful 0 1 0

These results indicate that most teachers who

2-28

TOTAL

7

2

4

1

participated on

additional service assignment committees had positive

experiences. One teacher commented on the Promotiwi Review Board:

It was excellent. I got to see how teachers function
and got to see what was happening. I'm sorry they all
Call teachers] didn't get a chance to be on that com-
mittee.

Teachers who did not have good experiences thought that either

the guidelines for what the committee was supposed to accomplish

were too loose or that the work of the committee was unnecessary.

A teacher serving on the Science and Curriculum Revision

committee had this to say:

It's been miserable. We have no idea what we're
supposed to do.

Teachers who served on a district committee were asked to

comment on how effectively the group functioned. Their answers

are summarized in Table 2.7.

Table 2.7

Effectiveness of the District Committee Performance

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Functioned Well 3 5 2 10

Functioned Poorly 0 0 2 2

Unsure 0 1 0 1
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The results indicate that most teachers who were interviewed

thought that the committees on which they served functioned

effectively.

Clarity and Fairness of the Committee

Selection Process

Teachers were asked whether they thought the selection

process used for determining committee assignments was clear

and/or fair. Results are shown in Table 2-8.

Table 2.8

Fairness of the Committee Selection Process

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Clear and Fair 2 9 4 15

Not Clear and Fair 6 0 2 8

Unsure 1 1 1 3

Most teachers thought that the selection process was clear and/or

fair. However, note that the elementary school was an exception.

Only two of nine teachers interviewed thought the selection

process was clear and/or fa-r. One elementary teacher had this

to say about the process:

No definitely not. It appeared that there was a lot
of district favoritism of people who ended up on the
committees. People who did apply who did not get to be
on some were never told why or they were used in other
capacities. A lot of people were bitter about that.

The Promotion Component

Teachers were asked if they chose to apply for the promotion

step of the district's Career Ladder program. The answers to this

queston are summarized in Table 2.9.



Table 2.9

Number of Teachers who Chose to Apply for Promotion

Yea

No

ELEM MIDDLE

9 10

0 0

HS

5

2

TOTAL

24

2
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Results from this question indicate that the great majority of

teachers interviwed opted for promotion. It is noteworthy

however, that fewer teachers from the high school chose to apply.

When asked to give reasons why they opted for promotion,

teachers gave a variety of responses. The most common response

focused on money. Twelve teachers said that this was their

primary reason for applying. One teacher said it this way:

Honestly, it was the cash involved. As a teacher I
can't throw away the opportunity to make more money...

Twelve teachers responded that fear and/or peer pressure was a

motivating factor. These teachers thought that they might receive

some form of retribution from the district or the scorn of their

peers if they didn't apply. One of thetas teachers specifically

mentioned pressure from 'Oft* distr$ct as a motivating factor. This

comment was quite 11-eprementative:

Fear. What would the administration have said had I
not applied? So, I felt I had to do it to show I had
nothing to hide. They la,id it out as en option and a
privilege to earn this money and thet it would be well
worth your time, which it wasn't because of the problems
that developed. They madie it sound like everybody should
do it if you wens eligble. That was the fear,intimidation.

Several other reasons were popular as well. Status and

recognition wore mentioned by six teachers as their main reasons

for applying. Six other teachers said that they believed

themselves to be qualified so they applied. One of these teachers
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said this:

I'm a good teacher, and I want to avail myself to the
program. No pressure from administrators or peere. I
just wanted to avail myself to the program.

Six others wanted to be a part of the system and get in on the

ground floor hoping to receive moms form of long-term benefits.

Three said that it seemed easy enough to do, and therefore it was

to their advantage to apply. Two said they applied simply out of

curiosity. Other reasons mentioned by at least one teacher were:

pride in competition, a positive mind-set toward career ladders

in general, and the system as a method for self-evaluation.

The Dossier System

Teachers were asked if they thought the dossier system

adopted by the district was a good way to document good teaching.

Results for this question are summarized in Table 2.10.

Table 2.10

The Dossier System As Documentation of Good Teaching

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Good Way 3 1 3 7

Not a Good Way 5 2 2 9

Unsure 1 6 2 9

No Response 0 1 0 1

Results indicate that teachers were ambivalent toward the dossier

system as a means of documenting good teaching. These thoughts

were common in all the schools, while being strongest in the

elementary school where a majority (five out of nine) of teachers

disliked the dossier system. Those that disliked the system

thought that what was in the dossier did not always accurately
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represent what is practiced in the classroom. A teacher had this

to say:

No, it's not complete. It's enough to give some indi-
cation of rel'Ative skill and professionalism, but it doesn't
measure what ;ou actually do in the classroom. I'm con-
vinced it's possible to get good parent and student reports
and not be a good teacher.

Another teacher in the elementary spoke of the dossier system

this way:

No. Lines of evidence are not valid or reliable or
relevant. We were told that the student and parent
reviews would be a controlled situation because the
University (of Utah] would come in and handle it. What
I feel they failed to look at was that there are lots
of ways to manipulate this, and we have seen this happen..
Teachers knew when it would happen and worked to elicit
a favorable response...

Teachers who favored the dossier system made comments like this:

I feel as though I was able to give a good picture of
what I do. As far as the dossier system itself, I feel
positive about it.

And this:

The accuracy of my dossier was very good. My lines of
vidence were very valid. I feel the dossier system is
a good and fair system, but there are many bugs to be
worked out.

Teachers Were asked to discuss th kinds of problems they

encountered in preparing their dossiers. The most common response

among teachers from all three schools (9) wee a lack of help,

unclear guidelines, and unclear directions on how to prepare the

dossier. This response was particularly common with the

elementary and middle school teachers interviwed. One of the

teachers responded this way:

(The problem was] never really knowing how to do it.
You think you know, then rumors float, and it became
very important how the dossier looked rather than content.
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In the high school, time needed to put the dossier together was

most commonly cited as the biggest difficulty. Teachers in the

elementary and middle school also mentioned that time needed 'to

prepare the dossiers was a problem.

Several other factors emerged regarding this question. One

problem in the elementary school was the perception that at times

assistance was given from the University of Utah which seemed

contradictory. Advisors from the University seemed to contradict

one anothr when advising teachers on how to prepare the dossier.

Two elementary teachers experienced problems because of prceived

rule changes midway through the process. Two teachers thought

that the waiting process to receive feedback regarding promotion

created unneeded stress. One teacher mentioned that preparation

of the dossier took too much time away from classroom activities.

A response which was unique to the elementary achool was that the

model dossier system was inadequate. Four teachers gave this

response. One of those responses was:

I was very critical about the dummy tmodel3 dossier. I
would have been ashamed to hand something like that in, so
we essentially had to start from scratch...

In the middle school, teachers mentioned several problems

which the elementary teachers brought up. Unique to teachers from

the middle school who were interviewed was the perception that

the Promotion Review Board made unclear and/or contradictory

interpretations of their dossiers. Two teachers mentioned that

preparation of the dossiers took too much time away from

classroom activities. One teacher explained it this way:
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Assembling the dossier cut into effective lesson
p:tannlng time...I've done some of the poorest lessons
I've ever done because of this. I feel Dad about it.

One other teacher mentioned that the quality of feedback from

the University of Utah on dossier preparation had created

problems:

One of the problems I ran into was getting feedback
from the University. I knew people were misinterpreting
the info in my packet and not looking at it the way I
used the material.

One of the teachers also mentioned, as had /several elementary

teachers, that the waiting process for feedback on promotion was

stressful.

High school teachers reported the fewest number of problems

(apart from time management) in putting the dossier together. As

mentioned previously, the time needed to prepare the dossier was

the major difficulty mentioned by this group. Two other issues

were mentioned. These were a lack of help and stringent

guidelines plus difficulty in dealing with parents in obtaining

parent surveys.

Teachers were also asked to give an approximation of how

much time it took thm to prepare their dossiers. Responses to

this question were predictably quite varied. The number of hours

required for preparation ranged from fewer than five hours to 100

hours. The number of hours each teacher spent preparing his/her

dossier is detailed in Table 2.11.

Table 2.11

Number of Hours Spent by Teachers Preparing Dossirs
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HOURS 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 35 40 45 50 60 75 100

ELEM 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 0

MIDDLE 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

HS 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

The most common tim frames were: five teachers worked between 11

and 15 hours on their dossiers, four teachers worked 21 to 25

hours, and three teachers worked approximately 35 hours. One

worked 100 hours and two worked 50 hours. Two teachers worked

five hours or less.

The mean number of hours spent preparing the dossiers was

34 per teacher. The median number of hours was approximately 2.
The mean and mdian number of hours teachers in each school

required to prepare their dossiers is detailed in Table 2.12.

Table 2.12

Mean and Median Number of Hours Spent Preparing Dossiers

ELEM MIDDLE

Mean Number of Hours 38 33

Median Number of Hours 40 26

HS

15

13

The data indicate that high school teachers spent less time

preparing their dossiers (a median rate of approximately 13

hours) than the elementary or middle school teachers. Elementary

school teachers requIred the most time to prepare their dossiers

(a median rate of 40 hours). For middle school teachers, the

median rate for dossier preparation was approximately 26 hours.

Improvements Suggested For The Dossier Szatem

Teachers were asked how they might improve the dossier
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component of the promotion process. Again, many responses were

obtained. Three suggestions occurred most often. Six teachers

(three lementary and three middle school) thought that

standardized guidelines accompanied by strict deadlines should be

an integral part of tho procsss. Five teachers (three middle and

two elementary school) thought that exact criteria and an

acceptable point system should be incorporated into the process.

Five teachers (two high school, two elementary, and one middle

school) thought that the use of highly trained, outside and

independent observers instead of district personnel would create

a more fair dossier evaluation system. Three teachers (two high

school and one elementary) thought that district personnel should

perform the compiling, typing, and reproduction of dossier

materials. Their reasoning was that this would provide a uniform

format and take loss time away from classroom duties for

teachers. In a similar vein, three teachers ( two middle and one

elementary school) thought that the dossier system could be

improved by eliminating the possibility of teachers turning the

dossier into a "work of art" type pro3ect. Two teachers (one each

from the elementary and middle school) thought that the inclusion

of systematic classroom observation would improve the content of

dosaier information. Two teachers (one each from the lementary

and middle school) thought that the only improvement would be to

eliminate the dossier system altogether. Two teachers (both from

the high school) thought that a greater number of more

stringently defined lines of evidence would make the dossier

system more valid. Two teachers (one middle and one high school)

thought that improved communication between candidates and the
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evaluators would help the systom. They thoug.vc that too many

rumors got started in ths present system.

Comments made by other teachers were: keep the rules

consistent, mak the dossier more valid, remoire the student

surveys, remove the parent surveys, remove teat scores, provide

release time from class in order to work on the dossiers, and

notify candidates personally at home regarding all promotion

decisions.

Teachers were asked whether the process of putting the

dossiers together gave them an opportunity to think about their

teaching. The question was designed to give teachers an

opportunity to discuss how valuable and constructive the process

of putting the dossier together was for them. Table 2.13

summarizes teacher responses.

Table 2.13

Benefits Received from Assembling Dossiers

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Very Valuable 1 0 0 1

Somewhat Valuable 3 2 3 8

Mixed Response 2 1 2 5

Not Valuable 4 7 0 11

Tho results indicate that while some teachers derived some

benefit froN the process, most teachers interviewed did not find

it to be a valuable experience personally. Thia was particularly

true in the middle school where seven did not derive any personal

benefit and eight of ten respondents either did not care for the

process or could not pinpoint any important benefits. Most
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teachers looked upon the process as a means to an end--a

necessary step to be taken when applying for promotion. One

teacher voiced this opinion:

I found it mostly an effort of self-congratulation. It
made me feel good about what I'm doing, but it didn't
offer any suggestions as to how I ought to modify, which
is a weakness in this system.

A teacher who thought that tho process had been rewarding said

this:

Ye*, I thought it was a good process for reflection. It
Pointed out some areas where I need to improve.

Teachers were asked if they would use any of the dossier

information to change their teaching practices. Almost all

teachers thought that they would not use the information

contained in the dossiers such as student surveys, parent

surveys, and grade reports to alter the way they practiced. Only

two teachers thought that they would make change* related to

information contained in the dossier. However, several teachers

thought that they would contiaue to emphasize practices that were

a part of the dossier system. Three teacher* said they would

continue to use pre- and post-testing techniques. Throe teachers

said they would continue to work with data obtained from student

surveys. Most zeachers (18) simply said no--it would not change

their practice. Some comments were quite sarcastic and negative

in nature:

No, it will teach me to hide things and be more clever.
What I think it is doing is making teachers be dishonest
not only with themselves but with their whole outlook on
teaching.

Teacher Oversight Committee

Teachers were asked if the Teacher Oversight Committee had
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given helpful assistance in preparing the dossiers. The tanswers

to this question are summarized in Table 2.14.

Table 2.14

Helpfulness of the Teacher Oversight Committee

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Helpful 7 3 3 13

Not Helpful 2 2 1 5

Did Not Need Help 2 3 2 7

Unaware of Committee 0 3 1 4

The results indicate most teachers who were interviewed thought

thut the Oversight Committee had rendered assistance in helping

them prepare their dossiers. A high school teacher gave this

response:

Yes, ours [Oversight Committee) checked through it
[the dossier] before we handed it in. Their comments
were positive and and not critical. They were well
inforeed.

Another teacher said this:

Very diligent and concerned. If they didn't know some-
thing, they iound it out.

Teachers who did not consult the Oversight Committee responded

in this manner:

No, I went to people on the staff I felt comfortable with.

Promotion Review Board

Teachers waxe asked if they thought the Promotion Review

Board was functioning in an effective manner. Answers to this

question are seen in Table 2.15.

n



Table 2.15

Effectiveness of the Promotion Review Board

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes 2 4 4 10

No 4 1 o 5

Nixed 3 a o 6

No Opinion 0 2 3 5

The
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results show that most teachers interviewed in the district

thought that the Promotion Review Board was functioning in

effective manner.

an

This was not the case however, in the

e lementary school where seven of nine teachers interviewed were

e ither unsure or did not think that the panel had done an

effective job. One of these teachers had this to say:

No, it isn't
dossiers when
came into it.
and political

[functioning ffectively]. They compared
they weren't supposed to. Personal biases
Religious, economic, Yong-term hatreds,
biases.

Most teachers who thought that the panel functioned effectively

responded this way:

I think so. it hasn't been an easy job, and they have
received a lot of static. They've been dedicated, took
the class, put in a lot of hours, and wanted it to work.

Another teacher from the high school said this:

I believe that was a highly professional, obJective
group of people...From what I can see, any faults lie
with the people who didn't yet promoted. They hand:ed
it in a childish and unprofessional manner.

Number of Teachers Being Promoted

Teachers were asked if they thought the number and

percentage of people being promoted was appropriate. The answers
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to this question are summarized in Table 2.16.

Table 2.16

Number of Teachers Being Promoted

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Right Amount 3 5 0 8

Too High 1 0 1 2

Ban Quotas 4 2 1 7

Unsure 1 3 5 9

The results reflect ambivalence concerning how the system was

working:

I don't think you can set anything as right. No quota
here is positive, but we've also heard that for a system
to work, some people have to fail.

More teachers were not sure about how many should be promoted

than those whc thought the number being promoted was just right.

The number of teachers who disliked the idea of a certain number

of teachers being promoted almost equalled the number of teachers

who thought that the number being promoted was Just right. Few

teachers thought the number was too high. It should be noted that

the interviews were being conducted late in the school year when

teachers were finding out if they had been promoted. Out of 43

teachers who submitted dossiers, 40 wore promoted.

Suggestions for Improving The Promotion Component

Teachers were asked about how the promotion process could be

improved. The response given most often (seven teachers--three

elementary, three middle, and one high school) was that the

district should recruit trained, independent evaluators to serve

on the Promotion Review Board. Six teachers (three elementary,
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one middle, rnd two high school) thought that more specific

criteria to guide panel decisions were needed. Four teachers (two

elementary, one middle, and one high school) suggested that

teachers be given more feedback on why they were or were not

promoted. Three teachers (two elementary and one middle school)

thought that the district should hold an election of sorts to

determine who should serve on the Board. Three teacher. (one from

each school) suggested that a system be designed to met the
needs of those teachers who were not successful in the promotion

process. Two teachers (one each from the elementary and middle

schools) thought that the Board members should receive some sort

of formal training in evaluation. Two teachers (both elementary

school) thought that the candidates should be notified privately

of promotion decisions. Other comments made by one teacher were:

expand the ways in which evaluations are performed, perform

systematic observations in the classrooms, take all names off the

dossiers to create anonymity, assure confidentiality for

individuals who are not promoted, make the whole process more of

a positive learning experience for teachers, and eliminate the

promotion component entirely and put the money into extra work

for extra pay assignments.

gffects of the Career hadder Program on

Professional Relations

Teachers were asked to discuss whether or not they perceived

any effects on relationships with each other as a result of

the district's Career Ladder program. Answers to this question

are summarized in Table 2.17.



Table 2.17

Effects of the Career Ladder Program on Teacher Relations

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

O 4

O 10

O 6

6 6

Positive Effects 0 4

Negative Effects 9 1

Positive and Negative 1 5

No Effects 0 0
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The data indicate that most teachers interviewed perceived that

negative effects were more common than positive effects. However,

different response patterns occurred in each of the three

schools. Of the elementary teachers interviewed, almost all

perceived negative effects on relations among teachers. Not one

teacher interviewed perceived any positive effects occurring. An

elementary teacher said this in response to the question:

We had a meeting with the school board a week or two
ago. I have never seen hostilities before when one
would stand up and say they thought it was great and
four others would stand up and say you are full of it...
It was dividing the district right in that meeting...

Most middle school teachers perceived good and bad effects on

relations and four teachers thought that good effects were

noticeable. Most responded this way:

High anxiety. Yet, I think this school has been unique
in that we have worked together; we're not afraid to
ask for help.

In the high school, all teachers who responded to the question

thought that the career ladder program has had no effect on

relations among teachers.

Most of the teachers interviewed were aware that problems

had occurred in the elementary school, due to the fact that two
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teachers had failed to be promoted. There was some degree of

curiosity and rumor concerning what was going on in the

elementary school among many teachers from the middle and high

schools. These teachers perceived that the problems stemmed from

teacher discomfort with the plan philosophical differences among

teachers, and marked differences of opinion with administrators

and members of the Promotion Review Board concerning who was and

who was not promoted.

Effects on Relations Between Administrators and Teachers

Teachers were asked if they perceived any effects on

relations between administrators and teachers as a result of the

Career Ladder program. Result.!: are seen in Table 2.18.

Table 2.18

Effects of the Career Ladder Program on Relations Between

Teachers and Administrator&

ELEN MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Positive Effects 0 0 0 0

Negative Effects 5 0 1 6

No Changes 3 10 6 19

Unsure 1 0 0 1

Most teachers who responded to the question perceived little

change in the way they were relating to administrators. The most

negative respons came from elementary teachers where five of the

six teachers thought that there had been necyative effects. An

elementary teacher described the effects this way:

The tension between principals and teachers is worae now
than it was before. Career Ladders was the final show.

All of the middle school teachers interviewed thought that there
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had been no effects on relations between administrators and

teachers. Six out of seven high school teachers interviewed

perceived no change in relations either. Many of these teachers

responded this way:

No, there are too many other variables involved. The
administrator hasn't been identified closely with it in
this school.

Relations Between Career Ladder and Non-Career Ladder Teachers

Teachers were asked if they perceived any effects on

relations between colleagues who submitted dossiers and

colleagues who did not submit dossiers. Results are summarized in

Table 2.19.

Teble 2.19

Effects on Relations Between Career Ladder and Non-Career Ladder

Teachers

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Positive Effects 0 0 0 0

Negative Effects 1 0 0 1

No Changes 8 7 6 21

Unsure 1 3 1 5

The vast majority of teachers interviewed (21 out of 27)

perceived little change in relations between teachers who

submitted dossiers and those who did not. Out of 61 teachers in

the district, 43 submitted dossiers. Only one teacher perceived

negative effects. Most teachers responded like this:

No, not in this school. This is a professional staff
here.
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Relations Between Teachers Who Were Promoted and Thoge Who

Were Not Promoted

Teachers were asked if they perceived any effects on

relations between colleagues who were promoted and those who were

not promoted. In the elementary school, several teachers who

submitted dossiers were not promoted. When asked this question,

three teachers said that they were aware of very bad experiences

between teachers on the Promotion Review Board and colleagues who

were not promoted. One teacher had this to say:

Real bad feelingsmore between people who weren't
promoted and those on the Promotion Review Board. I
don't think the people who didn't pass resent me for
passing, I think they resent the people who failed
them anonymously, without reason. One person pressured
them for reasons and they said 'I can't remember exactly
why you failed but it seems to me you Just didn't have
enough evidence there...'

Four lementlry teachers said that these decisiors created hurt

feelings among all teachers in the elementary school. One of the

elementary teachers described the situation this way:

It hurt to see colleagues not make it. The people
here are feeling people, and even with the money in
their pockets, they are hurting. The ones not promoted
are probably closer to the promoted ones because the
promoted ones have come on their side. They feel for
them; they understand.

Four teachers perceived that a sympathetic outreach attempt was

made toward unsuccessful candidates by those who were promoted.

Consider this response:

It's caused a large support group. People have come to
the aid of the persons with sympathy and the desire to
help them through e appeals. There was anger on the
part of those that Id pass that a person who was equally
as good didn't. It made them question the entire system.

One teacher perceived no changes in relations between successful
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and unsuccessful candidates.

Long-Term Effects of Career Ladders

Teachers were asked if they thought teaching as a profession

would experience any long-term effects as a result of career

ladders. The most common response (eight teachers) thought that

there would not be any long term effects because career ladders

would not last long enough. Eight teachers thought that the long-

term effects would be unhealthy and divisive competition among

tm,achers which would produce negative outcomes. Two teachers

thought that an increased attrition rate from the field would

occur because teachers would become fed up with career ladder

systems.

Several teacher* thought that positive long-term outcomes

would be realized. Four teachers thought that there would be an

influx of money into the profession which would make teaching a

more important (i.e., higher social status) profess3-/n. Two

teachers thought that positive long-term effects would occur

because as the systems develop more precise evaluation methods

will occur as well.

Suggestions for Improving The Sxstem

Teachers were given the opportunity to discuss what kinds

on improvements they would ll've to see incorporated into the

district's Career Ladder plan. A wide variety of responses were

obtained. Most suggestions centered on the dossier and the

Promotion Review Board.

Six teachers thought that better voles and guidelines for

governing the dossier component of the plan were needed. It was
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thought that these changes would aid teachers in choosing

appropriate lines of evidence. Several teachers thought that the

criteria for lines of evidence should be tightened and made more

stringent in an effort to standardize the process and create a

more objuctive evaluation process. One teacher thought that more

lines should be developed so that teachers would have more

options in developing the dossier. This would increase the

chances of creating the best possible dossier.

Three teachers thought that outside observers trained in

evaluation methods would be better able to objectively evaluate

candidates for promotions. Three teachers suggested that the plan

might work bettr if a process was developed to provide feedback

and assistance for those teachers who wore not promoted. Apart

from bringing in outsid observers to serve on this panel, three

tectchers thought that if teachers from the district would be on

the Board, they should receive more training in evaluation than

is presently given. Additionally, more clear-cut criteria should

be developed to govern the selection of district teachers who

serve on the panel. Two teachers suggested that any teachers on

the Board should be seiected by their colleagues and not by the

administration. Two teachers thought that the Board could make

more accurate evaluations by placing more emphasis on classroom

visits. One teacher suggested that all dossiers received by the

Promotion Review Board be anonymous. One teacher suggested that a

transition team should be set up from year to year to help train

incoming participants on the Board.

There were other suggestions as well. Two teachers thought

5 9
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that a forum should be developed to deal with a perceived teacher

distrust of career ladder systems in general. One teacher

suggested that increased funding would be an improvement. One

teacher thought that input from the University of Utah should be

eliminated. Five teachers recommended either a suspension of

the district's Career Ladder activities until more research is

done, an overhaul of the entire system due to unfairness, or a

complete cancellation of a Career Ladder program in the district.

These results indicate that teachers in the district had a

somewhat negative attitude toward the Career Ladder system as it

e xisted in their district. This sentiment seems strongest in the

e lementary school where conflicts arose over several teachers not

being awarded promotions. The middle school and high school

teachers interviewed were less negative than elementary teachers

toward the plan as a whole, but in general most teachers did not

care for the system. However, several teachers in the high school

praised the plan as being a step in the right direction for

teaching as a profession. Most teachers agreed that, when

compared with plans from other districts, their district's plan

was a better one. Despite the presence of teachers who perceived

the plan as being positive, most teachers found some kind of

fauit with the system. Most of the concern centered around the

specifics of the dossier system and how the Promotion Review

Board went about evaluating the dossiers.
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CHAPTER THREE

RURAL DISTRICT CAREER LADDER DEVELOPMENT CASE STUDY

General Description

This district is a smaller district within a rural Utah

mountain community. Patrons are drawn from the immediate

community as well as outlying farming areas. A population bass of

several thousand people is supported mainly by farming, ranching,

and dairy production. Some resident* also commute to and from

larger cities to take advantage of other varied economic

opportunities. Within an hour's drive are three larger cit7'es,

all with state universities which offer teacher training

opportunities and ongoing educational research. The close

proximity of these cities and the post-secondary institutions is

a plus for the district, because this proximity allows teachers

to commute. Teachers have the opportunity to further their

education without the inconveniences of long travel or

relocation.

The community, perhaps because of ita size and location, is

tightly knit, conservative, and religious. In this sense, the

community is in step with the values and customs of Utah society

at large. According to the teachers, the tightly knit atmosphere

of the town provides advantages and disadvantages. On one hand,

the setting and relaxed pace contribute to cohesion and unity

among the faculty as well as the perception that the district is

unique and fun to work in. On the other hand, the small size and
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conservative nature of the community can create awkward

situations for teachers who have inevitable conflicts with

parents. Additionally, those who do not maintain the status quo

of the community or those who. because of personal principle, do

not embrace ideas widely shared in the schools may be viewed as

pariahs.

The school board consists of local business leaders and

several ducators from both the State Office of Education and one

of the nearby post-secondary institutions. The district's career

ladder program was granted funds totalling $65,000.

The three schools in the district serve approximately 1500

students. This figure was down approximately 1.5% from the

previous school year. Almost 98% of the students are Caucasian.

The elementary school, with approximately 600 students, consists

of grades Kindergarten through 5th. The middle school and high

school each have approximately 450 students. The administration

for each school consists of one principal with a part time vice

principal at the high school level.

The faculty at all three schools consists of approximately

80 teachers. All of these teachers are Caucasian. There are an

equal number of male and female teachers in the district. The

average tenure in the district among faculty members is

approximately 12 years. For the 23 teachers interviewed in this

proJect, the average tenure is 14 years.
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The Career Ladder Plan

History

The size of the district was an asset in the planning

process. Because of the small size, a larger and therefore more

representative sample of parents; teachers, and administrators

were involved in the planning process. One of the nearby local

colleges also entered into the process by starting a research and

training project concerned with career ladder processes. This

research was started during the 1983-84 school year.

Approximately 40* of the district's administrators and teachers

agreed to participate in the project. Another local university

conducted workshops on evaluation methods and procedures. Much of

this information was viewed as being a key to the development of

the district's evaluation and selection procedures which would be

used with the career ladder candidates. It is significant to note

that the teachers' organization was well represented in the

planning process because of the abundant teacher participation in

the activities initiated by the post-secondary institutions.

Prevailing Philosophy

The fundamental tenets of the district's Career Ladder Plan

stressed the desire to recognize the outstanding qualitites of

good teachers. These teachers should also receive additional

financial remuneration for their exemplrry performance. The

evaluation and selection process would be unique for each school

within the district. Outcomes associated 1.ith the career ladder
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would not affect in any way the existing yearly evaluation and

payroll policies adhered to by the district. The district also

desired a smooth integration with xisting district policies and

colLective bargaining agreements. Administrators had expressed a

preference for not being responsibl for the development and

implementation of the district's Career Ladder Plan. Because of

this, as noted before, teachers were largely responsible for the

development of the system. Teachers also were responsible for

having the most significant input with regard to a candidate's

application, evaluation, and selection.

Group Processesz Leadershipz and Decision Making

Collaboration and compromise characterized the workings of

the planning committee. The committee itself was made up of the

superintendent, the assistant superintendent, one principal

selected by the superintendent, two community membsors selected by

the PTA and the school board, and three teachers, one from each

school selected by their respective faculties. The committee met

once a week for nine weeks with each session requiring two to

three hours.

One factor which influenced the decision making process was

an emerging apprehension on the part of the teachers. Teacher

representatives met several times during the nine week planning

process to deal with these emerging concerns. These concerns

involved several issues. A central concern was how to go about

creating a fair, accurate, and effective evaluation process.
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Another issue involved the discomfort teachers thought they would

experience when given the responsibility of evaluating their

peers. Teachers were concerned about the development of division

or an unhealthy competitive spirit which might erode morale.

Teachers were also concerriad that career ladders might causo

changes in the way they had shared time, materials, and/or

teaching techniques in the past. Concern was also expressed i.

regard to the amount of funding; many teachers thought there

would not be enough money for a quality career ladder program.

!---cording to the superintendent, many of these concerns were

dealt with effectively as time went on. Teachers on the committee

became more familiar with the role of administrators and were

able to provide satisfactory input to the other faculty members.

A key to working through these potential problems was the

experience of administrators and teachers who attended the

workshops. Those who did attend the workshops thought that their

participation helped them to focus more effectively on the

critical determinants of the career ladder proposal. This

experience provided a subtle "push forward with the agenda"

effect on other committee members. In fact, members thought that

the potential for unproductive haggling and/or the formation of

special interest groups was minimized as a result of the earlier

workshops.

The superintendent provided fornal leadership for the

committee while at the same time choosing not to lead too

aggressively. His role was described as that of a uon-directive

facilitator. The school board involved itself through its
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participation in selection of the community representatives as

well as providing an endorsement of the finished proposal. The

teachers were highly involved in the development of evaluation

and selection criteria. Compromise was needed as varied opinions

regtirding the state guidelines emerged. Predictably, som thought

the guidelines were too nebulous in describing specific

guidelines for funding of teacher projects or specific criteria

for teacher evaluations. Others felt the guidelines were too

rigid. Decisions %ere made by the committee only after open

discussions and consensus votes on each career ladder issue.

Resources

Few resources apart from the university-sponsored workshops

were utilized, particularly after the plar.Jalrg committee meetings

were underway. The superintendent provided information in the

form of journal articles and other documents from a California

school district. The superintendent also received resource

information from other district superintendents and the State

Office of Education.

Structural Features of the Plan

The district's Career Ladder Plan featured the following

components: extended days, extended responsibilities, teacher

facilitator, and superior performance. Approximately 065,000 was

allocated for the career ladder plan. Roughly 030,000 of this was

used for funding the extended days component. A detailed form of

the district's plan may be found in Appendix 3-1.
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Extended Days

First year teachers were required to be in the building five

extra days. One of these days was to be used for'an inservice

program led ...)y the superintendent. All other teachers were given

the option of applying for four additional days. These days would

contain no inservice meetings and would be used by the teachers

for grading, evaluation, or planning activities. The days would

occur at the end of ach school quarter. Each teacher would be

paid on a per diem basis as written into their contracts.

Extended Responsib/lites

There were three distinct subcomponents to this part of the

plan: curriculum development, special teacher projects, and

participation on the career ladder committee.

Curriculum Development

Research was performed on the curriculum, and in the process

the district identified needs within each of the 10 curriculum

areas. In this portion of the career ladder program, each teacher

served on one of the development committees. Several teachers

served as overseers of the different curriculum development

committees.

Special Teacher Prolects

Special teacher projects provided the opportunity for

teachers to design and implement their own instructional
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improvement projects. The district developed criteria for project

goals as well as instructions on how to apply and application

forms The career ladder committee reviewed all applications and

awarded projects based on the criteria they set.

Career Ladder Committee Service

This committee met once each week to discuss ongoing

concerns and the overall progress of the plan. Meetings were

scheduled for 6:00 A.M. Three teachers were involved and were

paid on a per diem basis. Total funding for teacher participation

was set at 06,000.

Teacher Facilitator

The district wanted new teachers tO receive help, guidance,

counsel, etc., from a veteran teacher in the same building but

not necessarily of the same grade level. Facilitator candidates

were mquired to apply and be evaluated and selected by the

career committee. Facilitators and the new tachers were

required to sign a contract. The remuneration for the veteran

teacher was set et 0500.

SuRerior P2rformance

All teachers were eligibl0 for this part of the plan.

Interested teachers were required to submit an application. These

applications were then reviewed by the career ladder committee

based on criteria established during the planning process. Part

of this process required teachers to submit selected evaluations
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of their performance; these were to include at least three of the

following data sources: principal evaluation, peer evaluation,

student reports, and parental feedback. Each teacher chosen for

the superior performance award received *1,000. Awards were given

based on the recommendations of the career ladder committee. This

committee consisted of one district office administrator

appointed by the superintendent, one principal, two community

patrons, and a teacher from each school. Each candidate's filo

was evaluated according to these criteria: the teacher's Job

description and a comparison of anticipated versus realized

outcomes, the content and quality of the teacher's instruction,

professionality, ethicality, and student growth as measured by

test scores.

The district agreed that during the first year of this part

of the plan, those teachers receiving the a4ard would devote part

of their time to the development of a system by which future

evaluation and selection for this award would occur. This system

would then be phased in for use with all faculty members later

on. Apart from participation -A the development of the evaluation

and selection process to be used in tho future, no other future

responsibilities were required of the teachers selected.
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Teacher Perceptions of The System

Twenty-three teachers in Rural District responded to

questions concerning their district's Career Ladder Plan. The

interview questions may be found in Appadix 3-2.

Extended DbZi

By far the most positive aspect of the system was the

extended days component. When asked if they agreed with the

district having the maximum number of days 22 of" 23 sald -yes.-

One comment catches this positive tone:

I think it is fantastic. I love it. It'& the best thing
that's ver happened to us. I would like get more. It
gives us a chance to get ourselves organized

The central theme her was having the time to do things for

which there previously had not been time. Preparation and

organization were mentioned as well as the idea of getting paid

for doing this work.

When asked if these extended days should be structured or

unstructured, 21 of 23 opted for unstructured. This appeared to

come as much from a need for individual time as from a dislik

for district insrvice workshops.

fftw Ittehtr Et2ilitsttets

when asked about the now teacher facilitator program,

reactions of teachers differed by building level. Five of the

eight secondary teachers liked the program, with one not liking

it and two unaware: only three elementary teachers liked it,

four didn't, and one was unaware.
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Analysis by level reveals various patterns. At the high

school level, teachers acknowledged that past help for new

teachers was haphazard, but there were still some hesitations

about this program cutting new teachers off from help fro* all

faculty. At the middle school level, teachers generally

acknowledged the need for the program with only one teacher

feeling that the program was unneeded. Elementary resistance

centered around the selection proce**, whether the facilitators

chosen were doing an adequate 3ob, end whether the new prc -am

would discourage all teachers from helping new teachers.

?lthough teachers in the district were generally supportive

of the abstract notion of a mentor program, their dissatisfaction

with the way that mentors were selected is seen in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1

Fairnees of the Teacher Facilitator Selecticn Ercgegg

ELEN MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes, Fair 4 0 5 9

No, Unfair 3 3 1 7

Don't Know 1 4 2 7

At the high school level teachers were generally satisfied with

the election process, but two didn't know what this process was.

There was considerable dissatisfaction at the middle school

level. This dissatisfaction centered around vague criteria and

feelings that the selections process was "politically"

influenced. Vague criteria and *election procedures were also

mentioned by teachers at the elementary level.
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This is one of the things in ours I was relally discouraged
with. I don't think it was fair. The selection process was
unclear. There was a little bit of confusion there. Some
people were told one thing and other!, told something else.

The data seem to indicate different implementation procedures at

each level. Also, a total of seven teachers were unaware of what

the selection procedures were. Improved communication and

uniformity of procedures c4uld help here.

Cgrxlium Qevelopment

When asked if the ,t7.1aericulum development component should be

continued in its present form, the teachers answered in the

following way.

Table 3.2

Continuation of the Curriculum DevoloEmpvi: Component

ELEN MIDDLE

Yes, Continue as Is 0 6

No, Do Not Continue 1 0

Unsure 1

HS

0

1

TOTAL

13

1

9

At the high school level teachers felt good about the goals and

procedures of the program. Middle school teachers commented on

the penefits of involving a large number of teachers and the

continuity in the curriculum this would bring to students. Non-

involvement on the part of elementary teachers resulted in a lack

of knowledge about the program.

When aeted how the goals of the curriculum projects should

be determined, the largest group of teachers (9) recommended

input from both teachers and the district. Six teachers
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Table 3.4

Extra Responsibility Component of the Career Ladder Plan

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Continue As I. 4 3 6 13

Changes are Needed 1 2 1 4

Unaware of Specifics 3 2 2 7

In general, teachers accepted this component of the Career Ladder

Plan, but there was a significant number in the sample who were

unaware of the specifics of this aspect of the program.

Communication may be a problem here, both in terms of selection

criteria and procedures and in terms of actual proJects

themselves. Evidence for a lack of information about selection

criteria can bee fougA in the responses to the next question,

which focused on ti.;e, cleftrness of crits ia and the fairness of

the selection process. Responses to the question are shown in

Table 3.5.

Table 3.5

Fairness of election Criteria and the Selection Process

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes, Fair 2 3 5 10

No, Not Fair 4 2 o 6

Unsure/No Answer 2 2 a 7

There appear to be different perceptions at different levels with

fewer positive views at the elementary level. In addition, the

existence of seven respondents who were unsure or had no answer

suggests again a communication problem.
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recommended that the focus should be teacher determined and five

opted for district targeting of curriculum project goals.

Arguments for more teacher input focused on the fact that

teachers are closest to students, know their needs best, and

ultimately have to implement curricula. District arguments

centerd around curriculum articulation and continuity.

Teacher reactions to the criteria and selection process are

presented in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3

Fairness of the Criteria and Selection erooess for Curriculum

Development

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yea, Fair 0 1 5 6

No, Unfair 6 4 1 11

No Answer 2 2 1 5

A comment from the middle school is typical here:

It was a little unclear as to what we were supposed to do
and what the criteria used for selection were. They should
have researched it more.

An elementary teacher commented on communication problems:

No, more clear cuL communication is needed. We weren't
aware this could be done.

ENt2nded R2sponsibility

Teachers were asked if the extended responsibility component

of career ladders should be continued in its present form.

Summaries of teacher responses are presented in Table 3.4.
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Career Ladder Committee

A central organizational force for Rural District's career

ladder plan was the Career Ladder Committee which monitored the

implementation of the plan. The following three questions were

designed to measure teacher perceptions of this committee. The

first of these asked whether the composition was representative

of the teachers in the district. Teacher responses to this

question are shown in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6

Composition of the Career Ladder Committee

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Fair Representation 7 6 8 21

No, Unfair 1 1 0 2

Teachers appeared to be satisfied with the composition of the

committee and felt that members of the committee adequately

represented their interests.

The next question asked whether paying teacher

representatives on a per: diem basis was fair. The response was a

unanimous vote of 23 yes.

Finally, an open ended question asked for ways to improve

the workings of this committee. Areas suggested by more than one

respondent included: "spreading the money around more" (3),

broader representations through more members (2), and clearer

guidelines and procedures (2).
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Superior Performance Pay and Teachers'

Attitudes toward Evaluation

This section focuses on the superior performance pay

component of the plan and teachers' attitudes toward various ways

of evaluating teacheru for this component. The first question in

this sequence asked if superior performance pay was a good idea.

The responses are seen in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7

Superior Performance Pay

ELEM MIDDLE HS

Good Idea 0 2 5

Not a Good Idea 8 4 3

Unsure 0 1 0

TOTAL

15

1

Major sentiment for the concept centered around the beneficial

effects of recognizing and rewarding good teaching. Major

arguments against the idea clustered in two areas. The largest

(6) area of unhappiness centered around procedural difficulties

involved in evaluating superior teaching. A smaller number of

teachers (3) commented on the divisive effects of singling out

soma for reward while ignoring others.

Teacher Attitudes toward Various Types

of Evaluative Data

A question about the role of principal evaluation in

determining superior teaching performance brought varied

responses. Nine respondents thought principal evaluation was a
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good idea and explained their position in this way:

We've always been evaluated by administrators. I see
no reason to question that.

The next largest response cluster (6) centered around the idea of

the principal having input but that this input should be part of

a committee decision. One respondent described optimal principal

input in this way:

They need to be part of it, but there needs to be a
balance of power.

The next most frequent (4) suggestion for principal evaluation

was that it needed to be done more often and more frequently. In

general, teachers seemed to be accepting of the principal's role

in evaluating superior teaching; there was only one -no"

expressed and there were two -depends on who the administrator

is" responses.

When asked about the apropriateness of peer evaluation in

the identification of superior teaching, teachers responded as

shown in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8

Appropriateness of Peer Evaluation

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Approprxate 3 3 6 12

Mixed Reaction 3 3 0 6

Not Appropriate 2 1 2 5

Teachers, in general, were mildly supportive of this data source,

with high school teachers being the most positive. Even when

teachers replied -yes" they qualified the response with comments
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like, "It's fine as long as you have someone with the same

curriculum area" and "You would need to be careful about how much

weight you put on the evaluation." Negative responses centered

around the problems that peer evaluation would bring to

professional relationships and the special problems of peer

evaluation in a small community.

Teachers were also asked about the :%-cus of peer evaluations

and queried on whether this focus should be the classroom itself

or alternate sources of data such as lesson plans and student

papers. The responses to these questions are seen in Table 3.9.

Table 3.9

Teacher Opinions Concerning the Focus of Peer Evaluations

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Include All Componwits 3 6 5 14

Include Performance On2v ::i 0 1 6

Evaluation Results Only 0 1 1 2

Performance and Plan 0 0 1 1

Depends on Goals 0 1 0 1

The most common response was to include a number of data sources.

A typical response here was:

It should be broaderfoid. There's a lot more to it than just
being in the classroom. Curriculum, lesson pldnning, all
are important.

Proponents of classroom performance only focused on the

logistical problems involved in using multiple data sources.

If you start going into all those areas, we're going to
spend so much money and so much time. It will be a waste.

Teachers were also asked about the desirability of including
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parental input through formal surveys. The responses to this

question are shown in Table 3.10.

Table 3.10

Parental Input into Career Ladder Files

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes. Good Idea 3 0 2 5

Mixed Reaction 0 5 0 5

No, Not c Good Idea 5 2 6 13

Teachers in favor of parental input did so with caution; the

general tone of the positive teachers was to include this source

of information but "Do not weight it as heavily as the

principal's." Teachers against the use of parental input doubted

the validity of this source and mentioned problems of gossiping

and non-objectivity.

Student surveys were also exploied as another source of data

to identify superior teachers. Tea-her responses to this

question are seen in Table 3.11.

Table 3.11

Use of Student Survers in Career Ladder Fila

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes, Include Surveys 4 6 6 16

No Surveys 4 1 1 6

Mixed Reaction 0 0 1 1

The data indicate a generally positive attitude toward student

surveys with thie 6eing less so at the elementaty level. A
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c-DmmPat from the elementary level captures the essence of their

Elementary kids are too young to understand or to
judge.

Teachers at the other levels also cautioned that surveys

should be carefully worded, designed and adrinistered.

The use of student achievement scores was also explored.

Summaries of teacher reactions to this data source are shown in

Table 3.12.

Table 3.12

Use of Student Achievement Scores in Career Lailder Files

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes, Include Scores 2 3 2 7

No Scores 3 3 5 11

Mixed Reaction 1 1 5

Problems mentioned included teaching to the test, comparing

classes with high and low ability students, and measurement

problems in specific areas of the curriculum (e.g., foreign

languages or physical education).

Self-evaluation was an additional source of information

explored. Teachers were generally favorable rbout the idea of

self-evaluation. Respondents generally felt that teachers could

be critical about themselves and that the introspective process

could be a valuable one.

Finally, the idea of including input from co-workers such as

secretaries and janitors was explored. The responses were fairly

negative with 15 "no", four qualified "yes- and only three "yes".
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The mayor problem here was a lack of expertise and perspective.

Teacher Participation In the System

To get some indication of past and future participation

rates we first asked if the teachers in our sample had been

involved in any of the various components of the system during

the first year. Teacher responses are summarized in Table 3.13.

Table 3.13

Teacher Participation in the Career Ladder Plan

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Extended Days 8 7 7 22

Superior Performance 0 1 3 4

Extended Responsibility 3 6 3 12

While all 22 respondents participated in extended days, there

were lower participation rates for extended responsibility %12)

and superior performance (4). Also, across grade levels there

were uneven participation rates for the latter two categories.

Teachers applying for extended responsibility typically mentioned

some project they had in mind for which they needed time and

resources. No participants in the latter two categories

mentioned time and philosophical differences with the idas as

major deterrents to participation.

When asked if they planned to participate in various aspects

of the plcn in the future, teachers responded according to the

reaults shown in Table 3.14.

Si
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Table 3.14

Future Participation in the Career Ladder Program

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Extended Days 3 7 7

Superior Performance 1 1 4 6

Extended Responsibility 3 6 4 13

Would not participat 3 0 1 4

Unsure 1 0 1 2

Money was mentioned as a major motivator a number of tines and

the fact that funds available for the second year would double

was elao mentioned. Increased time demands were mentioned

frequently as a major factor in not participating in extended

responsibilities. Philosophical differences with the idea of

superior performance were the most often offered reason for non-

participation in the superior performance category.

Effects of The Career Ladder Program on

Professional Rglatlons

To investigate the effect of career ladders on professional

relationships in this district, teachers :.41 asked how career

ladders had changed relationships with peers, principals, and

between participant and nonparticipant teachers. In addition,

they were asked how the career ladder system had affected morale

and slf esteem.

Effectg on Relations Among Teachers

When asked how career ladders had affected relations among

teachers, respondents answered according to the results presented
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in Table 3.15.

Table 3.15

Effects of the Career Ladder Plan on Relations Among Faclty

Members

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

It Had No Effect 0 3 3 6

Slightly Negative 3 2 3 8

Very Negative 5 1 2 8

Positive Effect 0 2 1 3

The general reaction to this question was either slightly or

significantly negative with more negativity at tho elementary

level. Typical positive comments included the following:

It's had some good results. Teachels lon't want to
look bad compared to others in preparing programs.
It's been healthy competition. I think eivoryone'a
been pretty darn cordial about it. I 4-11't feel
resentment. If don't see any bickering.

Typical negative comments were:

I see it dividing teachers and making them less willing
to share. I've seen a definite change. The attitude ia
they're getting paid for it -- let them do it. There
is resentment among ome teachers.

EfIrects on Relations Between Teachers and AdministEatore

Teachers were also asked how the career ladder system had

changed relationships between administrators and teachers. A

summary of their responses is found in Table 3.16.

Table 3.16

Effects of the Career Ladder Plan on Relations Between

Administrators and Teachers
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ELEN MIDDLE HS TOTAL

No Effect 6 5 6 17

Positive Effect 0 1 1 2

Negative Efiect 1 1 0 2

Unsure 1 0 1 2

Responses to this question wer much more neutral then to the

previous one linking career ladders and teacher relations. Ode

comment appears to explain a large part of this neutrality:

Not a vcry strong effect because they gave the decision to
the committee. The anxiety is between the committee and
teachers. The administrators are passing the buck. The
committee made all the decisions.

Relations Between Career Ladder and Non-Carger T adder

Teachers

In reply to a question focusi on the effect of the cAreer

ladder sy4tem on relations Jth% ,n participant and non-

participant teem ors, the rnspondents ans...,,,.ed according 4-io the

results found in faLle 3.17.

Table 3.17

Effects on Relatiolls Between Partici2ant and Non-Particigaint

Teachers

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

No Effect 0 6 3 9

Slightly Negative 7 1 4 12

Very Negative 1 0 1 2

Positive Effect 0 0 0 0
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Negative comments centered around feelings of jeaX.Ivy and

resentment about non-involvment and limits to communice.tion, for

example:

I feel like career ladder teachers ,4;an't talk about
career ladders around non-career ladder teachers because
a career ladder teacher can't come out and say -- well, I'm
working on such and such a project for superior performance.
Non-career ladder teachers will respond negatively to this
situation.

Effects on Teacher Esteema. Contribution& and MoEale

Teachers were asked to comment on the effect of the system

on esteem, contribution, and morale. Their responses are

summarized in Table 3.18.

Table 3.18

E-cfects of tne Career Ladder Plan on Esteem& Contribution arid

Nora

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Tea 5 2 3 10

No Effect 3 3 5 11

Unsure 0 2 0 2

Prmitive comments locused on xtended contract days. Negative

cciaments focuasd on competition and tt.. effects of non-

participation. These factors are expressed typically here:

Those who got it, it probably helped their morale; those
that didn't were disappointed. I would say it raised the
morale of career ladder teachers and lowered the morale
of non-career ladder teachers.

Susgestions for Improving the System

In this final section, teachers' responses to an open-ended

question about how the system could be improved are analyzed.
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The most common response to this question (7) wiz to increase the

pay for all teachers and to broaden the participation

opportunities to include more teachers. This wau followed by a

call for more extended days and refinements to the way that the

program was administered (5). These latter comments focused on

c.larifying criteria and providing more feedback to applicants.

Finally, four teacher= recommended refining the superior

performance category or doing away wlth it entirely.

8 0
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Questionnaire Data Summary

Rural District

Fifty-six teachers in the district completed a 33 item

questionnaire form designed to sample teacher opinion concerning

the dzstrict's Career Ladder Plan. Teachers were asked to respond

nv.)nymously according to a tightly anchored five point Likert

scale. The scale was used to assess the degree to which teczhers

agreed or disagreed with statements concerning the specifics of

the district's program. The scale was constructed in the

following manner:

1= Strongly 2= Somewhat 3= Neutral 4= Somewhat 5= Strongly
Agree Agree Disagrme 'isagree

A complete listing of the statements and descriptive

statistics for teacher responses may be found in Appendix 3-3.

Several items are iv,,ntioned here however, becautro the

questionnaire data correlate* with data gathered through the

interviews.

In Rural District, teacher respc,tse to the Career Ladder

Plan in the interviews was mixed. This is reflected in the

questionnaires in that many mean responses for teachers were near

the neutral rating of thme (3) and many large standard

deviations were found. One statement with with teachers did state

clear agreement on however concerned a lack of adequate funding

for the program. Mean teacher response was 2.000 with an SD of

1.12. Recall that this was a popular suggestion mad* regarding

improvements for the present system. Another statement which

teachers tended to agrea more all ds,:44-1e with was that rtireekr
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ladders discourages cooperation among faculty. The mean response

for teachers was 2.345 with an SD of 1.174. In the interviews,

many teachers expressed discomfort with the notion that

competition might discourage the sharing of teaching methods with

other teachers. Teachers expressed mild agreement with the

statement -The Career Ladder Program has hurt the relationship

between teachers" (Mean of 2.500. SD of 1.191) and mild

disagreement with the statement -The Career Ladder Prograv has

helped the relationship between teachers" (Mean of 3.911. SD of

0.959). These data reflect the cautious wait-and-see attitude

expressed by many of the teachers during the interviews.

The interview data indiccts that while many teachers were

suspicious or had negative attitudes toward Rural District's

Career Ladder Plan, teachers thought that the district ws trying

to and, in fact, had done the best possible job of designing the

program given the circumstances. Questionnaire data confirmud the

interview data obtained in . Teachers expressed venera)

agremitent with the stet. _ 1t "...our district is following the

intent the state legislature has established for career ladder

money." The mean response was 2.058. Tachers also responded

negatively to the statement "Terminate our school's program. It

cannot be rehabilitated." This statement prompted the mt.st

extreme disagreement from teachers out of all the questionnaire

items. The mean response was 4.234 with an SD of 1.047. These two

items suggest that while many teachers did not like the plan

100k, most felt it was preferable t.r., no plan at all.
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STATEMENT

Rural District Questionnaire Data

# MEAN SD

1. 3.518 1.221

2. 3.055 1208.

3. 2.345 1.174

4. 2.727 1.162

5. 3.911 .959

6. 3.400 1.241

7. 2.768 1.440

8. 3.750 1.430

9. 3.455 1.33

10. 2.500 1.192

11. 3.518 1.335

12. 3.073 1.200

13. 2.000 1.127

14., 4.019 1.141

.1.. 3.436 1.288

16. 3.625 1.301

17. 2.979 1.176

18. 2.673 1.438

19. 3.556 1.396

20. 1.589 1.125

21. 2.849 1.446

22. 2.846 1.460

23. 2.05E 1.037

24. 2.127 1.248



25. 2.074 1.195

26. 2.302 1.422

27. 3.111 1.369

28. 3.982 1.213

29. 2.018 1.053

30. 1.750 1.348

31. 2.979

32. 3.143 1.307

33. 4.234 1.047

SECTION II

1. CONTINUOUS SERVICE Mean = 10.380

2. FULL-TIME TEACHER = 45 PART-TIME TEACHER = 5

NR <NO RESPONSE> = 6

3. SEX MALE = 23 FEMALE 23 NR <NO RESPONSE> = 10
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HAPTER FOUR

URBLN D_STRICT CAREER LADDER DEVELOPMENT CASE STUDY

Information for ftis case study was gathered through

interviews held at various schools in the district. Seventy-one

teachers from elementary, middle, anq high schools in the

district were interviewed.

General Description

This district is in an urban area that has a more di.,erse

population than the average Utah distrSct. Students are drawn

essentially from the surrounding community which is supportzd by

various industries and businesses.

The urban setting provides access to two major universities

for teachers who are interested in furthering their education It

also allows the community to have one of the more racially

diverse populations with the district havicq a white oopulation

of SOX (the state average being 95% Caucasian). Hispanics are

second in representation, accounting for roughly 14.5% of the

students.

Uulik most districts in ths state, this is one of the few

districts that has a declining or stagnant population. Lay-offs

have resulted in an overall loss of population that has in turn

affected school enrollment. This lack of growth has had

secondary effects on teacher population as fewer new teachers

have boron hired, causing the average teacher ag,A to increase.

Salaries in this district hay, consistently been slightly below
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the state averag.

The teacher and student distributions for the 1984-85

academic year are presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

1984-35 Approximate Teacher and Stpdent Distribution Per Scht7z!.

Schools Teachers Students

ELEM 15 26C, 6,000

t:DOLE 4 14,: 2,600

HS 4 150 3,000

TOTAL 23 550 11,600

Note. There are also approximately 15 teachers in the district

who work throughout the district in more than one school.

The district also had over 30 administrators (including

superintendents, assistant superintendents, supervisors and

coordinators, principals, and assistant priAcipals) with 13 in

elementary schools, eight in middle schools, and seven in

secondary schools.

The Career Ladder Plan

History

An initial steering committee was formed of individuals from

the following areas:

Administrators 4

School Board Members 2

Teachers 4
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Parents 11

The purpose of this committee was to formulate an initial draft

of tir..an District's Career Ladder Plan. An ongoing commite

late; z.',uveloped to refine and implement the plan. This ongoing

Comr_tte was composed of:

Administrators 10

School Board Members 2

Teachers 15

Community Members 6

The steering committee submitted their draft first to the

School Board for approval and then to the State Office of

Educk-ion. Next it was given to the assistant superintendent ant!

the c'et,rict curriculum committee to implement. A draft of these

implementation procedures was formed and sent for review to three

succeszive screening committees composed of teeprl,ers at the

elementary, middle, and high school levels. This draft was then

forwarded to the principal's screening committee for comment and

review. Concern was expressed b7 members of tho principal's

screening committee over the centrality of the principal in the

evaluation process.

After revIewing the draft, the curriculun committee

established tentative criteria and sent these criteria tc the

ongoing career ladder committee. Simultaneousll,, a committee
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composed of principals approved a draft of an ev:iluation form

which they would use. They also gave final approval for the

district's Career Ladder Plan, which then went back to the

curricu.lum committee for revision and implementation.

The plan was disseminated for implementation at a

principals' meeting. This was followed by an inservice meeting

for the principals to clarify the particulars involved in

undertaking the Urban District Career Ladder Plan.

Prevailing Philosophy

When formulating tbeir Career Ladder Pl;n, the district

determined that it would be beneficial for teo,.ters to have extra

days for preparation, curriculum development, and inservice

trainin9 This would enable them tr) be bettei- prepared and more

effectivp in the classroom. Almost fiity percent of :he

distric't! 0470,000 career ladder budget wag allocated toward

extended

The ma4,...wr teacher step was designed to be an incentiVe for

increased teacher efficiency in the classroom. It was hoped that

the additional 'ley involved in this step would make teaching more

competitive with other professial positions, thereby providing

an incentive for good tedchers to remain in the classroom. The

criteria established for outstanding teachers included the

follow:-4:

Classroom climate

Respect for dignity of students
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Respected by other.- professionals and staff

Provides ev±dence of appropriate student growth

Willing to share teaching techniques

Understanding of students

Positive rapport with parc4nts

Student disciplthe

Effective use of teaching techniques

Additionally, it was determined that if teechers accepted

additional assignments they would be compensated for theoe

duties.

Wh.Lle participation in the extended days portion of the

district's Career Ladder Plan was mandatry, the remaining steps

of the Plan were voluntary. There were no quotas on the district

committees. There was an original quota of 100 for the Level

Four master 'teacher award which was later increased as more funds

became available.

Structural Features of the Plan

Urban District's Career Ladder Plan featurd four levels.

Within these four levela were throe main components: extended

days, extra pay for taking on ext.ended responsibilities in the
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form of participation on district committees, and 2 monetary

award for beiug recognized as a master teacher. Initially,

approximately 0470,000 was allocated to fund the program.

Slightly les* than 50% of these funds (0216,000) went into

funding the extended days portion of the plan while the remaining

money (approximately 254,000) went into the fuAdag of extended

responsibilities and master teacher awards (see Aripendix 4-1).

Level One of the plan included the extended contract

days and was mandatory for all certified personnel, e 90.

teachers, media specialists, special teacher psychologists, etc.

Level one teachers were paid anywhere from 0232 to 0450 for three

extra days. The exact nature of teacher responsibilitie* during

this time was handled differently by each school. Some schools

required that teac:lers participate in activi-cios such as parent-

teacher conference*, inservice meetings held

buildings, and lesson planning. Other schools

the teacher be present in the building with

that the teacher could work on anything he or

in Cat respective

requi7ed only that

the understanding

she needeci to work

on, e.g., grades, lesson planning, room preparation, parent-

teacher meetings, etc.

Level Two of the plan was reserved for those teachers

who chose not to submit a career ladder application.

remuneration was extended to these teachers.

Level Three of the plan included those teachers

No

who

took on extended responsibilities. These responsibilities took

the form of service on district-wide committees such as the

writing committee, discipline committee, computer education

committee, etc. The purpose of these committees was to 1) improve
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instructional programs by developing curriculums, 2) increase

communication and cooperation among departments and faculty, and

3) develop a network of elementary school team leaders to improve

curriculum and instruction. To qualify for Level Three, the

teacher was required to be a certified employee of the district

and have a minimum of three years of teaching experience. It was

also presumed that inclusion on a committee indicated needed

expertise in the area of participation. Committee participants

were paid $10.60 per hour.

In order to serve within the district at Level Three, the

teacher was required to have tenure and must have displayed

professional expertise/in a variety of (not-specified) curriculum

areas. The teacher must also have volunteered for service and

have been chosen by a committee chairperson.

Teachers at Level Four of the plan received a cash award of

01,000. In order to qualify for this master teacher award, the

teacher was required to have tenure and must have been nominated

themselves or be nominated by another teacher, parent(s), or

administrator(s). Any applicant who wished to create a file for

Level Four was required to sign a waiver which forfeited the

right to review information in the file. This included all

evaluative feedback from parents and administrators.

Administrators evaluated the candidate according to a series of

criteria developed by the career ladder committee. These criteria

focused on the teacher's classroom performance (see Appendix 4-3).

and covered the following areas: classroom climate, respect for

the dignity of students, supported and respected by other

9 7
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professionals and school staff, provides evidence of appropriate

student growth in skills, willingness to share teaching

techniques and materials, understanding of students, positive

rapport with parents, student discipline, and effective use of

teaching techniques. Each candidate was rated on a scale of one

to 10 with one being lowest and 10 being highest. Upon completion

of the files, each building administrator rank ordered the files

and submitted them to the district office.

Teacher Perceptions of The System

Seventy-one teachers in Urban District responded to a series

of questions dealing with the district's Career Ladder Plan. The

interview questions may be found in Appendix 4-2.

Knowledge of the District's Career Ladder Program

Thirty-one of the 71 teachers interviewed were asked to

disculw how much they knew about the district's career ladder

program. The reults are given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2

Teacher Knowledge of the District's Career Ladder Program

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Know Alot 1 0 2 3

Know Some 2 7 5 14

Know Little 4 6 4 14

Most of these teachers claimed to have some or little knowledge

of the system. Some degree of knowledge meant that thcw could
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generally explain most, but not all features of the plan. The

number of teachers who knew little about the plan was far greater

than those who said they were very knowledgeable about the plan.

Use of Extended Contract Days

Teachers were asked how they used their extended days. The

most common response was that the extra time was used for

grading. Another common response W48 that the time was spent in

classroom preparation as well as in parent-teacher conferences.

The strongest theme to emerge in this area was the idea that

teachers were finally being compensated for work they otherwise

did on their own time. The teachers were pleased that the

distrit was attempting to provide support, recognition, and

cowpensation for them.

When asked how the extended days portion of the Career

Ladder Plan might be improved, three suggestions were most

common. The most common suggestion (10) was to let teachers

decide on how the time should be spent and, above all, make this

time unstructured. This opinion was most strongly voiced by the

middle school teachers who worked in buildings where strectured

activities were scheduled for them during their extended days.

Other suggestions were offered as well. Teachers thought that the

district should provide additional days at the end of terms (9)

as well as add more days (8). Again, the positive way in which

teachers viewed the whole concept of extended days plus the

negative reaction toward scheduled activities during this time

should be noted.
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Interviewees were asked if they had served on a district

committee and, if ao, was it a good experience for them. Those

who did not participate were asked if they had wanted to serve.

Sixty-eight teacher& responded to this question. Out of the 68,

39 served on committees and 29 did not. Several people served on

more than one committee. 26 described their committee experience

as being good. This comment was highly representative for those

teachers who enjoyed their experiences on the committees:

In ten previous years I've served on similar committees
and have not been monetarily compensated. Getting some
monetary compensation improves my general outlook and
performance. I enjoy giving input as well.

Fifteen individuals thought that their experience was a poor one,

while six had no opinion. One teacher, whose response was typical

of those who had poor experiences, had this to say about serving

on a committee:

No, it makes work. The committees I've dealt with were
things we would have done anyway. It became more elaborate
and drawn out just because you were getting money for it...
Most committee work is busy work.

Several teachers served on more than one committee. Many stated

that their experience on one committee was good while it was poor

on the other committee(s). There were no teachers among tl:lose who

were interviewed who had positive experiences on all of the

committees on which they served. There may have been a fatigue

factor for these teachers. With their extra committee assignments

plus their regular teaching load, they may have been too busy to

make the kind of contribution that would have made it a positive

experience for them.
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Those teachers who did not participate were asked if they

had wanted to serve on a committee. Out of 29 interviewed who did

not serve, 20 said they would have wanted to, while nine said

they did not. Several teachers pointed out that these extra

rsspons1bilities were not available to all the faculty--

paryicularly those teachers involved in coaching athletics and

drama. Their activities met during times which had been set aside

for committee meetings. Because of this scheduling conflict,

these teachers could not avail themselves of the career ladder

funds associated with district committees. One teacher described

the situation this way:

I would have liked to serve on a committee but coaches
have a hard time participattng in this ladder except
for the initial step because of our time schedule. There
is no set up for us to get extra money.

Th, Selection Process

Teachers were asked to discuss whether the selection process

used to determine committee memberships was clear. Responses to

this question are summarized in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3

Clarity of the Selection Process

ELEN MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes-Process was Clear 5 4 7 16

No-Process was Not 4 4 14 22

Not Sure 5 7 3 15

The majority of teachers interviewed thought that the selection

process was poorly defined and unclear.

Teachers were asked to discuss whether they thought the
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selection process was fair. Responses to this question are

summarized in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4

Fairness of the Selection Process

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes-Process was Fair 4 5 6 15

No-Process was not Fair 3 3 13 19

Cannot Judge 6 7 9 22

At the elementary schools, teacher reaction was mixed

concerning the fairness of the selection process. The majority of

teachers interviewed did not think they had enough information to

indicate whether the process was fair. An elementary teacher

commented:

I don't believe there was a selection process of any
kind. A new principal came in and basically followed
the committees we had in the past.

At the middle schools, teachers were split evenly when asked

about the clarity and fairness of the selection process. For

those who felt the process waa clear and fair, this comment

summarizes their thoughts:

It was very fair. It was announced through the district
bulletin, and the first people who applied were taken...

At the high schools, a much stronger and more negative

sentiment emerged. By almost a two to one margin, teachers

thought that the process was unclear and unfair. Much of this

criticism centered around the fact that several teachers were

appointed to two or more committees (several teachers did not

even apply, yet they were appointed by administrators) while
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others who applied were not selected for service on any

committees. One teacher commented:

It doesn't appear to have been very clear. It seems to
have been very arbitrary. There were no clear-cut kl:riteria.

Another teacher had this to say:

It's the sane people on several committees. I think they
picked the people they wanted. They do this all the time.

A concern which emerged in this area was the relatively high

number of teachers who, for various reasons, did not under-Stand

the process. Either these teachers did not take the time to find

out or the dissemination of information was not very effective.

In any case clear-cut, uniform guidelines could have helped.

Remungration for Committee farticipation

Those teachers who participated on district committees were

paid $10.60 an hour. Teachers were asked whether or not this was

a fair fcrm of remuneration for committee participation. Results

for this question are shown in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5

Remuneration for Committee Partcigation

ELEM NIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes-Fair 21 14 19 54

No-not Fair 6 1 9 16

By more than a three to one margin, teachers approved of

this f(Jrm of payment for service on district committees. Those

that did not approve thought the figure was too low. Several of

the teachers were extremely displeased with the way in which the

district paid out the funds for committee service. One teacher
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described it this way:

Well, naturally, 020.60 an hour is a rather low wage
considering it is overtise. Then rather than paying with
separate checks, the (District3 throws it on your paycheck,
and *10.60 an hour becomes 05 or *6 an hour. Often the
accounting has been sloppy, too.

As was mentioned before however, most teachers were in favor of

this form of remuneration. This comment catches tho overwhelming

positive sentiment.

Yeah, teachers in the past have had to put time in and
not get paid, so this is good.

Teachers were asked about ways to improve this aspect o;,: the

district's Career Ladder Program. The responses were quite

diverse, yet several clear-cut themes emerged. Seven teachers

thought the pay should be increased. Seven teachers thought that

wider faculty participation in the committees should be allowed.

Widor participation meant accepting for service everyone who

wanted to be on a committee. Teachers thought this would spread

the money around more fairly as well as allow for more varied

input through increased faculty participation. Six teachers

expressed concern that the committees were not productive. They

thought that the committees might be more productive if the

diutrict would provide more direction, focus, and quality control

so that the money would be spent in the best possible way.

Level Four Master Teacher Award

As previously mentioned, Level Four is the career ladder

step in which a teacher receives $1,000 for exemplary

performance. Teachers were asked what they thought of the various

dimensions of this level. What follows is an analysis of their
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responses.

Self-Nomination

Teachers were asked if they favored self-nomination as the

primary means of nomination for the macter teacher award. The

results are shown in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6

Teacher 02inions Concerning Self-Nomination For The Master

Teacher Award

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Favor SelS-%:omination 7 2 12 21

Do Not Favor Self-Nomination 12 11 14 37

Not sure 4 2 3 9

The data indicate thet most teachers do not favor self-nomination

as the primary way in which teachers are nominated for the master

teacher award. In most cases, those who were against self-

nomination expressed strong dissatisfaction with this aspect of

the plan. The following comment captures the essence of this

disaatiafaction:

I have strong feelings against it. I'm very much against
it. It becomes divisive. One of our finest teachers didn't
nominate himself.

Another teacher had this to say:

If you're an egotist, it's great. It's a terrible way. It
puts teachers in a position to publicize and advertise
for themselves. It's also semi-degrading.

Those teachers who; favored self-nomiiiation viewed this aspect of

the plan as a necessary and acceptable means to an end. One

teacher had this tr. say:
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I think it is an excellent idea. Any teacher who feels
they are doing a better Job ought to nosinate themselves.
A teacher knows if they are doing a good 3ob.

Another teacher who favored self-nomination brought up the

concept of fairness:

Yes, because you wouldn't nominate yourself if you didn't
think you were worthy to get it. That cuts out favoritism
for sure.

Several teachers mentioned that peer nomination sight be an

acceptable alternative to self-nomination. These teachers thought

that a peer nomination system would place needed emphasis on

the recognition of exemplary classroom teaching skills.

Perceptions Of How Many Teachers Would Receive The Master

Teacher Award

Teachers were asked what percentage of the district's

teachers would receive the award. They were also asked if this

figure was, in their opinion, too high or too low. They were also

asked to speculate on what this percentage should be. The results

are shown in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7

Percentage of Individuals Receivins, the Master Teacher Award

% of Teachers Receiving $1,000

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

No Opinion/Don't Know 7 15 22

10 Percent 2 6 a

20 Percent 5 10 15

30 Percent 4 4 a

40 to 50 Percent 1 1 2
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It is necessary to note that under the "No Opinion/Don't Know-

category, six HS and three MS teachers (total o nine) did not

know how many teachers would receive the master teacher award.

Nine HS and four MS teachers (total 13) had no opinion or did

not care to comment on what the percentage of teachers receiving

the award should be. Most teachers thought that roughly 20% of

the faculty would receive the master teacher award, which was

close to the actual original figure.

Teachers were also asked whether they thought the number of

teachers who would receive the master teacher award was too high

or too low. Responses to this question are summarized in Table

4.8.

Table 4.8

Number of Teachers Receiving the Master Teacher Award

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Too Low 12 9 18 39

Too Higb 3 1 1 5

Just Right 2 1 2 5

The data indicate that most teachers thought that somewhere

between 15% to 35% of the teachers in the district would receive

the award. The above figures indicate that the maaority of

teachers in the district think the percentage of teachers

receiving the $1,000 was too low.

When asked what the percentage of teachers receiving the

01,000 award should be, fewer teachers were willinv to commit to

a particular percentage. The resulttl are summarized in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9

Number of Individuals that Should Receive the Master Teacher

Award

10* 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 80k 100% Against quotas

ELEM - - - - -

MIDDLE 1 0 0 0 4 0 2 5 0

HS 0 a 3 1 2 1 6 2 2

TOTALS 1 3 3 1 6 1 8 7 2

The data suggest a discrepancy between what teachers think is

happening and what they would like to see happerl,,. Most teachers

interviewed expected that bntween 10% and 30% would receive the

award while many teachers thought that 50% and 100% should

receive it. This phenomenon relates back to the fact that

orginally, 0100,000 was set aside for thit4 step in the career

ladder and that 100 teachers in the district would receive the

award. With approximately 560 teachers in the district, this

would mean that less than one fifth of the teachers would

qualify. Many teachers felt that in terms of the criteria being

used to evaluate master teachers, there were more than 100 master

teachers in the district. In fact, 80% was the most common figure

suggested for the number of teachers who ehould receive the

award. This reflects strong teacher sentiment that not enough

teachers would be recovnized at this step of the district's

Career Ladder Plan.
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Role of the Principal In The Selection of Master Teachers

The principal at each school played a central role in the

selection of those teachers who receive the 01,000 aw.,rd.

Teachers were asked if they thought this was a good idea. Results

are shown in Table 4.10

Table 4.10

Teacher Opinions Concerning the Central Role Assumed by the

Principal in Career Ladder Evaluations

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes-Good Idea 8 9 11 28

No-Not a Good Idea 8 3 12 23

Depens on Type of Principal 7 2 0 9

Better Done by Comm:ttee 5 1 8 14

In general, teachers were hesitant concerning the principal's

central role in the selection process. In the middle schools,

however, teachers were more positive concerning the principal's

central role. The elementary and high school teachers interviewed

were evenly divided on this issue. There were a number of

teachers (8) in the high schools endorsing the idea of a central

committee being organized to make master teacher selections. It

should be noted that because of district personnel changes, all

principals were new to their buildings this year. At the time of

this writing, it was difficult to ascertain what the effects of

these changes have been.

Those in favor of the principal having a central role in the

selection of master teachers are represented by this comment:
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Yes, it's an excellent idea. He should be the pilot
and master of the ship...He should be able to say if
people are supporting the goals he has set up.

Those in favor of a centralized committee rather than one

individual playing a central role in the process responded in

this manner:

I think he should be part of it but not the only voice...
I really don't think he had the expertise in every subject
matter to be the only voice.

Another point must be made. Several teachers stated that they had

never been visited in their classroom by a principal for this

evaluation even though an evaluation was supposed to have taken

place. These teachers (and others) had serious doubts about how

this evaluation process was being implemented. One comment sums

up their concerns:

The evaluation process this district has is fair and
adequate for weeding out bad teachers. It is not adequate
for finding superior teachers...I've never had a principal
in my clatIsroom.

Criteria Used To Evaluate Level Four Master Teacher Anlicants

A form sheet was developed by the career ladder planning

committee which embodied the criteria used to evaluate Level Four

nominees (see Appendix 4-3). Each nominee was ranked on a scale

of one to ten with one being lowest and ten being highest. The

nominee's rating consisted of hisiher total number of points

awarded by the evaluator. The highest possible score would be

100. Teachers were asked what they thought of these criteria.

Results are shown in Table 4.11,
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Table 4.11

Criteria Used To Evaluate Level Four Nominees

ELEM MIDDLE

Posit.ive Reaction 16 6

Negative Reaction 2 0

Mixed Reaction 8 9

HS

8

13

TOTAL

30

15

5 22

4-21

In summarizing the results from this question three themes

emerged. First, several teachers mentioned that they had never

seen the evaluation criteria. These teachers thought this was a

mistake and that they should have been given guidelines on how

they were going to be evaluated. Secondly, most teachers found

fault with the evaluation procedure and not the form itself. One

teacher commenting on the form said this:

Overall, this is a fine form, and these are things a good
teacher should follow.

Many teachers again mentioned during the interview that they had

never been observed. Others said that not enough time was spent

evaluating them. One teacher commenting on the form had this to

say:

No one can evaluate my teaching this closely. These
are all basic things to teaching. There's nobody who's
been in my class enough to evaluate me. Unless they've
been in my class a week they don't know what I'm doing.

Another teacher in one of the high schools responded this way:

This doesn't mean anything to me. How can you Judge
what these categories mean? How can you Judge these
things in one twenty minute visit?

A third theme which emerged from teacher responses was a concern

surrounding an overemphasis in the evaluations on classroom

appearance and rapport with parents. This comment catches the
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concern expressed by teachers:

Much of this strikes me as a 'please let's have good
public relations...let's have a nice showy classroom,
well decorated, let's get along with children...'It seems
that competence as a teacher is underplayed.

Several teachers expressed grave concerns about the way in which

administrators were filling out the evaluative forms. Many of

those teachers who expressed mixed reactions liked the criteria

and the 3valuation form but questioned the procedure used in

completing the form. Persistent rumors emerged that principals

were simply giving all of their teachers tens in an effort to

make their school look best in the final evaluations. Several

teachers confirmed thesa rumours but did so with the stipulation

that they not be identified. They were clearly concerned that

they might be punished in some way. Regardless of whether these

rumors are true, it does point out that teachers thought

improvements had to be made in the methodology of evaluating

nominees for Level Four.

Anonymous Input Frgim Parents

Parents could place anonymous input into a Level Four

nominee's file. Teachers were asked whether they thought this was

a good idea. Their answers are shown in Table 4.12.

Table 4.12

Teacher Opinions Concerning Anonymous Input From Parents
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ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Approve 13 0 1 14

Do Not Approve 9 9 13 31

Mixed Feelings 6 8 16 30

Note. Under the heading of "1,Vxed Feelings-, many of these

teachers did not mind parental input as much as they minded the

notion of the input being anonymous.

For those teachers interviewed, a very strong sentiment emerged

against parents being allowed to provide anonymous input into a

nominee's file. The fact that the input is anonymous seems to

have been what teachers objected to most strenuously. This

comment is quite representative:

I surely think if they are going to have something put
into my file, I should know who said it, and I should
have a chance for rebuttal.

Principal Evaluations Are Not Shared with Level Four Nominees

Principals Were required to complete the valuation form

previously discussed. The district's career ladder plannins

committee decided that these eyaluations would not be shared with

nominees. Nomineas were required to sign a waiver upon submitting

an application which indicated that they were aware of this fact.

Teachers were asked what they thought of this procedure. The

results are shown in Table 4.13.

Table 4.13

Attitudes toward Waiving the Right of Access to the Career Ladder

File
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TOTAL

No Problems 4 5 2 11

Want Access to Files 20 10 26 56

Once again, those teachers interviewed seemed to be quite

unhappy with the way the district organized this component of the

Career Ladder Plan. This sentiment seemed to be stronger in the

elementary schools and high schools where 46 of 52 teachers

interviewed did not approve of the principals' evaluations being

kept secret from the nominees. Many comments in this area were

quite strong, for example:

What's the use of evaluation if you don't find out
what you are doing well and what you need to improve.
It's the most inane, stupid approach I've ever heard...
it's dumb.

One of the high school teachers had this to say:

Obviously it's a craven and cowardly act on the part of
the administration...They were afraid of the heat they
might receive.

A more moderate response was:

Golly, I think he has a right to a certain amount of
privacy with his evaluation. However, if I was an
applicant, I'd certainly want to know why I wasn't
selected.

Those who agreed that the principals' evaluations should be kept

eecret responded like this:

It's ne with m...I don't think we have time for
a principal to be challenged on every evaluation he
does.

The data reflect strong teacher sentiment that this aspect of the

application process for Level Four should be changed.
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Identity of Teachers Chosen for Level Four Award Is Kept Secret

The district's career ladder planning committee decided that

the names of those teachers who ultimately receive the 01,000

award for exemplary performance would be kept secret. Teachers

were asks:2 what they thought about this aspect of the career

ladder plan. Results are seen in Table 4.14.

Table 4.14

Confidentiality Surrounding Recipients of Level Four Funds

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Agree with Policy a 4 1 13

Disagree with Policy 15 5 20 40

Mixed Reaction 2 3 5 10

lo Opinion 3 2 2 7

By more than a three to one margin, teachers did not agree with

this aspect of the career ladder plan. Again, opposition seemed

strongest in the elementary schools and the high schools. As with

the previous category, most teachers were vehement in their

disagreement. Consider this comment which was quite

representative:

What's the purpose of this? Who are our master teachers...
If this is to provide us role models, who's to be the
model? I think it is a farce!

Other words and phrases used by teachers to describe their

thoughts concerning this aspect of the prog::am:

Horrendous...terrible...preposterous...thare isn't a
worse program...morally wrong...breaks 3t, Lelstive
intent.

Teachers who favored keeping this information secret made

comments like this one:
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It's a two-edge sword.../t's nice for everyone to be
known, but then parents would all want that teacher.

Other teachers thought that making the names public would create

unhealthy competitive situations for teachers. A teacher who

thought this said:

I think it is a necessity to avoid pitting teacher
against teacher.

Teacher Participation In the System

Teachers were asked if they wer going to apply for career ladder

positions during the 1985-86 school year. Responses are

summarized in Table 4.15.

Table 4.15

Future Partcipation in the Career Ladder PLan

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Committees

Yes 15 9 5 29

No 11 1 0 12

Master Teacher

Yes 9 6 6 21

No 15 5 16 36

Plan Must Change First 6 6 4 16

The results show that teachers interviewed thought more

positively about service on district committees as opposed to

applying for the Level Four master teacher $1,000 award. Of the

41 teachers who responded to the question concerning committee

participation, 29 indicated that they would apply for a district

committee for the 1985-86 school year. The teachers who responded
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to the question concerning the Level Four award indicated greater

reservations about applying in 1985-86. Most took a wait and see

attitude. Consider this comment:

Not unless there are a lot of changes. Open up the files
for one thing and have a different kind of evaluation
system.

A negative attitude toward Level Four was particularly evident in

the high schools where 16 of 22 teachers interviewed indicated

they would not apply for the $1,000. Several were quite strong in

expressing their thoughts. Several comments like this one were

voiced:

No. I absolutely will not. I want nothing to do with
this system as it exists. It's immoral and unethical.

There were several responses like this one:

No. I don't have a good feeling about it. I don't think
I have to degrade myself by soliciting letters or playing
a game. The money doesn't mean that much to me.

One teacher who applied but was not accepted for a committee

position had this to say:

I'm gcing to keep applying to these committees until
I find out why I'm not on them. I think I have valuable
input--I really do.

Teachers who thought they would apply for career ladder positions

in 1985-86 had various reasons. This response is quite

representative of the major reasons teachers had for wanting to

apply:

More than likely...There are financial reasons, and
I'd like the recognition from faculty members.

Financial reasons, recognition from other professionals in the

schools, and the chance to lend input into the system emerged as

the major reasons teachers gave for wanting to apply for career
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Effects of the Career Ladder Program on

Professional Relations
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Teachers were asked to discuss their perceptions of the

effects of the career ladder system on relationships among

teachers. A total of 70 responses were given to this question.

Forty-three of the respondents indicated that the aystem was

having negative effects on relationships among teachers. Only two

teachers indicated an awareness of pozitive effectE from the

system. A teacher from the high schools had this to say:

It's negative. I see people wondering, mistrustful...
It's divisive.

Seventeen teachers indicated that they did not perceive negative

effects at the time of the interview, yet they thought there

could be negative effects after the 1984-85 school year. Many of

these teachers responded this way:

Not now, it's too early...There has been talk...I wonder
who i on the committee. I wonder who applied. I suspect
when we come back in the fall, there are going to be
questions asked. I don't think it will be good.

Six teachers indicated that they perceived minimal to no

differences as a result of career ladder implementation. Most of

these teachers thought that everyone was going about their

business as usual.

Effects on Relations Between Teachers and Administrators

Teachers were asked if they perceived changes in the way

they were relating to administrators. Ths majority of teachers

perceived minimal to no differences occurring in these
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relationships. Out of 70 teachers who responded to the question,

38 perceived no differences. Comments like this one were cluite

common:

Not in my building. I think it's because no one is going
around with a clipboard writing you up on this and that.
Our administration has been very good at standing distant.

Twenty-one teachers who did notice differences in relations

between teachers and administrators thought that there had been

more ingratiating behavior. A minority of teachers thought that

the district's Career Ladder Plan merely exacerbated an already

poor situation. One teacher said this:

...They've always related poorly and it will continue.

Five teachers thought that it was too early to assess the impact

on relations between teachrs and administrators.

It was interesting to note that the majority of teachers

thought that clsar differences emerged in the way they worn

relating to each other, yet they perceived few differences in

their relationships with administrators. This seems unusual

particularly in light of the strong sentiment expressed

concerning the way administrators were required to evaluate

teachers for career ladder positions.

Relations Between Career Ladder Teachers and Non-Career Ladder

Teachers

Many teachers found this question difficult to answer. Out

of 70 respondents, 15 could not answer or thought that

differences :in relations would be apparent only after the 1984-85

career ladder promotions were made public. Consider this comment:
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We don't know who the career ladder people are, so at
this point we are getting along fine. However, [jokingly]
if we do find out who the ccireer ladder ;Ample are, we'll
have to have separate faculty lounges.

Thirty-one teachers thought that there were minimal or no

effects on relations between ca.7eer ladder and non-career ladder

teachers. Most teachers thought that because they were

professionals, they would be able to put any differences aside.

One of the high school teachers had this to say:

I personally know who they are (the career ladder
teachers], and I don't see any differences.

Ten teachers thought that there were clear differences between

career ladder and non-career ladder teachers. Not a single

teacher interviewed thought that any positive effects had

surfaced in this area. Many of these teachers commented on the

differences between teachers. One of the high school teachers had

this to say:

It's divisive. There are a number of teachers who would
be logical candidates but they didn't apply because of
their principles about career ladders. When they see
less competent people getting -1,000, it will caui.-411
problems.

These results suggest that the teachers interviewed do not

perceive the district's Career Ladder Plan as being a positive

influence on relations among teachers.

Effects On Teacher Esteem and Morale

Teachers were asked if the presence of the career ladder

system and any recognition coming from the system had affected

esteem, morale, or contribution. Most of the teachers thought

that morale had been impacted most. Questions regarding esteem

and contribution resulted in many varied responses. Comments
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concerning the overall effects on morale, esteem, and

contribution are shown in Table 4.16.

Table 4.16

Effects oi the Career Ladder Plan on Self-Esteem and Morale

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

No Effects 14 7 10 31

Positive 3 0 1 4

Negative 10 2 6 18

The results indicate most of the teachers interviewed thought

that few effects if ahy were readily visible. Eighteen teachers

thought that morale had been effected negatively. Only four

teachers interviewed thought that morale had been effected

positively. Regarding morale, many teachers responded in this

way:

It's been a negative effect on morale and self-esteem
because of the secrecy aspect.

Several teachers were quite angry with the effects of the system

on their morale. One of the high school teachers had this to say:

If I were not to receive career ladder money for being
a meritorious employee, when they come to me next year
and want me to do the same (extra service work) I've
always done, I'll tell them to go find one of the
meritorious teachers. I'll be damned if I'm going to
do that kind of extra work.

Suggestions For Improving The System

At the end of the interview, teachers were asked to discuss

any improvements they might make in the system. Responses were
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quite variable, yet several themes emerged. These themes are

listed accordic4 4,:,== frequency with which they were suggested.

1) Twenty-fou7- t'-eachers thought that all secrecy should be

eliminated from the zystem. This included posting who was on

committees, who received money, as well f.'s going over

administrator evaluations with Level Four nominees. 2) Nineteen

teachers thought that a quota sytem for determining how many

teachers can qualify for master teacher was counterproductive.

They endorsed the idea of giving monetary awards to all teachers

who are performing well. 3) Sixteen tiff-a-hers indicated that

career ladder files should be open for review by teachers. 4)

Fifteen teachers thought that the entire system was dysfunctional

and should be discontinued as soon as possible. 5) Twelve

teachers thought that the evaluation process and the criteria by

which nominees were judged should be spelled out more clearly.

Recommendations included setting specific, clear standards fol'

what a master teacher is plus a clarification of how this person

is chosen. 6) Twelve teachers thought that more money should go

into the extended days portion of the district's Career Ladder

Plan. 7) Nine teachers suggested that peers be allowed to

participate in the evaluation process. They also suggested that

teachers be consulted more concerning the development of

evaluative criteria. 8) Seven teachers thought that the

individuals who perform the evaluations should be more

accountable. These teachers wanted more visits made by these

evaluators. The number of visits was variable, ranging from three

to seven with an average of about four. 9) Five teachers thought

that the evaluative tool needed more work in the form of fine
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tuning and deemphasis of physical environment evaluation.

Other recommendations were made. These included: use the

extra money to raise the base salary schedule rather than fund

career laddrs, spread the committee assignments around more

fairly, change the term "Master Teacher,- pay teachers to take

refresher classes, use career ladder money to reduce class size,

provide training for evaluators, be more selective and careful

about which parents are chosen to give evaluative input,

eliminate parental input, involve students in the evaluative

process, and use a ballot and have all teachers vote for master

teachers rather than a self-nomination process.

In summary, teachers were quite pleased with the extended

days portion of the Career Ladder Plan. Reaction to the district

committees was mixed but far more favorable when compared to the

master teacher component of the plan. In this area, teachers were

negative concerning the district's Career Ladder Plan. They

resented the secrecy, and many thought they were not given ample

opportunity to contribute ideas to the development of the

program--particularly in the area of the evaluation process for

Level Four nominees.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUBURBAN DISTRICT CAREER LADDER DEVELOPMENT CASE STUDY

General Description

This district is one of the largest in the state; it is

also one of the fastest growing. While situated near an urban

area, the district encompasses a wide range of community types

from urban to bedroom to rural. The 59 schools in the district

employed approximately 2,400 teachers during the 83-84 school

year, while the 84-85 student population was approximately

57,000. The population is described as being stable, but several

of the schools are in a transitional phase going from

predominantly rural populations to suburban communities. The

primary source of income for residents is mixed while the racial

mix for tha district is 94.8X Caucasian.

Given the proximity to a major urban area, there are

excellent opportunities for post-secondary education, and many of

the teachers have pursued post-graduate degrees. Generally,

there is a positive response to education and teachers within the

community, although salaries are somewhat lower than the state

average. Faculties at the individual schools vary widely. Some

of the schools are new and accordingly have rather young

teachers, while others are established with older teachers.

The Career Ladder Plan

While the district as a whole adopted a specific Career

Ladder Plan, three schools in the district were allowed to

develop their own pilot programs. Thc remainder of this case
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stuiy will focus on the three pilot programs, one each at the

elementary, middle, and secondary levels. These were established

separately and were tailored to individually meet the needs of

the particular school.

The High School Pilot Program Planning Process

The high school participants felt that in most districts,

career ladder money resulted from doing additional work rather

than as a reward for quality teaching. They disagreed with this

philosophy, thinking that teachers should not have to accept

-part time work- to earn the extra money. Additionally, they

felt that teachers need not provide lengthy documentation of new

programs to juatify the pay increase. They chose instead to let

teachers evaluate other teachers, and those who were chosen as

master teachers would be paid accordingly. No additional work

would be required -- recognition and rewards would be given for

the level of excellence already attained. Another point of

consideration in developing the plan was the need to avoid

creating competition among the faculty members. They wanted a

plan that would create a supportive environment. They also felt

it was important to eliminate quotas -- everyone was eligible to

participate in the pilot Career Ladder Plan if they fit the

criterion established. Once this philosophy was established, the

specifics of designing the Career Ladder Plan were addressed.

A well-rounded steering committee was selected which

represented all the faculty areas. Members were chosen by the

staff -- each teacher had an opportunity to nominate three people
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to serve on the committee, and the 12 top vote getters became the

representatives. These 12 individuals were joined by one

administrator to form the steering committee.

The initial responsibility of the steering committee was to

meet during the summer and set up guidelines for the school's

Career Ladder Pl.in which were then voted on in the fall by all

the teachers. There was much agreement within the committee and

a considerable amount of communication with the rest of the stai-f

during the entire career ladder formation process. The principal

was seen as a stroag and fair leader who was able to sell the

pilot project ides to the rsst of the staff. Much of the

administrative and follow-up work (schnd.11ing, organization,

etc.) was handled by the principal.

Because of time constraints, the plan came together quite

fast. Each reprer,entative on the committee was given

assignments, and they would in turn gather information and then

report back to the rest of the comrittee. Initially, this did

not involve more thaa 10 to 15 ho,.a.s of actual committee meeting.

The committee was divided arbitrarily into two teams, one

designed the ladder and the other designed the pay scale. They

continued to meet throughout the school year to evaluate and

update their plan, and this involved an additional 20 to 25 hours

of work.

From the very beginning the plan was well seceived by the

staff. In order to initiate a pilot Career Ladder Plan, they

needed 90% cooperation of the staff, and this early level of

agreement continued into the design and implemeatation phases of
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the program.

Initially, the issue to crystalize most quickly was that of

the peer evaluation. This was well received by most everyone,

but the consequences of this evaluation created one of the more

difficult issues -- that of having tine to do the evaluations and

tte committee meeting after the evaluation. This was hard to set

up, but they chose to stick with their decision because the

teachers preferred having the input.

During the early stages of the construction of the plan

there was no ir..put from the community, including parents. But,

their response hus been favoraLle.

The Middle School Pilot Program Planning Process

The general

dissatisfaction with

they could develop a

for their particular

consensva at the middle school was

other plans in the state, and the staff felt

better plan which wouS.d be more appropriate

school. The prevailing philosophy waa that

the pilot program should involve the entire staff working toward

common goals (school discipline improvement and scholastic

progress). Additionally, there should be some sort of

administrative evaluation of each teacher and an optional area

for individual and/or team goals. Voluntary participation was an

important factor with all teachers being eligible. A majority of

weight should be placed on the individual goals, where the

teacher has the most control and where the actual teaching

occurs. Teachers would also be able to design their own plan to

coincide with their classroom needs. They also felt the term
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-merit pay- was more appropriate than the term -career ladder- --

and chose to design their plan accordingly.

The steering committee, which consisted of the principal,

assistant principal, teacher specialist, and six teachers was

selected by the principal. The principal was a key participant

and viewed by the teachers ae being competent and fair.

While a management consultant did make a presentation on

productivity in con3uncticsn with the deve2opment of the plan, 99*

of the plan was established by the school people. Roughly 30

hours of meetIngs were involvmd in the summer, and an additional

30 hours of time was involved once school was in session.

Each steering committee member was assigned to represent and

meet with other staff members, and all staff members were

included in one of those groups. This allowed for a high degree

of communication to occur and eliminated some of the resentment

the non-participating teachers may have felt about the plan.

Therefore, the plan was viewed as being fair. The committee was

quite flexible even after the plan was underway4 Expression of

opinions was always encouraged and changes were made, keeping the

process an open one to ',hitch everyone had access, Additionally,

the principal encouraged everyone to participate and gave people

options on how to communicate witP him.

Everyone had an equal vote on the committee, and the input

from various areas was balanced. While there were no parents on

the committee, they ended up being supportive, and, in

retrospsct, this was one oversight that the participants felt

1 28
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should be changed.

There were no easy planning issues -- the entire process was

long and arduous. The fact that there would be voluntary

participation and that all teachers would be eligible promoted a

high degree of morale early in the planning stages. A difficult

issue to resolve was that of the evaluation process. Since the

balance of the career ladder money was based on evaluative

evidence, there was a great deal of discussion as to what areas

should be evaluated, who would do the evaluation, aad what was

important. This led to feelings of apprehension on the part of

many of the teachers.

The Elementary School Pilot Program Planning Process

In setting up the Career Ladder Program at the elementary

school, the prevailing philosophy was that teachers should be

able to tailor the program to fit the needs of their individual

classrooms. They wanted to maintain local control over the

sch000l's pilot Career Ladder Plan instead of having unknown

individuals making decisions for them. They wanted to base their

Plan on the existing skills the teachers had rather than trying

to develop new projects. The vague criteria they used were

helpful, allowing the teachers to be specific and to define their

own goals. All teachers would be eligible, but the Plan was

voluntary, and one could participate in either part or all of it.

The steering committee consisted of the principal, teacher

representative, and two parents (considered to be influential

people). There were few conflicts and much consensus on the
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committee, resulting in an open process of communication. The

members were respected, and they had good communication with the

rest of the staff. There was also a strong desire on the part of

the teachers to see the plan succeed. By designing their own plan

they had a greater level of personal investment than they would

have had by accepting the district plan. Also, the principal was

seen as fair and viewed as a strong evaluator in the past, and

the staff was comfortable with this individual's working style.

Phase I of the development of the evaluation criteria

conaisted of distzibutiny a questionnaire to each family, staff

member, amd the principal. Individuals were asked to list as

many things as they could that made an exceptional teacher. They

were also asked to list things teachers had done in the past that

made a significant difference in the learning success of a child.

This was done in July of 1984, and 89 out of 520 questionnaires

were returned. All responses were anonymous and obviously

voluntary which resulted in greater cohesion and coopara ion.

From these initial 89 responses 20 criteria categories were

determined. During Phase II, in August, a second questionnaire

was aent out asking the same 520 individuals to prioritize the 20

criteria. In Phase II, 1?2 responses were received, and three

separate rank orders representing the teachers, parents, and

principals responses were formed. These were weighted <And

averaged to obtain the final rankings. From this, the final six

evaluative criteria listed below were obtained.
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1. Enhances the development of the child's self-image

and self esteem.

2. Exhibits personal characteristics and qualities

conducive to helping children learn.

3. Develops a strong reading, language arts and

mathematics program.

4. Creates an exciting, motivating learning

environment.

5. Emphasizes problem-solviag and higher level

thinking skills in instruction.

6. Adapts teaching style to individual needs and

learning styles.

Tnis method of obtaining structured input ensured that

everyone had an equal chance to respond via the questionnaires.

The parents also had input which enabled them to identify their

goals, and this, in turn, educated the teachers as to their

wishes. This had the additional benefit of enhancing public

relations and it gave positive parental support to the teachers.
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Interview Questions Asked In All Thres Scho.11s

Though there were major differences between c,reer ladder

programs at the three schools, teachers at each of the three

schools were asked similar evaluative questions across levels.

The interview questions may be found in Appendices 5-1

(pilot elementary school), 5-2 (pilot middle school), and 5-3

(pilot high school). These questions and the teachers' responses

are reported belaw.

Teachers at each Df the echools wore asked how many years

they had been in the teaching profession as well as how many

years they had been teaching in the district. Results are shown

in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

Total Number of Years Teaching

ELEM

Mean Median

Total Years 9.2 10.0

District Only 4.3 5.0

MIDrLE HS

Mean Median Mean Median

13.5 10.0 12.3 11.0

9.4 9.0

Note, All teachers (Means only) Total Years Teaching = 9.2

Several interesting facts concerning thane schools merge

from the demogrcphic data. There were a high percentage of male

teachers in the elementary school. This was reflected in the

interview sample. Out of 14 teachers interviewed in the

elementary school, three were females and 11 were males A team

teaching approach is used in the elementary school as well.
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The middle school teachers had been, on the average, in the

teaching profession longer than teachers in the other schools.

This school is olso the most rural of the three schools.

The high school teaclers had, cn average, longer tenure in

the district. Three telchers interviewed had 18 or more years

teaching experience in the district.

Reactions Of Teachers To The Planning Process

Teachers were asked about the planning process and its

effect on the Career Ladder Plans in their schools. Results are

summarized in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2

Teacher Reactions To the Planning Process

ELEM MIDDLE N5 TOTAL

Positive Reaction 13 8 7 28

Too Much Work 1 0 2 3

Mixed Reaction 0 1 2 3

No Response 0 5 0 5

These results show that by an overwhelming margin, nearly six to

one, teachers in the target scnools thought that the outcome of

the planning process was positive. An elementary school teacher

said this:

The fnct that we wrote it did a lot for our faculty.
It brought us closer together.

This comment was made by a middle school teacher:

We were optimistic that we could do something significant.

One of the high school teachers said this:

1.33
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Generally, we were excited not to be locked into
what the district was doing.

Another high school teacher commented:

This is a pretty cohesive schoolD and everyone felt
if we set it up properly it could work and not hurt
feelings.

The overwLelmAng positive sentiment expressed by teachers in

all three schools must be noted. The involvement of teachers from

the start plus the willingness displayed by the planning

committees to solicit teacher input as the process went on

appeared to be meat= factors related to this positive outcome.

As previously mentioned, one of the unique features of this

district is that each school created its own career ladder

system. Teachers were asked to discuss their thoughts as to why

their school developed its own system. Their responses are

summarized in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3

Reasons for Developing Unique Systems

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Disliked District's Plan 12 a 7 27

Better Opportunities

For School's Teachers 1 7 5 13

Strong Administrator Desire

To Work Out Ind. Plan 4 5

Sense of Adventure/Challenge 3 0 3

Do Not Know/Other 1 1. 2

The results indicate a strong, if not overwhelming, perception
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by teachers that they would be better off if they developed their

own programs. Sentiment was quite strong against a preliminary

plan developed by the district. An elementary teacher said this:

The district's plan was so bad we didn't have anIthing
to lose.

Another elementary teacher said this:

We didn't want to lose our cohesive staff environment
by adopting the district's more competitive plan.

A middle school teacher described the district's plan this way:

Basically, the district's career ladder plan is so
negative. They only reward one teacher when so many
are deserving. Programs like that cause animosity. We
were motivated to do a program that would offer more
choices.

In the high school, several teachers commented on the initiative

displayed by the principal as well as the opportunity to create

their own plan:

Our principal was willing to put in the time to make
it work. We could control Jur destiny. We knew we had
more than six good teachers.

Another high school teacher said this:

Our principal could see the possibilities of developing
our own plan. He knew he had a faculty he could work with.
There was a monetary incentive as well, because a pilot
school got more.

This information, when combined with the results of the previous

question concerning teachers' reactions to the planning process,

tends to support decentralized career ladder planning. An even

stronger Case pay be argued for incorporating maximum teacher

input into the career ladder planning process.

Teachers were asked to recall if their school made the

decision to create its own career ladder plan before or after the

district released its preliminary plan. The answers to this
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question are summarized in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4

When Was the Decision Made to Create The Plan?

ELEM MIDDLE NS TOTAL

Before the District

Plan was Formulated

After the District

Plan was Formulated 14 10 6 30

Unsure 0 4 6 10

Other/No Answer 1 1

The results indicate that, while some teachers were not sure

whether the district had formulated a Career Ladder Plan before

the schools decided to plan their programs, most teachers

thought their schools developed their own programs after the

district Plan had been formulated.

Process By Which Teachers Were

Selected To ParticiRate

Teachers were asked to describe the process by which they

and their colleagues were chosen to participate in their schools'

Career Ladder Programs. The responses are summarized for each

school.

In the elementary school, all 14 respondents indicated that

they were offered a voluntary contract. This contract was open-

ended and requested that teachers address the six criteria

established in their own personal way. Upon choosing to sign the
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contract, the teacher would be required to meet the criteria

established (see Appendix 5-4) as well as fulfill a series of

self-devised goals.

In the middle school, a similar system existed. All 14

respondents indicated that they were offered a voluntary

contract. Upon signing the contract, the teachers were required

to submit a proposal which outlined their teaching goals.

In the high school, ten teachers said that each applicant

filled out an application and then decided which of the five

steps they wished to qualify for. Three teachers described the

process as being an open procecs where everyone with at least one

year of teaching experience was eligible to apply. The common

themes in the responses of high school teachers were that

everyone could apply and that each teacher was given the

opportunity to choose what level of the plan they wished to apply

for.

The Selection Process

Teachers were asked if they thought the selection process

used in their school's Career ladder program was clear. Their

answers are summarized in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5

Was the Selection Process, Clegar?

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes-Clear Process 11 13 8 32

No-Vague Process 0 0 3 3

Unclear at First/
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Table 5.5 cont. ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Became Clear Later 3 0 0 3

Unsure/No Answer 0 1 1 2

These results indicate that by more than a ten to one margin,

the teachers who were interviewed thought that the selection

process was clear. Most teachers indicated that they understood

what they were required to do in order to submit their

applications. One of the high school teachers said this about the

process:

The process is quite clear. Each person received an
application, and it indicates what is needed for each
level using the ladder--how long you taught, how
much education, etc.

An elementary teacher described the process this way:

It was very clear. I understood right from the beginning.
The program is very simple.

Only three of the 40 respondents indicated that the process was

unclear. These three responses came from the high school. One of

those teachers said this:

Some of the things were a little ambiguous. I would
have applied for Level Five had it been clearer that
I was eligible to apply.

Teachers were also asked to discuss whether or not they

thought the selection process was fairly executed. Answers to

this question are summarized in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6

Fairness of the Selection Process
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ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

Yes-Fair Process 13 14 8 35

No-Not Fair 1. 0 2 3

Unsure 0 0 2 2

Once again, the majority of teachers interviewed thought that the

process was fair. 35 of the 40 teachers interviewed thought

that the selection process was fair. A high school teacher said

this:

Basically, you got the level just by evaluating yourself.

An elementary school teacher who did not think the process was

fair commented on the plan:

It's not fair. The criteria are too difficult for some
program staff to meet.

Political Undercurrents

Teachers were asked to discuss whether they perceived any

political struggles occurring in their school as a result of

career ladders. The teachers' answers are summarized in Table

5.7.

Table 5.7

Attitudes Toward the Presence of Political Undercurrents

No Major Struggles

Occurred

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTAL

11 13 11 35

Minor Problems 3 1 1 5

1 39
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The results indicate that the vast majority of teachers

thought that no major problems with polititcal pressure and/or

infighting occurred. There was a small degree of concern on the

part of several elementary teachers regarding the role of a

consulting mompany in the career ladder process. One of these

teachers said this:

...Only the decision about the consulting company
joining the project. They work on success and job
satisfaction, and we decided not to include them...

A teachrx who thought that a degree of political pressure existed

at the elementary school level said this:

There were a couple of strongly opinionated and vocal
people on the committee who wanted no extra work and,
they influenced the group.

Most teachers responded in this manner:

Our plan elimimated most potentials for political
undercurrents because favoritism is not an issue.

When examining the responses obtained from these teacher

questionnaires, it appears that the teachers interviewed thought

that the selection process was clear, fair, and workable.

Teachers understood what was required of them to participate in

the program by an impressive ten to one margin. By a similar

wide margin, teachers also thought that their applications for

career ladder positions had been fairly evaluated. An even larger

majority of teachers interviewed thought that the selection and

planning processes were free from political undercurrents. These

impressive results provide additional support for the methods

used by these schools in developing their career ladder plans--

decentralized career ladder planning and extensive teacher input

into the planning process.
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Effects of The Career Ladder Program on

Professional Relations

Teachers at the three schools were also asked to comment on

any changes in the way teachers related to each other as a result

of career ladders. The results are summarized in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8

Effects of Career Ladders on Relations among Faculty

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTALS

Positive Effect 9 2 5 16

Negative Effect 1 2 1 4

No Effect 4 5 5 14

No Answer/Other 0 4 1 5

The results indicate that two perceptions were most common among

the teachers interviewed. One perception was that the effects on

relationships between teachers were positive. The other common

perception is that relations were not changed much as a result of

career ladders. Only four out of 39 teachers interviewed thought

negative effects were apparent. A teacher who thought that

relationships between teachers had improved said:

As far as I know, it has all been positive. We feel
good about the program. It hasn't changed our feelings
or attitudes about each other. We work Just as well
as we did before.

Another teacher said:

Ours strengthened good relationships and developed new
ones. It was really a great experience to get out and
appreciate other departments.

A teacher who thought that no differences in relations had

lii
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occurred said:

I don't see any difference. We have always been a fun,
close school and nothing has changed that.

This comment was made by another teacher who percef.ved no real

differences in relations:

We are all getting an equal share, so no problems.

Only four of the 39 teachers interviewed thought that the career

ladder brought on negative effects in relations among teachers.

These teachers objected to other teachers comparing notes and

discussing their evaluations--something that was supposed to be

private. A teacher said this:

We have some tear.lhers comparing marks in a non-pro-
fessional way. This bothered the administration. It
made the evaluation like a contest.

Another teacher said:

There has been some anxiety and an undercurrent of
teachers feeling that some teachers are going overboard
with goals and documentation. We were urged to keep it
simple, but some teachers have gone all out.

Unlike elsewhere, the teachers in these schools indicated that

the career ladder program has had positive effects on relations

among faculty members.

Effects on Relations Between Teachers and Administrators

Teachers were asked ...Mather they perceived any changes in

the way teachers and administrators were relating to each other

as a result of career ladders. Answers to thit question are

summarized in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8

Effects on Relations between Administrators and Faculty
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ELEM MIDDLE H5 TOTALS

Positive Effects 2 1 5 8

Negative Effects 0 0 0 0

ido Changes 7 13 7 27

Unsure/Other 5 0 0 5

Note. Due to time constraints, five teachers were unable to

respond to the question.

27 of the 40 teachers interviewed perceived that no changes

occurred .a relations between administrators and teachers. Not

one teacher interviewed thought that relations between

administrators and teachers had deteriorated in any way. Most of

the comments 4ere like this one:

No change. We have worked with our administration before.
Nothing new is going to come up.

Teachers were asked whethr they perceived differences

between career ladder teachers and non-career ladder teachers.

Teachers in other districts have indicated that there were

perceived differences between these two groups. Most have also

indicated that divisive feelings exist among teachers in these

schools.

In these schools however, the clear, overwhelming response

from teachers was that the question of differences between career

laddr teachers and non-career ladder teachers is simply not an

issue. The reason for this is that all of the teachers in the

schools, with the exception of first year teachers in one school,

were eligible to apply. Participation in the plans was strictly

voluntary, and each of the schools decided against using any type
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of quota or competitLve scheme for distributing career ladder

funds. Only one teacher interviewed thought that negative or

divisive effects between teachers were present. Even in this

case, the teachers excluded from the plan were described as being

more upset with the fact that they were not eligible for career

ladder compensation. The impact of this sentiment on relations

was described as minimal.

Effects on Teacher Eeem and Morale

Teachers were asked to describe their perceptions of how

their self-esteem, morale, and/or contribution to their schools

had changed as a result of career ladders. Their answers are

summarized in Table 5.10.

Table 5.10

Effects of the Career Ladder Plan on Esteem and Morale

ELEM MIDDLE HS TOTALS

Positive Effect 2 9 9 20

Negative Effect 3 0 0 3

No Effect 1 5 2 8

Unsure/Other 5 0 1 6

Note. Because of time constra4nts, five teachers were unable to

answer this question.

Most teachers thought that their school's career ladder program

hud a positive effect on morale and self-esteem. A teacher

described the effects this way:

Teachers are doing more things than usual sooner,
better, and more often.
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Another teacher said this:

Just the thought of the extra cash is a boost.

The following comment captured the thoughts and feelings that

many teachers experienced:

I think it had an effect on boosting morale and egos
even though most probably wouldn't admit it. But three
or four of your pears sitting down and telling you you
are doing a good job has to have that effect.

Several teachers thought that the plan had negative effects on

esteen, morale, and contribution. Much of the concern centered

arraund the amount of time teachers spent on personal career

ladder planning. A teacher who thought this said:

Some teachers are spending classtime on projects
instead of using their own time.

Another teacher said this:

People say they are doing more, but I'm not sure
they are. I don't know that any real classroom
teaching changes have occurred.

Even with these few teachers expressing concern the data

indicates that most teachers thr.ught that their career ladder

program had a positive effect on their esteem, morale, or their

contribution.

Suggestions for Improving The System

Teachers in each of the schools made suggestions as to how

their school's Career Ladder Plans might be improved. Many

suggestions were made, and several emerged more than once for

each school. The following suggestions were voiced most often

concerning improvement in each school's Career Ladder Plan.
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Elementary School

1) Clarify the documentation procedures. Everyone needs to

know what is expected of them and what is additional work by

choice.

2) Add extra criterion measures. Another alternative would

be to have ten criteria and allow the teacher to pick six which

he/she would like to work with.

3) More sharing of ideas on what everyone must do to meet

the criteria is needed.

4) Do not use the Iowa Test exclusively. Combine use of this

test with a standardized test or basal achievement criteria.

5) Involve kids and parents more in the process.

Middle School

1) Spell out the criteria more completely--particularly the

dress code and goal planning procedure.

2) The principal should come to evaluate for longer time

periods. This will create more consistent evaluations. Do not

give teachers prior notice that the principal is coming in--the

tenchers should be seen as they are.
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3) Work on the evaluation component. The school needs to

improve evaluations of classroom performance.

4) Rewrite the evaluation form on a one to five scale. As it

stands now there is no middle ground between good and bad.

5) Evaluate the school's experience to find out what goals

should or should not be used in the future. Expand the criteria

to include more comprehensive coverage of teaching areas.

High School

1) Improve the evaluation form so that it is more specific

and can be used more accurately.

2) Put more money into career ladders.

3) Do not adopt the district plan.

4) Make evaluations less time consuming.

5) Evaluate the present system and make it more precise.
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Structural Features of the Elementary School Plan

The elementary school plan offered a pay bonus based upon

exemplary teaching performance for all qualified teachers.

The program was funded at the rate of $25,000. Teachers on

probation were not eligible for the plan. Teachers with

provisional status as well as any certified teachers were

qualified to apply for the voluntary plan. This included special

program, guidance, and media personnel as well.

The essential components of the plan centered on six

evaluative criteria. These criteria were designed as standards

which the teachers attempted to achieve during the year.

Development of The Evaluative Criteria

During the Summer of 1984, questionnaires were distributed

to parents of students and staff throughout the school (see

Appendix 5-5). The purpose of the questionnaires was to examine

possible criteria to be used in the evaluation of teachers. Based

on a consensus of teacher, parent, and principal input, six

criteria were judged to be most important. These criteria were:

1) enhancement of the child's self-esteem (i.e., ability

to validate a child's own self-competencies).

2) ability to demonstrate personal characteristics and

qualities which stimulate childr(Al to learn.

3) development of strong reading, language arts, and

math programs.

4) ability to create a stimulating learning environment.
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5) ability to emphasize problem-solving and higher

level thinking skills in instruction.

6) demonstrated ability to adapt teaching skills to suit

individual needs.

Evaluation Process

Teachers who applied for the plan were scheduled to meet

with an endorsement committee at the start of the school year.

The purpose of the committee was to review all aspects of the

contract and to document the plans each teacher was making to

meet the requirements of the criteria. The endorsement committee

also secured a specific reference listing of the various data

sources the teacher would use to document progress throughout the

year. Each teacher had a different endorsement committee. The

endorsement committee consisted of the teacher, other members of

the teaching team as well as faculty members from grades above

and below the teacher's grade, and the principal.

Another form of evaluation took place at the mid-year

interim conference. At this conference, each teacher met

privately with the principal. Each teacher was responsible for

preparing a portfolio which documented progress on the goals

established during the initial endorsement committee hearing. The

teacher's progress was identified and assessed according to

the data contained in the portfolio. Recommendations were made

when necessary, as to how the teacher might be more successful in

meeting the criteria.

Each teacher We* also required to attend a year-end
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conference with the principal to determine whether the teacher

had completed the requirements of the contract. The six

evaluative criteria were weighted equally in this evaluation.

Teachers received remuneration for each contract goal they

achieved.

With roughly 30 teachers participating, approximately 180

goals tailored to meet the six evaluative criteria were proposed.

Many teachers fulfilled the requirements of all six criteria.

Roughly 150 of the 180 goals were met. Teachers received

approximately $200 dollars per goal with a top award being $1200.

The Elementary School Career Ladder Plan:

Teacher Perceptions

In the elementary school, the career ladder planning

committee developed six criteria which were used in assessing an

applicant's career ladder file. As mentioned previously, these

were: ability to enhance the development of student's self-esteem

and self-image, exhibition of personal characteristics which

assist students in the learning process, ability to develop

strong reading, language arts, and math programs, ability to

create an exciting and motivating learning environment, ability

to emphasize problem-solving and higher level thinking

instructional skills, and ability to adapt one's teaching style

to meet the learning needs of students.

Fourteen elementary school teachers were asked to discuss

how comfortable they were with the six criteria used in the

selection process. Almost all of the elementary teachers
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interviewed were comfortable with the criteria used in the

selection process. All 14 teachers who responded to the question

indicated that they were comfortable with the criteria. This

comment underscores the positive sentiment:

The strength is that they are vague until you define
them with activities specific to your classroom.

Another teacher said this:

I'll probably use them to demonstrate my competency
on a future job resume because they represent all areas
of teaching.

Teachers who were not comfortable with the guidelines objected to

a single criterion within the package. As an example, one teacher

disliked the criterion involving use of the Iowa Standardized

Test. This teacher thought that this criterion placed too much

emphasis on test scores.

Criteri Uued in the Selection Process

Teachers were asked whether they thought any particular

criterion was better than others. Nine teachers thought that the

criteria were equal--none were better or worse than the others.

In discussing the criteria a teacher said this:

They are all necessary and pinpoint the critical aspects
of education from a student's viewpoint, a teacher's
viewpoint, and from an educational research standpoint.

Five teachers thought that there was significant overlap among

the criteria. Most viewed this as a non-detrimental phenomenon.

One teacher said this:

Some overlap, but they are so open-ended that you have
a lot of flexibility designing the goals.

Three teachers thought that criterion three--evaluation via test

score results was a less positive criterion. They thought that
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unnecessary anxiety was promoted through reliance on test scores.

One teacher thought that criterion #1 (enhancement of the

child's self-esteem) was quite important, yet extremely difficult

to evaluate. This teacher's suggestion was to write goals tnat

will, without question, enhance a child's self-esteem. tnother

teacher thought that feedback from parents should be incorporGted

more into the criteria. One teacher commented that criterion #2

(exhibition of personal characteristics conducive to the child's

learning) needed to be refined and should be more specific. One

resource teacher thought that more realistic goals were necessary

for special children. This teacher thought that criterion #3 and

criterion #5 were not workable with the children resource

teachers deal with. One teacher menticned that one criterion was

particularly strong and worthwhile. This criterion emphasized

working with children's problem-solving and higher level thinking

skills.

Problems Encountered Meeting Criteria Reguirements

Teachers were asked to identify any problems they

experienced attempting to meet the requirements of the criteria.

Seven teachers indicated that they experienced no problems.

Several of these teachers thought that it was fairly easy to meet

the goals. One teacher said this:

I used important things I'd done before that I knew
would succeed.

Another teacher said this:

As a teacher you have the control to choose what will
work for you in your specific situation.

Six teachers thought that writing their goals was an easy process
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because this process involved quite a bit of teamwork. They

thought that there had been a great deal of idea-sharing which

contributed to the development of team generated goals. A teacher

seid this about ths process:

We had a multitude of ideas to choose from with all the
faculty and team input.

There were other comments pertaining to difficulties encountered

by teachers in meeting the criteria requirements. Cale teacher

who had questions concerning the validity of the criteria said:

I don't know if we truly identified what will achieve
the criteria. Our goals were legitimized by the endorse-
ment committee, but we really don't know if they will
work.

One teacher expressed concern over knowing how to effectively

document within the career ladder file evidence which met the

criteria:

It was difficult to write goals for #6 (individual
learning styles) at che beginning of the year because
I didn't know my students well enough at that time.

The data indicate that most teachers did not experience major

difficulties in their attempts to meet the criteria used for the

career ladder selection process.

The Criteria and Teaching Practices

Teachers were asked to discuss the impact of the criteria

used in the selection process on their teaching practices. A wide

variety of responses were obtained. Ten teachers thought that the

criteria had positive effects. Five teachers perceived that

teaching had been impr, .d. One of these teachers said this:

The career ladder project has improved my teaching.
I'm doing a lot more with problem solving skills and
higher level thinking skills on a daily basis.
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Five other teachezs thought that tts9 required documentation

had assisted teachers in following through more completely with

tasks. One teacher put it this way:

I've follwed through more. Sometimes you slide
come mid-year but with goals I was motivated
to keep going. I concentrated more on areas that
affect goals.

Seven teachers thought that the criteria had little or no impact

on their practice. Most of these reponses were similar to this

comment:

A good teacher 4as already doing things that would
fulfill the six criteria areas before career ladders.

Four teachers thought that more emphasis has been placed on

enhancing students' self-esteem as a result of the career ladder

criteria. This teack4er described the emphasis this way:

I've been more sensitive to parent's desires. I've
always thought self-esteem was important but since it
was our parents' numLer one priority I've put more
emphasis there.

The data obtained from these questions conceining the

criteria indicate that most teachers were satisfied i.ith this

dimension of the school's Career Ladder Plan. Cooperation, strong

teacher input, and planning which reflected concern over the

needs of the students, particularly student self-esteem, were

maJor factors which contributed to the high level of teacher

satisfaction with the criteria.

The Endorsement Component

In a meeting with the principal, teachers were required to

individually endorse the school'a Career ',odder Plan which had

been drawn up. Several questions were asked which were designed
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to assess teachers' perceptions of this endorsement procedure.

The first question in this series concerned teachers'

perceptions of the endorsement meeting itself. Of interest were

any thoughts concerning the mood of the meeting (high anxiety,

low key, spirit of cooperation, etc.). Out of 14 teachers who

responded to the question, nine thought the meeting went alonl

fine. These teachers perceived no major problems. One teacher

described the meeting this way:

It went well. There was no intimidation; it wasn't
a difficult process to go through.

Another teacher said:

It was helpful to evaluate each goal and think it
through again.

Three teachers thought that the meeting was quite business-like,

yet informal, low-key, brief, and to the point. Two teachers

cc,ild not remember any specifics of the meeting.

Changes in the Plan

Teachers were asked if any changes were made at the meeting

which effected specific aspects of their plans. Twelve teachers

perceived that no major changes or suprises occurred. They

thought that most of the work involved minor clarifications.

These teachers reasoned that no major changes occurred because

most of the faculty had worked out their goals with team members

before the meeting. Then, when contracts were compared at the

meeting, teachers found many similarities between teams. Two

teachers thought that definite chanpes occurred involving

criteria #3 -- ability to develop strong reading, language arts,

and math programs. These changes centered on the addition of the
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standardized test score component.

Were Changes Helpf-J1?

Teachers indicated that few changes were made in the plan as

a result of the endorsement meeting. However, the teachers

interviewed indicated that the changes which did occur were

helpful. Five teachers thought that constructive change occurred.

Four teachers perceived that a great deal of positive feedback

was given. One said this about the changes which occurred as a

result of the meeting:

Teachers were encouraged to inct,rporate their strengths.
It was supportive to have other people suggest your
strengths.

Four teachers indicated that the degree of change as a result of

the meeting was neglible. One teacher perceived that the changes

made involving the Iowa Test and criteria #3 were negative.

Peer Involvement in the Endorsement Committee

Teachers were asked to comment on the involvement of their

peers in the endorsement committee. Of interest were the

reactions of teachers toward receiving input, instruction, and

constructive criticisms from their peers. Ten teachers thought

that no major impact was made by the peers on the committee. Most

teachers thought that peers on the committee maintaaned a low

profile through serving as information-gatherers rather than

evaluators. In this sense, the peers on the committee were

helpful in that they were not overbearing. No major power

struggles or political undercurrents emerged. Teachers who were

on the committee were positive about their experiences. One

teacher said this regarding service on the committee:
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When I was a peer endorser I got a real insight into
the process and I thought it was helpful and informative.
I got ideas for my grade level.

Three teachers thought that their colleagues on the committee

went out of their way to be supportive. In this sense, these

teachers perceived the role of their peers on the committee as

being more directive and up front, with positive results. One

teacher, because of lack of knowledge, gave no response to the

question.

Overall, teachers perceived that the endorsement process was

a smooth one. The meeting went well and did not produce any mayor

changes in plan. Teachers were well prepared for the meeting,

having done much of the work that had to be done before the

meeting took place. Peers on the endorsement committee served a

useful role.

Standardized Test Score Component

Progress in student achievment scores appropriate for

particular grade levels was one of the criteria teachers were

evaluated upon. Teachers were asked whether they thought this

component of the Career Ladder Plan would be successful. Six

teachers expressed no worry concerning this criterion although

they expresssed regret over having to use this system. Their

reasoning was that the students in the school more often than not

demonstrate appropriate growth. This comment was quite

representative:

For our program it won't be a problem, but to implement
(our syrtem) at other schools would be unfair. Our kids
make the growth but many kids don't, due to outside
factors.
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Three teachers expressed no concern because they reasoned that if

they are unsuccessful in meeting the requirements of this

criterion, they would be able to make up for this loss in other

evaluation areas. One of these teachers said this:

The tests aren't a problem. If I fall down in that
area, it's OK. I've done my best and I know it. The
tests aren't that accurate as indicators of all a
child knows.

Three teachers commented that they did not like the emphasis on

test scores. Three other teachers perceived that this criterion

would not work well with resource and kindergarten teachers. Two

teachers thought that this component would not work because of a

lack of standardization in teze.t administration policy.

Influence of Teams on Test Scores

As one component of the school's Career Ladder Plan,

teachers were allowed to pursue team goals. In teams, teachers

work together to create improvement in a particular area. Of

interest was the perception of teachers toward other colleagues

effecting their work in some way, positive or negative. Teachers

were asked whether they thought that these teams would influence

test scores. Nine teachers did not think the teams would

influence the scores. These -teachers believed that the

cohesiveness of the teams would diminish any effects. One teacher

responded to the question in this manner:

Averaging the scores seems fairest. I'm more com-
fortable knowing that we can team teach and share the
responsibility. I work with such excellent teachers
that I have confidence we will meet our goals.
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Another teacher said this:

I teach on a good team. I trust them. They do one
heck of a job. I don't have any reservations because
we have the total team approach.

Three teachers thought that test scores would be based on their

atudent's performance. One teacher did not know how this part of

the plan worked. One teacher thought that the influence cf the

team on scores was unfair. This particular teacher indicated that

the team had a weak member which =recited problems.

Mid-Year Conference

Each teacher who entered into a career ladder contract was

required to partcipate in a mid-year review conference. In the

interviews, teachers were asked to discuss how valuable the

conference was for them. 12 teachers thought the conference was

considerably valuable. One teacher who thought this to be the

case described the conference:

It gave you a chance in a non-threatening meeting to
go over how you were doing. If you weren't doing
something right, you could change it before the final
evaluation.

One teacher was rather disappointed with the meeting because

afterwards, a change of goals was needed. Pressure from the

district was cited as the reason for the changes. One teacher

thought that the meeting wasn't necessary, yet this teacher

recognized the benefits received by colleagues.

The general consensus concerning the mid-year conference was

that people were relieved to learn that their documentation was,

in almost every case, adequate and/or could be edited down in

some cases. Teachers appreciated learning that they were on the

proper course. Teachers also noted the encouragement given as
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well as the feedback which helped to reduce anxiety associated

with the process.

The Evaluation Process

Teachers were asked about the clarity and fairness of the

evaluation process. 13 of the 14 teachers interviewed indicated

that the process was clear and fair. One teacher thought that the

process was unfair because the contract goals had to be changed

during the process. One teacher described the evaluation process

this way:

The evaluation ie based on your contract. (The evaluator)
verifies your documentation. (The evaluator) allowed
modifications in the timelines and in any unrealistic
expectations.

All 14 teachers interviewed indicated that they knew what

needed to be done in order to meet the requirements of the

criteria. They described the process as being simple and clear

from the beginning.

Role of the Principal in Evaluations

The school determined that the principal would play a

central role in the evaluation process. Teachers were asked

to discuss their thoughts concerning the role of the principal.

Seven teachers definitely thought that their principal should be

heavily involved in the process. These teachers were quite

adamant in expressing their thoughts. One teacher, whose comment

was representative, said this:

The principal is seen as fair and objective. Teachers
know where they stand...The principal is seen as a
principal with strong evaluation skills.

Four other teachers were also in favor of the principal's central
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role in the selection process, although to a lesser extent than

the previous seven. Their responses could be characterized as,

"Yes, for the most part" type responses. Two teachers disagreed

with the question saying that the evaluation does not center

around the principal. One teacher thought that it was not a good

idea for the principal to play such a central role in the

evaluation process.

Teachers were also asked to assess the strengths of their

evaluator. The following comments were made concerning the

evaluator: knows the faculty well, very supportive, not

threatening, looks for positive factors and doesn't dwell on the

negative, helpful in identifying problem&ank. solutions to these

problems, fair and objective, keeps detailed notes, total regard

for confidentiality, and flexibility.

Involvement of Peers in Evaluations

Teachers were asked to discuss peer involvement in the

evaluation process. There were mixed responses to this question.

Seven teachers did not approve of peers becoming involved in the

evaluations. There were two types of responses. Several teachers

disliked the idea of having to take time away from their teaching

duties. One teacher said this:

I don't want to be taken away from my class to be
involved as an evaluator.

Another common response focused on the lack of training in

evaluation. A teacher who thought this firmly said:

Teachers just aren't trained to evaluate.
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Five teachers agreed with the notion that peers could be involved

in the evaluation process. However, most of those who endorsed

this perspective did so with caution. For example, one teacher

offered this comment about peer evaluation:

Some teachers could do it, but it would depend on how
well informed they are with your grade level. They need
familiarity with grade levels.

Two teachers had mixed reactions to peer involvement in the

evaluation process. Most of their concern focused on the problems

with competition that might offset contributions made by

teachers. One teacher said this:

I wouldn't want it if we had the district's policy.
Here it might work because our system isn't competitive.

The majority of teachers did not approve of peer

participation in the evaluation process. The margin was close,

however. Teachers thought that potential problems with

competition and political undercurrents would not be worth the

risk.

Improvements in the Evaluation Process

Teachers were asked to comment on .improements or

modifications which might irprove the evaluat:.on process. Five

teachers were happy with the process and did not wish to change

it. Four teachers favored some form of peer participation. For

example, the presence of teachers on the steering committee was

perceived as a means of providing even more balanced teacher

input into the process. Two teachers thought that the presence of

an additional evaluator to aid the principal would be an

improvement. This adeitional evaluator could be a parent, a

principal from anotheL ::,chool, or a district representative. One
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teacher suggested that the process could be improved through the

U40 of a more precise evaluation form that would produce more

objective ratings. Another teacher thought that the process could

be improved by developing an appeals process for applicants who

differ with their evaluators concerning ratings. One teacher

thought that it was too easy for evaluators to be influenced by

subjective factors. This teacher suggested that all documentation

should be submitted to an unbiased committee in order to create a

more objective evaluation process.

Teacher Expectations Concerning Remuneration

Teachers were aaked to comment on whether or not they

expected to receive full career ladder funding. Teachers were

quite willing to answer this question. 13 of the 14 teachers

interviewed were expecting to receive career ladder monies. The

one teacher who did not expect to receive money was a teacher who

thought that the criteria established did not fit the the

particular program that he taught in or the needs of the students

very well. Most teachers were quite confident concerning their

expected success. Several teachers had reservations concerning

the criteria based on the Iowa Test. However, most of these

teachers thought that they would be succesnful in meeting the

requirements of the other criteria. Several teachers responded in

this fashion:

The goals have been set, and I have put out the effort
to accomplish them.

Another teacher said thia:

Our program is to the point. I contracted and I'm doing
it. It's my responsibility.
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Summary

The teachers interviewed were quite positive in their

support and optimism concerning their school's Career Ladder

Plan. Almost all of the teachers interviewed thought the process

which established the criteria for success in the program was

clear and fair. Almost all of the teachers interviewed thought

that the evaluation process was clear and fair. The role of the

principal in the evaluation process was perceived to be

supportive, constructive, and vital to the success of the

program. Almost all of the teachers interviewed favored keeping

the system as it is. Most suggestions for improvement dealt with

fine-tuning issues that could be easily implemented. Finally,

almost all the teachers interviewed thought that they would be

successful in reaching the goals stipulated in their career

ladder concepts.

One consistent problem area emerged. Resource teachers

thought that the program was not broad enough to cover their

curriculum area. These teachers thought that, because of the

special needs of their teaching programs as well as the special

needs of the students they serve, the criteria developed were not

directly applicable to their programs.

Clear themes emerged from this examination of the elementary

school's Career Ladder Plan. First, the program was working for

almost all the teachers. Most teachers thought they would be

successful in the program. Secondly, almost all teachers had

positive thoughts and feelings concerning the program.

Additionally, most teachers thought that the selection process

was fair.
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Questionnaire Data Summary

Suburban District Elementary School

Twenty-six teachers in the elementary school responded to a

23 item questionnai: which was designed to sample teacher

opinion concerning the school's Career Ladder Plan. Teachers were

asked to respond according to a five point Likert scale. The

scale Wes used to assess the degree to which teachers agreed or

disagreed with statements concerning the specifics of the

school's Career Ladder Plan. The scale was constructed in the

following manner:

1= Strongly 2= Somewhat 3= Neutral 4= Somewhat 5= Strongly
Agree Agree Agree Disagree

A complete listing of the statements and descriptive

statistics for teacher responses can be found in Appendix 5-6.

However, several of the items merit further discussion at this

point.

One questionnaire item stated that the plan was fair and

reasonable in that all teachers had the opportunity to be

eligible. The mean response for teachers to this statement was

1.115 with an SD of .326. Thi t. indicates that the teachers who

responded to the questionnaire expressed strong agreement

collectively that the plan was fair in allowing all teachers the

opportunity to participate.

other item stated that the process of selecting the six

evaluative criteria for teacher performance was fair and

reasonable. Once again, teachers were clear in endorsing altrzng

agreement for this statement. The mean response was 1.231 while"
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the SD was .514.

Another statement indicated that the school's Career Ladder

Plan encouraged educational progress. The response from teachers

to this item was quite favorable as well. The mean response was

1.308 with an SD of .549.

Three statements which teachers expressed generally strong

disagreement with are noteworthy. Oae of these items steted that

the school's Career Ladder Plan had hurt the relationship between

teachers and ..he princpals. The mean response by teachers to

this item was 4.923 with an SD of .392. Another item r.tated that

the school's career ladder program discourag- teat:hors from

working together. The mean response by teacherA to this item was

4.769 with an SD of .710. Finally, the last item on the

questionnaire stated that thc career ladder programs within

the school were to contiuue, then this school's program should be

terminated. Every teacher who responded to the questionnaire

expressed strong disagreement with this statement (X of 5.0).

Another item statc.:1 that if career ladder programs continue, then

continue the school's Plan as it now exists. The mean response

for teachers on this item was 1.360 with an SD of .757. The data

from these two items indicate strong teacher sentiment in favor

of the school's Career Ladder Plan.

The results of the questionnaires mirror the results of the

teacher interviews. In both surveys, teachers expressed strong

satisfaction w4.th the evaluative criterja, the evaluative process

including the role played by the evaluators, and the effects of

the schoo.t's Career Ladder Plan on teaching and relationships

with other faculty members.
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:STATEMENT * MEAN SD

1. 1.346 .745

2. 4.769 .710

3. 2.538 1.240

4. 3.962 1.123

5. 1.880 1.301

6. 4.923 .392

7. 1.692 1.011

8. 4.115 1.275

9. 2.192 1.132

10. 1.692 .788

11. 1.308 .549

12. 2.500 1.105

13. 1.846 1.120

14. 1.115 .326

15. 1.231 .514

16. 1.423 .809

17. 1.385 .697

18. 1.308 .618

19. 1.346 .689

20. 1.500 .906

21. 1.360 .757

22. 4.538 .989

23. 5.000 .000

Questionnaire Data
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SECTION II

1. YEARS TEACHING MEAN = 6.280 SD = 4.578

FULL TIME TEACHERS = 24 PAR1-TIME TEACHERS = 1

MALE = 4 FEMALE = 19 NR <NO RESPONSE> = 3
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Structural Features of the Middle School Plan

The middle school's Career Ladder Plan was described by

participants as a merit pay system (see Appendix 5-7). The Plan

was developed by a school steering committee that received input

from the entire staff. The steering committee consisted of the

principal, the assistant principal, and six teachers. Two of

these teachers were responsible for oversight of their grade

level core programs.

The plan featured three components: Area One, school goals;

Area Two, teacher %.valuation; Area Three, individual and/or team

goals. The school awarded merit pay on the basis of units earned.

Each unit had an average value of approximately $10.25. A total

of 040,000 was available for the plan. The district proposed that

$200 awards be given out to 411 participantz in November of 1984,

with the rest being awarded in June of 1985.

Area One, the school goals area, featured two subcomponents:

school discipline and scholastic progress. A teacher could earn

up to five units of merit pay in each of these areas. The

rationale underlying Area One was to improve discipline and

morale and to improve the performance of students in reading,

language arts, and nath skills.

Improvement in discipline at the school was to be determinod

by the administrators and discussea with each participating

teacher during the quarterly teacher evaluation. The school

determined that since improved discipline was a school goal, all

teachers would receive the same number of units.
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Improvement in scholastic progress was to be determined

through the use of standardized testing instrument*. Limited

finances forced the district to use a test battery that was not

the first choice of the teachers. Most teachers, although

expressing some misgivings regarding the tests, attempted to make

the best of the situation. Students were to be pre-tested in the

three areas (reading, language arts, and math skills) and post-

tested in April of 1985 to Obtain an nverage score in each of the

three areas. Test scores would be monitored, and scholastic

progress as well as units earned would be determined according to

the following schedule:

3 months increase -- 1 unit

4 months increase -- 2 units

5 months increase -- 3 units

6 months increase -- 4 units

7 months increase -- 5 units

Area Two featured an evaluation of the teacher's skills as

an educator. Separate evauations wete performed by the principal

and the vice-principal. Each evaluator visited the teacher in the

classroom twice during the second, third, and fourth quarters of
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the 1984-85 school year. A maximum of thirty career ladder units

cwild be earned by the teacher in the evaluation of performance

srea.

An evaluation form was used which iocused on five

categories: instructional skills, organizational and management

skills, relationships with students, relationships with other

professionals and parents, and personal characteristics (see

Appendix 5-8). In each of these categories the teachers were

rated on a four point scale. Zero points were awarded for

inadequate performance. One point was awarded for a satisfactory

rating, and two points were awarded for very good performance.

Three points were awarded .for superior performance. Two

additional categories were present on the evaluation form.

Ratings of "not applicable" and "not observable" were endoraed by

evaluators in situations where a rating could not be

appropriately given. No points were given for either of these two

categories. Scores from the six evaluations were averaged for

ERICI1 category. An overall average score was then calculated by

totalling the category scores and dividing by five. The following

examples illustrate how the units were distributed.

Average Points Earned Units Awarded
From Evaluations

3.0 30

2.9 29
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2.8 28

2.0 20

1.9 19

In Area Three, individual and/or team goals, teacher

participation was optional. A maximum of sixty units could be

earned in this area. If teachers chose not to participate in Area

Three, they were eligible for a maximum of 40 career ladder

Teachers who did participate in this area were required to

present individual teaching goals they wanted to achieve to the

school administration. The administration then was responsible to

assign unit values for the goals presented. Teachers were also

given the opportunity to revise their goals during the quarterly

evaluation meeting held with administrators. Near the close of

the school year, each teacher's goals were evaluated again to

determine whether they had been obtained. A final unit value was

also established for the goals during this evaluatIon.
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The Middle School Career Ladder Plan:

Teacher Perceptions

As discussed, the middle school adopted a point distribution

system for determining the distribution of career ladder funds.

The number of points earned was dependent on performance as a

teacher. A maximum of ten points was awarded for maintenance of

school discipline and scholastic achievement goals. A maximum of

60 points was awarded for individual and/or team project work.

Finally, as many as 30 points were awarded through the classroom

teacher evaluations. This figure was then altered according to a

mathematical iormula which took into account the number of years

of service as a teacher. Fourteen teachers in the middle school

were asked to discuss their thoughts concerning this point

system. Of interest were their perceptions about the fairness and

workability of the system.

When asked about the point distribution system 11 out of 14

teachers liked the point distribution aystem. One of the t-achers

interviewed said:

For a first time experience it seems about as fair
as you can get until we gain some experience

Teachers also thought that they had input int, the system and

that it was fair. One teacher said this:

It feels good to me. We had input on this.

Another teacher said:

It is equitable. The largest share revolves around
the areas you can control as the teacher.

One teacher was indifferent to the point system. One other
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teacher thought that more points should be distributed in teacher

evaluations. This teacher thought this because the program was so

new and no one had experienco in setting or writing goals. One

teacher thought that fewer points should be distributed on school

goals because of the difficulty in controlling all the variables

which affect the school.

The data indicate that almost all the teachers interviewed

favored the point distribution system. 11 out of 14 liked the

system, one was indifferent, and two teachers favored minor

changes.

leachers were also asked how the point system had worked for

them individually. Of interest were teacher reports of

difficulties in knowing their responsibilities in any areas. 11

teachers thought that the point distribution system worked fine

for them, two teach rs dropped out f the system by choice for

personal reasons, and one teacherfhad difficulty with the point

system because of subject areo. For this teacher, it was

difficult to write up goals for the fine arts area.

Most teachers liked the flexibility which the point system

afforded. The teachers were free to write their own goals and

change those goals within the clearly stated time limits.

Flexibility and teacher input appeared to be key factozs which

contributed to teacher satisfaction with the point distribution

component of the Career Ladder Plan.

School Discipline Component

One component of the middle schi's Career Ladder Plan was

a program to improve discipline. Teachers were given the option
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of writing discipline-oriented goals into their career ladder

contracts. Teachers were asked if this discipline component was a

workable option which had produced improved discipline in their

classrooms. Nine out of 14 teachers thought positively about the

discipline component and that discipline had improved in their

classrooms. One teacher said this about the improvement:

Discipline has gotten better because teachers are more
on top of things knowing merit pay.is involved.

Several teachers commented that focusing on discipline as a

school goal was a positive step for all teachers:

By having a school goal that everyone agrees they want
to work on together assures that all teachers are doing
their jobs. In the past it was too easy for teachers to
not go into the halls to monitor students.

Four teachers did not think that discipline had improved because

of the school's career ladder goal. One of these teachers made

this comment:

I don't know if there has been an improvement. On the
whole our school eiscipline is about as good as you can
get. It (good discipline) may lot be on account of this
but rather, becaupe we have always maintained good dis-
cipline.

One teacher was unsure if discipline had been effected in any way

and, therefore, chose not to respond. Most teachers however,

thought that the discipline component worked in a positive way

for them.

Evaluation of Discipline

Teachers were asked to explain thei perceptions of how

discipline was ewluated. Of interest were teacher perceptions

concerning the criteria used to judge improvements in discipline.

Most teachers thought a combinatlon of factors went into the
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fmluation. 11 teachers thought that the frequency and the nature

of calls from parents concerning discipline problems was one

method used to evaluate discipline. Ten teachers thought that the

evaluation was based on random observation and a subjective

interpretation of teacher reports by administrators. One teacher

described the process this way:

We are asked if we think discipline in the halls has
improved. It's really :ust a kind of observing. Maybe
the principal counts the number of students sent to
the office, the number of fights, or the amount of
vandalism. The principal has records in the office.

One teacher did not know how the discipline component of the

program was evaluated. The results indicate most teachers thought

that more than one factor influenced how the discipline component

was evaluated. Observation Dy teachers and administrators plus

feedback from parent4 leeP.c? the most common factors mentioned.

Testing As An Evaluative Tool

As part of their career ladder contract, middle school

teachers developed academic goals for their students as well.

Improvements in academic performance were to be monitored by

standardized tests. The school wanted to employ a nationally

Gtandardized test but a lack of funds preventel the school from

doing so. As an alternative, a district developed criterion

referenced instrument wise used.

Teachers were asked what they thought about testing to

achieve the academic goals as well as the choice of tests. None

of the teachers interviewed were totally positive concerning use

of the district test. In fact, one teacher referred to the test

as "garbage-. Six teachers thought that the testing component was
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the best possible arrangement considering the financial

constraints placed on the school's search for a test. Four

teachers completely disliked the test and the whole concept of

testiny. One teacher who thought there were problems associated

with testing said:

There were validity concerns. You really didn't know
what the child knew and therefore discrepancies occurred.

Four teachers had no opinion or comments concerning the testing

component of the plan in general.

The consensus among teachers was that the school did the

best it could in creating the scholastic testing component of the

program. However, non-negative sentiment was higher among

teachers ir non-tested academic areas such as fine arts, driver

education, etc. Many teachers in the traditionally tested

academic areas thought there were pitfalls in any ttng
program.

Teacher Evaluation

As previously mentioned, a maximum of thirty career ladder

contract points was awarded to teachers based on classroom

evaluations. Teachers wore asked to discuss their thoughts

concerning these evaluations.

Frequency of Evaluations

Teachers were asked to recall the number of visits they

received from an evaluator. 13 of the .*achers said that they

had been evaluated twice by vi 3m administrators.

Participating in the evaluation were principal and vice-

principal. One teacher chose to drop out of the program and
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therefore was not evaluated.

Teachers were ased to discuss their thoughts and feelings

concerning the evaluation process. Of interest was whether they

thought the evaluations had been done fairly and accurately.

Eleven teachers thought that the evaluations were done fairlr and

accurately. A teacher offered these comments regarding the

evaluation visit:

The way they did the evaluation was important. They
came in so you couldn't bluff your way. They got an
accurate picture.

Two teachers had no opinion concerning the evaluation process.

One tezcher was not satisfied with the process. Dissatisfaction

focused on the evaluation form rather than with the

administrators who performed the evaluation. One of these

teachers said this:

My overall criticism is with the evaluation form.
We didn't know the ideal they were measuring us
against. The ideal needs to be clarified.

Even though teachers were satisfied with the process,

several suggestions were made concerning improvements. Teachers

pointed out that the system would have w -ed even better if

teachers had received more feedback concernIng their evaluations.

Several teachers made comments similar to this:

I would have liked more written clarification rather
than Just a score. I will ask more questions next time
to help clarify the form.

Teacher Agreement with Evaluation in All Categories

On the valuation form used, teachers were evaluated in a

number of areas (see Appendix 5-8). Teachers were asked whether

they agreed with all aspects of this evaluation form. Seven
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teachers said they were in agreement with the evaltmtion process,

including the categories on the evcluation form. Five teachers

objected to the outcome of their evaluations with resFnct to

selected categories. One particular problem area mentioned

involved the category which focused on appearance:

I think it was too subjective with the dress code,
and the same standard may not have been used for
men and women.

Consistency Between Principal and Vice-Principal Evaluations

In the evaluation proass taachers were observed by both the

principal and the assistant principal. Teachers were asked to

discuss similarities and differences between the evaluations made

by the two administrators. Ten teachers * .d that the evt,21uations

were very close or similar. One teacher saiti that they were

different, and two said they couldn't rememtrn-. One teacher sai::

that the evaluations were different but that this didn't matter

because they balanced each other out in a satisfactory manner.

Teachers were also asked whether they knew w.en the

evaluators would be in their classrooms. The purpose of this

question was to assess whether the evaluation waa a surprise or

if teacherS had been given advance notice concerning their

evaluations. 13 of the 14 teachers interviewed knew in advance

that they were going to be evaluated. One teacher interviewed did

not apply. Teachers knew the week in which they would be

evaluated but did not know the exact day on which the evaluation

occurred.

Teachers were asked if the classes which were visited by the

two evaluators were similar in content and emphasis. Seven of the
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teachers interviewed recalled that the classes were emilar. Four

teachers thought that the clase.es observed by the two

administrators were different. Three teachers could not remember

what classes were evaluated.

Teacher Opinions of the Evaluators

Teachers were asked to discuss their thoughts and feelings

concerning the central role played jn the evaluation process by

the principal and the vice-principal. Eight teachers agreed with

the central role played by the administrators in the evalion

process. One teacher who agreed with the central role played by

the administrators said this:

Our faculty feels secure with our administrators as
evaluators. They are honest, consistent, and don't
pull punches. It gives you a sense of security. We
decided we wanted only administrators, and I'm sure
the decision was influenced by past experience with
the principal and vice-principRl.

Three teachere were positive with
0, reservation concerning the

administ7atox's central role. A ach, who had high regard for

the administrate- s was concemmed that inte:rsonal diffv once&

could be a problem for some:

I can see problems if you don't get along with the
administrator.

One teacher favored a lass central role for edministrators in

the evaluation process. Two teachers expressed no opinion.

Teacher Proposals

Teachers were asked whether they chose as part of their

individual career ladder plans individual or team goals. Six

teachers chose individual goals. Six teachers chose a combination
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of individual anu team goals. One teacher chose team goals

exclusively.

Teachers offered a wide variety of responses when asked to

discuss why they made their choices. ?lost teachers indicated that

a concern for their students coupled with the suggestions made by

the school's career ladder committee advisors were the most

influential factors effecting their decisions.

Modifications of Individual Plans

Teachers were asked if their individual goals and career

ladder plans were changed during the initial interview held with

the career ladder committee. Seven teachers indicated that they

dici not make any changes in their plans as ft result of the

in:rview process. Five teachers said that they made changes in

their plans. Onm of the changes menioned involved rescheduling

time guidelinws to make goal attainment more feasible. Another

7":1dification mentioned was a change in the type of evaluatio-. to

be used with certin goals.

Teachers also received assistance on their -:areer ladder

proposals at their quarterly evaluations. All of the teache:rs

interviewed indicated that discussion of career ladder proposals

during these evaluations was quite general and designed to make

sure that thinss were going smoothly.

Teachers' Anticipated Outcomes

Teachers were asked whether they expected to receive the

full point values (and therefore maximum career ladder

remuneration) at the end of the year. As previously mentioned, a

teacher in the school could earn up to 100 points. These points
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directly influenced the amount of money earned.

Nine teachers thought that they would -most likely- receive

close to the maximum number of points possible. One of these

teachers had this to say:

Pretty close. It may not be completely, but my
individual goals look good so far and that is the
bulk of the money.

Four teachers thought that they would receive a majority oi the

points. One of these teachers said:

Probably not (ali) but at least the majority. Everyone
in the program received an advance in November and
December because the administration figured everyone
would at least pass that many of the points.

Teacher Thoughts on the 01L000 Award

T-Aschers were asked to discuss whether the 01,000 career

leidsr award was adequate compensation. Seven teachers thought

that the amount was too low. Some of this sentiment was quite

strong. For example, a teacher who was disappointed with the

amount said:

Heck no. There is some resentment about not beinv
paid for all you do already and now having to prove
what you do to be puid more...

Other teachers who thought the amount was too low took a more

mderate view:

do, but I see it as a ateppin5 st,one to bigger
and better things. It is an but they would
have to pay me a lot more to do this many essays
a week.

Four teachers though that the amount was satisfactory at the

present time yet, they favored adding more money if it became

available. Three teachers did not have an opinion.
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Amount Of r.xtra Time Involved Implementing the Plan

TeachFrs were asked to reflect on how many extra hours of

wo7k were brought on by implementation of their career ladder

program. Five teache;.s did not think that any additional time was

involved. Most of these teachers thought that they co:Itinued to

perform activities which they had always done ia the past:

I don't feel I've expended extra hours because
I was already doing this.

Five teachers decl:bned to answer the question. These teachers

thought that answering the question would reveal their

identities. Two teachers thought that they had spent more than

50 extra hours performing tasks associated with their Career

Ladder Plan. A teacher who tt.ought this said:

Tough question--because we are always working on it.
We've probably put in 50 hours and we're only half way.
We are doing a lot of extra wc r: above and beyond what we
did last year.

One teacher recalled spexv:ing approximately 12 hours a weel v?.P.t.ra

time on career ladder duties. One other teacher thought that

members of the faculty were spending about about an hour a week

extra time because of the school's Career Ladder Plan.

Suggestions for Improving The System

Teachers were asked to discuss any modifications they would

like to see made with the miedle school's Career Ladder Plan.

Responses were quite varied yet several themes emerged from their

responses.

One suggestion involved the number of individuals on the

evaluation committee. The consensus of opinion was that more than

two individuals should be on the committee. At least one of these

individuals should be a teacher c adtnrator with expext.i%o
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in the teacher's skill area. Another suggestion involved adding

an evaluator to the committee from another school.

.0ther comments focused on the role of peers, parents, and

students in the evaluation process. Concern was expressed that

peer evaluation might become too political, while at the same

time, parents might not have the training in evaluation

techniques to do the job properly. Peers could be used only if

fairness would be somehow guaranteed. Others thought that parent

and student input could be helpful if it WCS weighted less

heavily than administrator input.

Summary

This school's plan was accepted well by the teachers.

Teachers perceived that the planning process was open and that

members oi the career ladder committee were hard working and

responsive. The committee was perceived as being flexible even

after the plan was underway.

The plan included vo3nnta_4 ,icipation with all teachers

aligible to app:!.y. 71. a promoted high morale among teachers

CS well ae a willingness to work with the specifics of the plan.

The specifs of the plan were perceived as being clear and fair.

Evaluations were made on academic, individual and tetiA goals.

Teachers liked the idea that individual goals ',ere weighted more

heavily. This development offered teachers a degree of control

over their programs. They were allowed to create their own

program specially designed for their classes. The large degree of

teacher input created the perception that the program was

supporting excellence in classroom skills.
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Questionnaire Data Summary

Suburban Distrir.A. Middle School

Thirty-four teachers in the middle school responded to a

sixteen item questionnaire which was designed to sample teacher

opinion concerning the school's Career Ladder Plan. Teachers were

asked to respond according to a five point Likert scale. The

scale was used to assess the degrefi to which teachers agreed or

disagreed with statements concerning the scifics of the

school's Career Ladder Plan. The scale was constructed in the

following manner:

1= Strongly 2= Somewhat 3= Neutral 4= Somewhat 5= Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

A complete listing of the statements and descriptive

statistics for teacher rQsponses may be found in Appendix 5-9.

Most of the responses by middle school teachers were

middle range somewhere between somewhat agree to n. c.o

somewhat disagree. However, z-Jveral items drew more t#,;1;.reme

resnse patterns.

One statement that teachers responded to indicated that not

enough money was provided to adequately fund the Career Ladder

Plan. fhe mean response by teachers was 1.647 with an SD of

1.041. This indicated the... many of ..he teachers surveyed agreed

that not enough money was available. This sentiment was expressed

by over half of the teachers interviewed as well.

Another statement indicated that the school's Career Ladder

Plan encouraged educatioilal improvements. The mean response by

teachers was 1.735 with an SD of .898. Middle school teachers

tended to agree that educational improvements were created oy the
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Plan. An additional statement indicld that t.te school's Career

Ladder Program was affective in en i.!nd ra*az-ding good

teachihg. The mean response was 2.206 w,.t!:'; 10 Qf 1. Once

again, the overall response was positive, -Iitzugh not as much as

with the previous item mentioned. When exem.i. ing these two items

together, it is clear that middle school teachers maintained a

generally positive attitude regarding the func,iional capabilities

of their school's Career Ladder Plan. This point is further

demonstrated by teacher responses to several other questionnaire

statements. The mean response to the statement "continue our

school's program as it now exists- was 1.575 with an SD of .902.

Disagreement characterized the teachers' response o the

statement "terminate our school's program; it cannot be

rehabilitated-. The mean response was 4.606 with an SD of .788.

When coupled, the datn fr,m these two statements tend to

coincide with information raceived in the teacher interviews.

Teachers generally liked their plan and were not in favor of

terminating it.

The questionnnire responses generally mirrored the responses

ceotained in the inti4rviews with several exceptions. In the

questionnaire data teachers were slightly les* positive and more

neutral or cautious in their reactions to the Career Ladder

Plan. For example, in the questionnaire teachers expressed

neutrality regarding statements such as -almost all of t.:e

negative feelings generated by the Career Ladder Plan have gone

away oy now-. In the interviews, the majority of teachers

expressed that little or no hostility or negative feelings had

been stirred up by the plan. Overall, teachers were positive.
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Suburban

STATEMENT #

District. Middle School Questionnaire Data

MEA1-7 SD

1. 2.206 1.250

2. 3.824 1.381

3. 2.471 1.187

4. 3.647 1.390

5. 2.912 1.357

6. 3.147 1.258

7. 3.676 1.224

8. 2.588 1.351

9. 3.618 1.280

10. 1.647 1.041

11. 3.794 1.298

12. 1.735 .898

13. 2.765 1.475

14. 1.576 .902

15. 3.871 1.176

16. 4.606 .788

Section II

YEARS OF SERVICE MEAN = 8.844 FULL TIME TEACHERS = 32

FULL TIME COUNSELORS = 1

PRINCIPAL = 1

SEX MALE = 17 FEMALE = 14 NR <NO RESPONSE> = 3
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Structural Features of the High School Plan

The high school's Career Ladder Plan featured five levels. A

teacher had to possess certain qualifications in order

placed on each of the five career ladder levels (see Itt:st,d.Lx

5-10).

Level One was ths most basic rlin-.! r' the ladder. Teachers at

.1is level were paid according to ,F ,strict's predetermined

aalary schedule. Teachers at this le were not eligible for

career ladder funds. Included ,mt, this level were apprentice or

provisional teachers, teachers with one to three years total

teaching experience, and teachers who were new to the district.

At Level Two, teachers were also paid according to the

district's predetermined salary schedule. These teachers were not

eligible for career ladder money. Included at this level were

teachers wheD chose not to apply for career ladder funda as well

as those tenchers who were on probation.

Level Three teachers were paid according to the district's

salary schedule but were also eligible for career ladder funds.

Included at this level were those teachers who mi711t be removed

from Levels One and/or Two and those who have receivmd proper

certification for teaching. Additionally, Level Three teachers

received satisfactory evaluation* based on published evaluation

criteria. Based on these criteria, the teacher's evaluation had

to yield a score of at least three on the career ladder

evaluation form (see Appendix 5-11). This score was a composite

score from the evaluation team which consisted of the principal

or vice-principal, departmental chair and a teacher from another
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department. The intent was to have this team evaluate each

applicant twice, but because of time constraints, this did not

alwa'-a. happen. Teachers at this level also had to be willir-

ser-e- :)n a pear evaluation committee.

Level Four teachers were paid according to the district's

salarv schedule and were eligible for career ladder funds as

wall. :ncluded at Level Four were those teachers who met the

criteria for !,evel Three, those who pdssessed approp,-iate

certification, and those who earned a bachelor's clgree plus 45

hours of graduate work oi other equivalent educational

experiences. Level Four teachers had to have a minilhuin of five

years of teaching experience. The teacher also had to have five

preceeding (and consecutive) years of satisfactory evaluations

based on departmental criteria. Ar evaluation point score of four

on !.e career ladder evaluation form was required of teachers 7t

this level. Level Four teachers also had to be willing to work

with student teachers and be willing to serve as peer teacher

evaluators.

Teachers at Level Five were eligible for career ladder funds

in addition to being on the district's salary schedule. Included

at Level Five were teachers who ;et the criteria established for

Level Four plub those who possessed appropriate* certification.

These teachers were required hold a bacbalor's degree plus

sixty hours of graduate work, or equivalent educational

exper:ience, or a master's degree. Level Five teachers had to have

at least 10 years of teaching experience nd satisfactory

evaluations for 10 proceeding (and consecutive) years. These
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evaluations were based on departmental criteria, and each teacher

was required to receive an evaluation point score of at least

four on the career ladder evaluation form. Level Five teachers

had to be willing to work with student teachers and also be

willing to accept leadership responsibilities. In addition to

serving as evaluators of other teachers as well, Level Four and

Level Fiva teachers could apply for extra career ladder money.

This money was to be used for summer curricLaum development

projects and was part of the district's 11 month contract.

The total amount of money allotted for t high school's

Career Ladder Plan was $40,000. The money %. s divided among

teachers according to the:re criteria:

Level Three teachers received X dollars

Fr teachers received 2X dollars

L.evel Five teachers received 2.5X dollars

Money at --azh level (the ar,ecific amount of dollars) was

determine0 by taking the total funds allotted (minus the amount

spent on program development) and dividing this iigure by the

total :.'valber of people multilpied by the weighted variable (X.

2X, or 2.5X). Approximately 20% or $8,000 of the funds went to

Level Three teachers, 38% or approximately $15,000 of the funds

went to Level Four teachers and the rest (42% or $17,000) went to

Level Five teachers.
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As previously described, the high school's Career Ladder

Plan was characterized by a series of levels which teachers could

qualify for. The higher the level cr, the caterer ladder, the more

remuneration teachers were eligible

Twelve teachers at the high school were interviewed and

.isked what level of the plan they qualified for. Six ts*schers

qualified for Level Five, three teachers qualified for Level

Four. and two qual.tfied for Level Three. One teacher who wd:4

interviewed did not participate in the program.

Distribution of Responsibilltles mud Funds

Teachers were asked whether they thought that the

distribution of fur;ds through the level system was fair. Ten

of the 12 teachers thought that the manner in which funds were

distributed was fair. Many tenchers responded positively because

of the openness of the plan'e design. Commenting on the :,evels.

this teacher said:

I feel good about it. Thal-o isn't that much
moneywise between the lemels--only 6200.

Another teacher said this:

Yee, it's good. There is no limit to how many can qualify
for a level, and it is pretty open.

One teacher did not have an opinion while another teacher did not

answer the question.
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Additional ResEonsibilities

The high school teachers were also asked to discuss the

additional responsibilities they were required to take on as a

result of career ladders. Teachers at Level Thz,Jle mentioned that

their additional responsibilities were based on work they were

already doing. Teachers at Level Four of the plan indicated that

they functioned as faculty advisors and attended monthly

meetings. Level Five teachers had several different perceptions.

Several of these teachers thought that their workload had not

changed. They were quick to point out that they were at school

until 5:00 P.M. grading papers, evaluating teachers, and working

w.;th student teachers. Other Level Five tcichers noted that the

only difference wa that some of them were willing to serve on

evaluation committees. Two teachers recalled that departmental

chairpersons were working more. Among these extra duties were

administrative functions such as textbook ordering, outlining

curriculum, and proctoring national testing.

Evaluations

The high school teachers were asked to discuss their

evaluations, who evalmted them, the kinds of scores they

received, plus the accuracy and fairness of their evaluations.

As mentioned previously, in this school, each teacher was to

be evaluated twice by one of two evaluation teams. Each

evaluation team consisted of three evaluators: the principal or

the vice-principal, the teacher's ddapartmental chairperson, and a

teacher from another academic department. Because of scheduling
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problems the three members of the team were typically unable to

visit the same class.

Teachers were asked to recall what kinds of scores they

received. The highest possible score a teacher could receive was

a five. The range of reported scores was 3.0 to 4.8. The average

score obtained by those teachers interviewed was 4.4. The median

score obtained was 4.6.

Teachers were asked to discuss whether they thought the

evaluation process was fair and accurate. Eight teachers thought

that the process was fair and accurate. A teacher who thought

this said:

I thought they were. We all met with our committees
and our principal was real good about saying, "Let's
look at areas of improvement, because everyone can
improve, and let's point out the positive areas as well."

Another teacher who thought the process was fair said:

Yes. If anything, they weren't as discriminating as
I would be on myself.

Three teachers had mixed reactions to the evaluation process. The

biggest concern for these teachers focused on the criteria for

evaluation. A teacher made this comment:

I don't know. The biggest problem we had with evaluating
was nobody knew how to evaluate. How do you evaluate?
Everybody did it differently. We have a consistency
problzm and maybe need more inservice. What is the dif-
ference between a three and a five?...

The data indicates that most teachers favored the method in which

the evaluations Jere conducted. Some concern was expressed over

qualitative differences in some ratings, but overall, the process

was received well.
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Consistency In Evaluations

Teachers were asked whether the three evaluators were

consistent in their evaluative comments. Six of the teachers

interviewed thought that the three evaluations were very similar.

A teacher summarized the consistency between ratings by saying

Most everything they talked about all three
agreed on. They know me pretty well.

Another teacher said this:

The scores were all very close. Everyboly was looklng
for different things, so their comments came from their
angle, but the summary unified it.

Five teachers thought that the evaluations completed by three

different evaluators were close in most respects. One of these

teachers said this:

They were the same in some respects. The out of
department person looked at you in terms of
management, tardiness, rollbook, etc. The department
chair and principal looked more at academics.

The data indicates that the majority of teachers thought that

there was consistwicy in the evaluations between raters.

Comparability Between Observed Classes

Teachers were asked to recall whether the classes observed

by the evaluators were comparable. Seven teachers thought that

the classes where they ware evaluated were comparable. A teacher

commented that there was a consistency between classes because of

the tipe of students in the classes:

I teach all upper level clasaes. So it doesn't make
much difference which ones they walk into.

Four teachers indicated that there were not many similarities

betweeT the classes where evaluators were present. A teacher who

thought this said:
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I have quite a wide range of classes. They came on
different days, one in the class at a time.

When combined with information irom previous questions, it

is apparent that the majority of teachers interviewed thought the

evaluation process was accurate and fair. Teachers indicated that

the evaluations completed by the different evaluators were

consistent and comprehensive.

Post-Evaluation Conference

Teachers were given the opportunity to participate in a

post-evaluation conference with the evaluators. The purpose was

to provide an opportunity for give and take discussion concerning

any aspect of the evaluation between the teacher and the

evaluators. Questions were asked about areas where scores might

have been low and suggestions for improvement were discussed.

In discussing the usefulness of this conference, 10 of the

12 teachers interviewed thought that this conference was helpful.

Many teachers referred to the conference as an ego-boost and a

confidence builder. This comment was quite representative of

positive teacher sentiment:

They did have some good suggestions. It was more helpful
in that it was nice to feel appreciated. It was a good,
open conversation and a help to my morale.

Another teacher said this:

Yes, it made you feel good about the evaluation. You
knew nobody was out to hurt you, and they gave good answers
as to why they evaluated you as they did. You had something
concrete to work with.

These comments underzcore the fact that rapport between teachers

and administrators was good throughout this process. A spirit of

cooperation and a desire to make the plan work within the school.

were major factors which contributed to teacher's positive
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perceptions of the evaluation process.

Service On The Evaluation Team

Teachers were asked about their experience as a member of an

evaluating team. The teacher's role on the evaluating team was to

assist in evaluating colleagues. 11 of the 12 teachers

interviewed said that they had served on the team.

Nine of the 12 teachers said that they enjoyed their

experiences. One of the 12 said this about the experience:

I really enjoyed it. They accepted me graciously into
their classrooms, and it was a chance to see them teach.
I enjoyed that and also getting to know what goes on in
other areas.

Two teachers described their experience as being uncomfortable

and difficult. Much of the discomfort was associated with having

to perform evaluations on a colleague. The unfamiliar role

created some distress as well. One teacher who did not have a

good experience said this:

I was a little uncomfortable because the teacher
was not thrilled about F',.y coming into her class.
She was nervous and very defensive.

The data indicates that most teachers enjoyed their

experiences as evaluators. Some teachers, however, had

difficulty adjusting to the role of evaluator and had less than

positive experiences.

The Evaluation Fora

Teachers who participated in the evaluation process used a

specially developed evaluation form (see Appendix 5-11). Teachers

were asked whether they thought the form was adequate to help

them perform the evaluation. Seven teachers thought that the
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form was adequate. Three teachers thought that although the form

was of some help, there were several areas which needed minor

improvements. A teacher who thought the form was adequate and

needed no changes said:

The summary section at the bottom of the form made
it possible for you to cover everything.

Another teacher said:

It was adequate for me because I knew exactly what I
wanted...

One of the teachers who thought the form needed more work in a

few areas said:

In some areas it was, but in other areas, it was
necessary to just write in your own or ignore things
that didn't apply.

Another teacher described the form this way:

The forms were probably the hardest things to come up
with. You just kind of had a sense of what was going
on--an overall feeling.

Adequacy of the Evaluation Visit

Teachers were asked to comment on whether they saw enough

classroom activity to adequately perform their duties as

evaluators. Eight teachers thought that they saw enough to make

their evaluations. Three teachers said they would have wanted to

see more in order to make their evaluations. A teacher who felt

comfortable with the amount of time said this:

did, because I made it a point to do that. I guess
we all did as much as we felt we needed. We've all been
here a long time and know each other pretty well.

One of the teachers who wanted more exposure as an evaluator said

this:
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No, it was pretty general overall. It just depended on
what they were doing that day. It's hard to see in a one
or two shot look whether a teacher stimulates interest or
keeps students on task.

The critical variable in whether teachers saw enough as

evaluators was what the teacher observed. Most teachers indicated

that they observed an amount of teaching and interaction with the

students which they felt was adequate for performing the

evaluation.

Most teachers also indicated that both their observations

(teachers clwaluated their colleagues on two separate occasions)

were comparele in terms of what they saw.

Effect of Serving as an Efaluator on Professional Relationships

Teachers were asked to discuss the impact of their role as

an evaluator on professional relations in the school. Of concern

were teacher perceptions of changes--positive or negative--in the

way teachers were relating to one another. Seven teachers said

that they could detect no changes in professional relations

related to their service as evaluators. These teachers indicated

that a business as usual attitude was adopted by the faculty.

One teacher made this comment:

You only evaluated one person, and this person is
across the building. At least I know the person a
little better, but as far as changing anything else
I don't think it's had any bearing.

Four teachers perceived a change for the better in professional

relations because of their service as an evaluator. A teacher who

thought this way said this:

Yes, I think so. You have more respect for what people
are doing in other areas.
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A departmental chair who thought that positive effects had come

out of service as an evaluator said:

It's strengthened my position as department chair. Members
of the department are more willing to talk to me about
problems in classrooms. I feal closer to the administration
and more acquainted with others in other departments.

When asked if they would serve as evaluators again, 11 of

the 12 teachers interviewed indicated that they would do so.

Responses ranged from, "Yes, definitely" to "Sure, it's part of

the job" to "Yes, just not as often."

Reaction toward Central Role of Peers in the Evaluation Process

The evaluation process at the high school centers around the

idea of peer review. Teachers were asked to discuss their

thoughts and feelings concerning this portion of the school's

career ladder program. The teachers interviewed were quite

positive concerning their central role in the evaluation process.

11 of the 12 teachers interviewed thought that a central role in

the process for teachers was appropriate. Most of the positive

sentiment centered around the perception that teachers know what

to look for when evaluating their colleagues. One teacher who

approved said this:

Yes, a teacher has a basiz: background% You know
more things to look for.

Another teacher said:

Yes, especially with three people on the evaluation
committee.

Modifications in Peer Review

Teachers were asked to discuss changes which would improve

the peer review process. Six teachers thought that there was no
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need to change the process. Two teachers suggested that student

involvement in the process might provide for a more accurate
evaluation. Regarding this suggestion, a teacher said:

...certain students could give fair evaluations.
Teachers have to be involved with evaluation, hutwhen it comes down to a final decision about incom-petence that should fall on the administration's
shOulders.

Another suggestion made was that the school should provide
teachers with more time to perform evaluations. One teacher
suggested that hiring an independent evaluator would be an
improvement. One other teacher sugerested that more structure and
discipline was needed in making sure that all evaluations which
were supposed to be completed were in fact done.

Summary

This school's pilot Career Ladder Plan was quite succesful.
There are several factors that appear to be keys to this success.
It appears that decentralized planninti, administrative
leadership, heavy input from teachers, and involvement by the
teachers in the evaluation process contributed heavily to the
success enjoyed by this school.

The principal at the school is perceived by the faculty as
being a strong leader who is very fair and consistent. Teachers
were eager to participate in the plan. There are several factors
which contributed to this willingness. Teachers perceived that
they contributed heavily and had a major stake in ownership of
the plan. Teachers thought the plan was clear and fair. The plan
was voluntary and all teachers were eligible to share the money.
The application process was quite clear and straightforward. In
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addition, there were no quotas controlling the distribution of

funds.

The Peer Review Component was largely successful as well.

Teachers wera very supportive of this component. The data

indicated that the majority of teachers thought that fair scores

had been received. There were however, several weaknesses

revealed concerning this component of the plan. Teachers were

careful not to be too hard on their colleagues, as evidenced by

generally high scores. Most teachers knew what levels their

colleagues needed to receive career ladder compensation and,

therefore, tried to be accomodating. The ma:lor plu3 of the Peer

Review Component was that the majority of teachers interviewed

thought the process was good for morale. The main problem

perceived by teachers concerned the evaluation process. Although

this component was successfully reviewed by teachers, some

thought that it could be improved further by bringing in outside

evaluators, providing more training for evaluations, and creating

more specific guidelines for ratings.
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Questionnaire Data Summary

Suburban District High School
Fifty teachers in the high school responded to a 37 item

questionnaire which was designed and administered by the
district. The purpose of the questionnaire was to sample teacher
opinion concerning the high school's Career Ladder Program.
Teachers were asked to respond according to a five point Likert
scale. The scale was used to assess the degree to which teachers
agreed or disagreed with statements concerning the specifics of
the school's Career Ladder Plan. The scale was constructed in the
following manner:

1= Strongly 2= Somewhat 3= Neutral 4= Somewhat 5= StronglyAgree Agree
Disagree Disagree

A complete lieting of questionnaire items may be found in
Appendix 5-12. However, certain items warrant discussion at this
point because of the way in which teachers responded.

In response to the item that the Career Ladder Plan
encouraged and improved education, the teachers' mean response
was 1.90 with an SD of .850. In response to the item which
stated that the Career Ladder Plan had rewarded teachers who
dosrved more money and recognition,

the teachers' mean response
was 2.17 with an SD of 1.11. These data indicate tend to confirm
what was brought out in the interviews. Specifically, teachers
were positive regarding the school's Career Ladder Plan and its
impact on teachers and teaching.

The response of teachers to an item which stated that the
Career Ladder Plan had hurt the relationship between faculty and
administration was clearly one of disagreement. The mean response
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was 4.480 with an SD of .680. In response to the item which

stated that the Career Ladder Plan discourages cooperation

between teachers, teachers also expressed disagreement. The mean

response was 4.190 with an SD of 1.070. The data confirm the

findings of the interviews regarding teacher to teacher relations

as well as teacher to adminiEtration relatioas. The responses

indicate that professional relations among themselves and with

the administration were not damaged by the school's Career Ladder

Plan.

Another item stated that the school's Career Ladder Plan was

not beneficial to the students. Once again, teachers expressed

clear disagreement with this statement. The mean response was

4.020 wih an SD .850, The results of these three items together

confirm the findings of the interview. Specifically, teachers

felt good about the contribution the plan was making to the

educational process.

One area where teachers expressed some reservations in the

questionnaires concerning the school's Career Ladder Plan was in

the area of funding. In response to the statement indicating that

funding for the program was too low the mean for teachers was

2.090 with an SD of .970. However, when responding to the

statement that the Career Ladder Plan would cause them to leave

teaching, most teachers did not agree. The mean response was

4.540 with an SD of 1.03.

As previously mentioned, the questionnaire data confirms the

interview findings. Teachers thought that their program was an

acceptable, well-planned, and fair program. Teacher cooperation

in planning and evaluation coupled with strong leadership from
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toe administrators appeared to be critical factors in the

program's success.
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Suburban District High School

STATEMENT 110 MEAN

Questionraire Data

SD

1. 1.340 .479

2. 1.167 .377

3. 2.420 .906

4. 3.062 1.262

5. 2.875 1.409

6. 3.286 1.080

7. 2.804 1.147

8. 2.578 1.158

9. 3.292 .874

10. 2.182 1.167

11. 1.958 .967

12. 2.702 1.102

13. 2.080 1.226

14. 1.900 1.035

15. 2.646 1.176

16. 3.760 1.255

17. 3.820 1.335

18. 3.479 1.220

19. 2.143 1.339

20. 1.896 1.077

21. 2.580 1.513

22. 2.020 1.020

23. 2.776 1.571

24. 1.740 .853



25. 4.187 1.065

26. 2.700 1.093

27. 4.184 1.034

28. 2.060 .890

29. 4.440 .907

30. 2.895 1.269

31. 4.182 1.018

32. 2.551 1.138

33. 2.848 1.010

34. 4.480 .677

35. 3.020 1.127

36. 2.170 1.110

37. 2.660 1.099

38. 4.021 .847

39. 2.085 .974

40. 2.880 1.223

41. 4.540 1.034

42. 1.896 .857

43. 2.469 .830

44. 2.146 .945

45. 3.574 1.118

46. 3.500 1.374

47. 3.191 1.191

48. 1.979 1.082

49. 2.458 1.304
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CHAPTER SIX

Cross Site Analysis

Before we attempt to analyze and integrate the results from

the case studies it would be helpful to pause for a moment,

distance ourselves from the data, and place the concept of career

ladders in clearer perspective. The call for career ladders came

out of a larger national movement to improve schools (Education

Commission of the States. 1983). The logic wes simple; teachers

influence learning, so one way to improve learning in the schools

was to improve the quality of teachers. This could be done

through the retention of superior teachers, the attrac'Lion of

higher quality teachers and also through the improvement of

working conditions for teachers.

This linkage between career ladders and teachers is an

important one conceptually and methodologically for this study.

Conceptually, career ladders should be viewed as a means toward

an end. The desired end is improved learning in our schools.

Teachers provide the necessary linkage between the time, energy,

and money invested in career ladders and the desired outcome,

improved schools. The centrality of teachers in this change

process should be remembered as we discuss our data.

The centrality of the teacher in the career ladder/improved

schools argument also has methodological implications as well. If

career ladders ure to have their desired effect on

teaching/iearning in the classroom, the central role of the

teacher as an intervening variable should be addressed. In this

stuay. we have focused on the attitudes and beliefs of teachers
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impacted by six different career ladder plans. The limitations of

this type of research approach will be addressed subsequently,

but the strengths of this approach should be noted. Central to

any research on career ladders in education should be the

question,

beliefs,

is to

"How are career ladders affecting the attitudes,

and work conditions of teachers?" To ignore this issue

ignore the central role that teachers play in the career

ladderischool improvement argument.

Having said tnis, several cautions concerning the present

research should be noted. The first involves long term versus

short term effects. No proponent of career ladders has promised

immediate, short term gains as a result of career ladders. THe

positive effects of career ladders will be felt, if felt at all,

over a long period of time. Accordingly, research results which

focus on the short term effects of career ladders should be

viewed cautiously.

In a similar way. the attitudes and beliefs of teachers

should not be viewed as fixed or constant entities. These

attitudes and beliefs are the result of past experiences and if

these experiences have not included contact with such factors as

differentiated responsibilities, incentive pay, and intensive

evaluation. teachers' feelings may be negative or neutral. One

criterion that could be used in Judging the effectiveness of

initial career ladder efforts is the extent to which those

efforts accomodate and attempt to change teacher belief

structures.

This latter point underscores an important philosophical

starting point for our research. If teaching is to develop as a
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true profession, then teachers must be equipped to deal with

complex professional issues. Research in teacher evaluation

(Kauchak, Peterson, & Driscoll, 1985), as well as career ladders

(Murphy & Hart, 19Pi5), has indicated the need for development

efforts in this area.

Finally, the exploratory nature of the research should be

noted. The case studies were conducted in four districts in a

relatively small state, population wise, in what some might arque

is a non-representative state. In addition, the research was

conducted during the completion of the first year of career

ladders, when teacher attitudes and beliefs were changing and

being formed. As such, the case studies can be thought of as snap

shots of what existed at the time of the study. Accordingly,

thhses findings should be treated as tentative and hopefully

generative of future research on career ladders.

With these thought in mind, let us turn to the results of

our cross district analysis.

Results

One of the most striking findings was the dramatic

differences between districts in teacher involvement in the

planning and implementation process and the concommitant effect

this appeared to have on teachers' acceptance of the plans. In

general, when teacher involvemer,t was high, teacher acceptance of

the plan was h-gh and when involvement was low, acceptance was

low.

First, what are some examples of high teacher involvement?

In all three of the pilot schools, teacher input was actively
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sought in the design and implementation cf the plan. At the pilot

high school, teachers elected representatives to the planning

committee and served on the peer evaluation committees. At the

elementary school, teachers had a non-majority representation on

the planning committee and served on the peer evaluation

committees. At the pilot middle school, teachers served on the

planning committee and conscious efforts were made during the

planning process to involve all faculty in a two-way dialogue

about the content and procedures of the plan.

At the other end of the spectrum, we see a relative lack of

involvement by teachers in Urban District in the planning and

implementation of the plan. Teachers constituted a definite

minority on the planning and had little input in the design and

implementation of the plan. Top down is probably as accurate a

term as any to characterize this approach. It is interesting to

note that some of th- most negative feelings toward career ladder

existed in this district.

This finding should not come as a suprise to those who have

investigated the effectiveness of organizations. Participative

decision making has been found to positively influence

productivity in industry (Hauck, 1979). In education a series of

studies showed teacher morale to be directly related to

participation in decision making (National Education Association,

1964). In a study of acceptance of new practices in education,

researchers found teachers' sense of ownership of new pro)ects

related to the degree they were involved in decisions about the

pro)ect (McGlaughlin & Marsh, 1978). Finally, in a study of

effective teacher evaluation practices, teacher involvement and
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responsibility was found to be a crucial component of effective

systems (Wise. Darling-Hammond, McLaughlin & Bernstein, 1984).

The effectiveness of communication channels was another

variable which appeared linked to teacher acceptance. Where

communication efforts were successful, as evidenced by high

teacher understanding of the plan, acceptance also tended to be

high. The opposite was also true; confusion and lack of

understanding was generally associated with negative attitudes.

Several factors may be involved here. Scale was definitely a

factor; the larger the educational unit, the larger the task for

career ladder plans to disseminate plan characteristics. This

problem was evident in Tennessee's Career Ladder Plan (roch.

1984; Update, 1985). In our study, the size of the institutions

varied from one distract with 11,635 students and 535 teachers to

one pilot school with 586 students and 25 teachers. Clearly the

communication problems involved in a large district were more

complex than those in a smaller district or one sch000l.

However, size alone was not the only factor involved.

Pockets of confusion were uncovered in both Rural and Snow

districts with 93 and 61 teachers respectively, whereas this

problem was not evident at the pilot middle and high schools

which had faculties of 54 and 80 respectively.

Two factors affecting the communication problem may be

involved in the career ladder systems we studied. One is the

complexity of the career ladder system. As a career dder system

becomes more complex, communication problems increa This may

have been a factor in Snow District which asked teuchers to

provide their own initiative in compiling a multi-line dossier
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system. By comparison, the pilot schools appeared to have more

clearly understood systems (at least from a participant

perspective). These systems required teachers to do what they

always did. 1. e 0 teach and be obser,red by a peer or

administrators. This was the case in the pilot middle and high

schools. In the pilot elementary school individual conferences

were used to define and clarify how teacher projects would meet

school goals.

The other factor present in the pilot middle school was a

planned communication network in which each member of the

planning committee was assigned specific other teachers as part

of his or her communication responsibilities. This assignment

involved both dissemination of information from the planning

committee and carrying feedback from individual teachers back to

the planning committee. The success of this planned communication

effort warrants further research.

Another aspect of communication was planned inservice

programs for teacher participants. In both Snow and Rural

districts, these inservice efforts were viewed positively

teachers, who thought that the information gained was helpful in

shaping and understanding career ladder features.

In addition to teacher involvement and effective

communication efforts, another variable positively related to

teacher acceptance was administrative involvement. The nature of

the administrative involvement appeared crucial. Democratic.

supportive, and interactive principals were a prominent feature

at each of the pilot schools. Supportive and facilitating

sLperintendents' involvement was positively noted in both Rural
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and Snow districts. Interestingly, heavy building level principal

involvement was not found in these districts. In Urban District
the involvement of the building level principals was more
perfunctory. They were to serve as evaluators and did not appear
to take a major role in helping teachers understand or modify the
career ladder plan. The centrality of the building level
administrators in shaping teacher acceptance of career ladder
features has been noted in a national study of innovations
(Berman & MsLaughlin, 1978) and in another study of Utah career
ladders (Hart, 1985).

Another variable which surfaced in our data was the shape of
the career ladder pyramid or the presence or absence of quotas.
The most positive response from tedchers came from the three
pilot school sites where virtually all teachers were eligible
(and coincidentally expected to receive career fit-ader funds). The
most negative reactions came from Urban District where fixed
quotas were in place. It should be noted, however, that the
absence of quotas does not in itself guarantee teacher acceptance
as was noted in Snow District, which had no quotas.

Two other factors which surfaced in the analysis f the data
were problems with the evaluation process and the need for
flexibility in the design of career ladder systems. In terms of

evaluation problems, respondents from both Rural and Snow
districts identified increased time and energy expended as a

result of career ladder programs as a major problem in their
districts. Respondents in these districts questioned whether the
time and energy being expended would result in increased learning
for their students. Here the distinction between job enlargement
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and performance recognition seems relevant.

Job enlargement involves redefining tne teacher's roie to

include other responsibilities such as curriculum development,

mentoring. and area coordination (Murphy & Hart. 1985).

Performance recognition involves rewarding teachers for their

performance in their teaching and does not require additional

responsibilities. The negative comments about increased amounts

of time were both rslated to documentation efforts for

performance recognition:, It may be that teachers do not accept

the documentation task as a valid one for teachers. Here, the

amount of time involved appears to be a critical issue.

In terms of flexibility, it appearea positively related to

teacher acceptance. To tho extent that career ladders were able

to accomodate the considerable diversity found within a system

the better the career ladder plan was received by teachers. This

finding was not as strongly supported as some of the others but

the data is suggestive in this direction. At the positive end of

the spectrum, in both the pilot elementary and middle schools.

teachers were permitted to design projects for their individual

classrooms. The only negative comment about this component of

these schools' career ladder plans occurred when resource

teachers had problems fitting into the general guidelines. WIthin

Rural District the flexibility of the job enlargement component

was also viewed favorably by teachers.

However, three counter cases also surfaced. At both the

pilot middle and high schools, teachers encounterea uniform

evaluation systems, and had no major complaints about tnese

systems. In addition, Snow District teachers had consioerable
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latitude in the design of their dossiers, yet sentiment toward

the system was negative to mixed. Perhaps flexibility is

important only when lob enlargement is the issue.

'1.1m1nary and Discussion

The most suprising finding was one that did not occur.

When we began our study we were r.redisposed to look for

structural features of plans that were related to teacher

acceptance. This notion, or hypothesis, if you will, was

generated by previous research in teacher evaluation in which we

found clear differences in teachers' accept.ance of various

teacher evaluation procedures (Kauchek, Peterson & Driscoll,

1985). Accordingly, we investigated career ladder systems that

had different structural features, assuming that these wouid

relate to teacher acceptance. lhis did not occur.

For example, the type of evaluation system employed did not

appear crucial. Teachers in the pilot middle school reacted

positively to administrator evaluation while teachers in Urban

District reacted negatil,ely. Our research failed to uncover any

substantive differences in the focus, frequency, or length of the

administrative visits in the two districts. Peer evaluation was

another structural variable which did not appear related to

teacher acceptance. Teachers were involved in classroom visits in

the pilot mIddle school with positive reactions, while teachers

were involved in the evaluation of teacher dossiers in Snow

District with mixed to negat.ive teacher acceptance.

In a similar way, the difference between job enlargement and

performance recognition did not surface as a differentiating
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structural feature. We found three sites (Snow, Urban, and Rural)

with negative teacher reactions to performance recognition

features of their systems, and two sites (pilot miedie rind high

school) with positive teacher reactions tO this component. In

terms of job enlargement we found two sites (pilot elementary,

pilot middle) with positive reactions to Job enlargement and two

sites (Urban and Rural Districts) with mixed reactions to this

component of their plans.

Recommendations

From a practical or applied perspective, the present

research has several implications for the design and

implementation of these systems. The first is that teachers

should be integrally involved in the design and implementation of

these systems. This might seem obvious when we consider that the

central focus of career ladder impact is aimed at teachers

themselves, but this point has eluded career ladder developers in

this state as well as those in others (Toch, 1984).

A second recommendation is for the development of planned

inservice and communication efforts. Teachers attitudes and

beliefs shouid not be viewed as fixed or static entities.

Inservice efforts should be used to expand teacher understandings

of the issues involved. In addition, systematic communication

efforts should be used to promote two-way communication of ideas.

In the design of the career ladder, consideration should

also be given to the complexity of the system, and the time and

energy demands it places on participants. Tne more complex the

system the harder it is for teachers to understand and
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participate in the system. Also. participation in the system

should not pull teachers away from their primary focus which is

teaching (Lortie. 1975). This appears to be especially

problematic when the focus of the system is performance

recognition and teachers are asked to expend considerable time

and effort in documenting good teaching.

Flexibility in meeting the diverse needs of the total

teaching population should also be a consideration in the design

of a career ladder system. An implicit theme which surfaced in a

large number of our interviews were the problems encountered by

teachers in diverse settings with distinct assignments. This

problem surfaced with special education teachers, vocational

education teachers, physical education teachers, and even

-regular- teachers at different grade levels. The measurement

problems involved in documenting good teaching were central here.

One final recommendation can be offered, relating to scale

and local autonomy. Given the positive findings in the pilot

schools that we investigated, the positive results in other

states with small scale projects (Natriello & Cohn, 1985; Burke,

1982; Schlecty, Joslin, Leak & Hanes. 1985) and the initial

negative results in laerge scale state projects (loch. 1984:

Olson. 1986) we wonder about the advisability of large scale,

monolithic career ladder pians. Our findings, plus the findings

of others seem to suggest the advisability of small scale

projects with local control and autonomy.
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APPENDIX 2-1

SNOW DISTRICT CAREER LADMI PLAN

CAREER LADDER PLAN - YEAR TWO

Draft #1

PURPOSE

The purpose of the Career Ladder Plan in the School District is
to improve educaticm by:

recognizing and rewarding excellence in teaching
providing opportunities for teacher advancement and promo-
tion

compensating teachers for additional assignments
making teacher salaries more competitive with other profes-
sions

attracting and retaining the best teaching talent

CAREER LADDER STRUCTURE

Senior Teacher

Associate Teacher Additional Responsibility Assignments

Certified Teacher

Certified Teacher is a teacher who is fully certified, but has not yet
presented a dossier for promotion or who has not yet been approved for
promotion.

Aasociate Teacher is a contributing, well functioning teacher, who has
successfully taught for three years, at least one of which is in the

School District, and has presented his/her "dossier" which
must contain at least five credible lines of evidence, and been
approved for promotion by the promotion panel, receiving at least 5
affirmative votes. Teachers at the Associate level receive an annual
stipend of $1,500 beyond the base salary.

Senior TeacNer is an exemplary teacher who:

has taught at least six years, three of which must be in the
School District

has presented his/her dossier containing at least seven credible
lines of evidence which demonstrate the "exemplary" nature of
his/her teaching ability.
has been approved for promotion by the promotion panel - receiv-
ing at least seven affirmative votes.

Teachers at the Senior level receive an annual stipend of $3,000
beyond the base salary.



PROMOTION PROCESS

The promotion process has two steps:

Preparation of th? dossier
Review and action of the dossier by the promotion panel

Preparation of the dossier should take 2-3 years. The content of the
dossier is described under "Lines of Evidence".

Dossiers must be submitted at least two weeks prior to a schedule promotion
by the promotion panel members.

PROMOTION PANEL

The Promotion Panel has eight voting members at any one time - four teach-
era, two administrators, and two parents.

Each school will name a full member and en alternate. The full member
votes on each dossier, the alternate on those dossiers emanating fron that
school.

The two administrators includes the Superintendent and the Principal of the
school from which the dossier emanates.

Three public members will be appointed by the board. Any two of whom may
be present and vote at each meeting.

Initial terms of office for teachers are for two years. Subsequent terms
of office for one year. A rotation system will be in effect - rotating the
alternate teacher member into the full member slot and appointing a new
teacher to the alternate slot.

The nree public members will serve 3 year rotating terms with Gne new
member being added each year.

Chairmanship of the promotion panel will rotate between zhe three permanent
teacher members. Findings of the ',.romotion panel are limited to three:

promoted
dossier needs work - particular attention needs to be paid to
these areas

clarification needed of specific lines of evidence

TEACHER DOSSIER

The primary source of information for promotion is a dossier prepared by
each teacher. In the dossier s the teacher's best case for the value of
his/her work. The evidence should pertain to the quality of teaching, the
quantity of learning, professionalism, and ethicality. While there are not
perfect measures of the above, there are lines of evidence which provide a
satisfactory estimate for evaluation. It is the professional
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responsibility of each teacher to construct the dossier. The district will
assist in this process. The dossier generally has the following contents
and characteristics:

dossier is property of applicant - not of school district

Teachers have control over contents. They see evidence before it
is entered, and make decisions about what is included. It is
their best case.

The contents of dossiers will vary:

Evidence will be from a variety of lines. No one line is satis-
factory for all teachers; no line is compelling and complete
enough to serve by itself as a complete indicator of teacher
quality.

It shmild contain credible and reliable evidence. Data collected
in a safe manner (e.g., outside person collects and scores
student questionnaires).

Format of dossier presentation will include a resume indicating
that the person is eligible to be promoted.

A summary sheet indicating lines of evidence used

Documentation of each line of evidence

Supplemental supporting date and working papers

TEACHER OVERSIGHT nOHHITTEE

A teacher oversight committee consisting of one teacher from each school
will be appointed to perform the following functions:

advise teachers on preparatiAn of dossiers
be advocates for quality evaluation la the district and profes-
sion
add a professional perspective
open up to scrutiny the decision making process
be available as consultants for administrators

APPEAL PROCESS

An appeal process has been established to protect the due process rights of
each teacher. The decision of review board is final. Appeals will be
filed with the promotion panel. They will reconsider the issue and make
whatever decision they feel is appropriate. This decision may be appealed
to the school board for their review.
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LINES OF EVIDENCE

The following lines of evidence may be used by teachers in preparing their
dossier. Each line of evidence has conceptual, practical, and procedural
limitations.

A. Principal Observation/;:dmiristrator Report
B. Pupil Achievement
C. Student Reports
D. Peer Review
E. Parent Survey
F. Teacher Established Performance Goals
G. Professionalism
H. Special Services
I. Teacher Tests
J. Other

TRANSITION 1985-86

1985-86 will continue to be a year of transition. Developing new evalua-
tion systems and evidence which documents the va/ue of teacher performance
requires time. In addition, it is expected that the first two years of
experience will result in modifications to the plan.

Teachers with less than 3 years in the district will begin the year in
certified teacher status. Tenured teachers will be considered as "teach-
ers" without any specified "rank" until such time as they are promoted to
Associate TEacher. All tenured teachers and those with at least three
years of previous teaching experience (at least one of which is in the
school district) will have the opportunity to apply for promotion to
Associate Teacher status during the 1985-86 school year.

Once promotion has been awarded, the promotion pay differential will begin
on a prorated basis. All tenured and associate teachers will be eligible
to apply for "Additional Responsibility Assignment" during this two year
transition phase.

Promotion to the level of Senior Teacher will not begin until the 1986-87
school year. However, evidence gathering is expected to occur during this
time.

ADDIII0EAL RESPONSIRILITY ASSIGNMENTS

In addition tc the promotional ranks that teachers can attain, the plan
includes "Additional Responsibility Assignments." Individualn would be
selected by the promotion panel to fill these roles. The assignments will
be developed to meet the following purposes:

A. To meet needs identified by the administration (both Superinten-
dent and Principals) for which a job description is prepared.
This could include curriculum development, design of a testing
program, sumwer school coordinator, etc.
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B. In response to a teacher generated proposal that demonstrates
benefits to the school district and acknowledges innovative ideas
and approaches. It is expected that these assignments would be
rotated. Teachers would fill them for one to three years. The
job description and/or proposal would identify the number of
years required. Evidence of satisfactory performance would need
to be demonstrated.

EVALUATION PROCESS FOR DEMOTION, RE:MEDIATION OR TERMINATION

The principal still retains the responsibility for summative evaluations.
Periodic evaluations shall continue to be made by the administration.
Teachers receiving unsatisfactory ratings, would be placed on remediation,
leading to either reinstatement or termination.

DISTRICT SUPPORT

While teachers will be expected to take leadership in thAr own profession
al evaluation activities, the school district will provide the support
necessary to enhance quality evaluation. These will include:

inservice training in evaluation
administrator evaluation
technical advice and assistance
high quality substitutes
beginning teacher support groups
visitation programs for teachers with exemplary features
assistance in data gathering for lines of evidence
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APPENDIX 2-2

SNOW DISTRICT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. what is your current teacning assignment in thjs scnool?
2. HOW ions have you been teaching? In Snow District? Elswnere?
3. How informed are you about tne Snow District Career Ladder

Program? Well informed? Somewhat informed? Not at all?
Did you take the 30-hour inservice? Where did you get the
info? How effec';ive was the dissemination of the info?

4. Let's talk for a moment about the extended contract day.
a) How dO you feel about the number and placement of the days?
b) Do you have any suggestions about how this portion of the

plan could be improved?

5. Let's talk now about.the additional service assignments.
a) Did you participate on any of these committees?

1) If so. was the experienc a good one and why?
2) If not, would you have wanted to?

PO Was the selection orocess cleE and fair?
c) If you worked on any of the district committees did the

grouo function effectively?

6. Now let's talk about the promotion component.
a. Did you opt for promotion?

1) If yes, ask why. Tall me about the factors which
influenced your decsion to submit your dossier

kadministrative pressure, peer pressure, money).
2) If no, ask why.

b) What about the dossier system?

:) Is it an effective way to document good teaching?
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2) What problems cic you encounter in putting yours
together?

3) Was the teacher oversight committee helpful? How or whv
not?

4) Approximately how much time d d it take for you to
prepare your dossier?

5) Can you think of any way to improve the dossier part of
the promotion process?

c) Now let's talk about the promotion process itself.
1) Is the Promotion Review Board functioning effectively?

(why or why not?)

2) What about the number and percentage of the geoPle being
promoted--is this about right (why or why not?)

3) CAn yom think of any way to imgroN.e toe promotion
process?

6. Did the process of Putting the dossiar together give you the
opportunity to think about your teaching? Did you find the
process valuable? What did you think?

7. Co you think you have used or will use any of the dossier
info to chanpe your practice? (Specify, student reports,
parent survey, peer review). Which aspects and why?

3. What are your perceptions of the effect that the district's
career ladder system is having on relations within the
school or district?

a) Among teachers? b) Between administrators and teachers?
c) Between those who submitted and those who did not?
d) Between those promoted and those not promoted?
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9. wnat neecs to be cone next to improve tne oresent career

ladoer system?

:0. Do you see any long-term effects of career laooer systems on

tie crofession?

21. Any additional comments?
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SNOW DISTRICT

Section I.

APPENDIX 2-3

CAREER LADDER QUESTIONNAIRE

Below are listed statements about your district's career ladder program.
Indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement
by writing a number from the following scale in front of the statement.

1=strongly 2=somewhat 3=neutral 4=somewhat 5=strongly
agree agree disagree disagree

1. The career ladder progrum is effective in encouraging
and rewarding good teaching.

2. The career ladder program discourages teachers trom
working together.

3. The Career Ladder program has helped the relationship between
teachers and principals.

4. I have no idea what the career ladder teachers are doing in
my sch651- for the extra money they are receiving.

5. I feel teaching is more rewarding because of the Career Ladder
Program.

6. Almost all of the negative feelings generated by the Career
Ladder Program have gone away by now.

7. The Career Ladder program has hurt the relationship between
teacher and principals.

8. The Career Ladder program gives recognition and money to good
teachers who deserve it.

9. T'achers are paying more attention to things that will not have
any benefits for students because of the Career Ladder W-Egram.

10. Not enough money is provided to adequately fund the Career
Ladder Program.

11. I am seriously thinking about leaving teaching altogether because
of the Career Ladder Program.

12. Our district's career ladder program encourages educational
improvements.

13. My classroom instruction has improved because of the Career
Ladder Program.

14. Continue our District's Career Ladder Program as it now exists.
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15. Continue our District's Career ladder Program, but only with
major changes.

16. Terminate our District's Career Ladder Program. It cannot be
rehabilitated

Section II.

1. At the beginning of the 1984-85 school year, how many years of continuous
service did you have in this district?

years

How many years elsewhere?

years

2. What level do you teach?

elementary

middle

high school

3. What is your sex?

male

female

4. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of your district's
career ladder plan?

5. What do you feel is the most riegative aspect of your district's career
ladder plan?

6. What suggestion(s) do you have to improve your district's career ladder
plan? (Use the back if necessary.)
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APPENDIX 3-!

RURAL DISTRICT CAREER LADDER PLAN

CAREER UDDER PLAN

1. Identifying Information
a. Sdhool District
b. Submitted May 10, 1984
c. - Agency Contact Person

2. Descriptive, qualifications, and general job descriptions are describedin the attached Ladder.

3. Teaching personnel will be Career Ladder participants in accordancewith standard nine.

4. Several meetings were held over the pest several months involving theCareer Lsdder Steering Comettee. The Committee was composed of threepatrons appointed by the Board of Bducation, a teacher selectedfrom each of the three schools by the building teachers, and three
administrators appointed by the superintendent.

Teedter representatives reviewed the Ladder with the building staffs asit was being developed. They received comments and expressed those duringcommittee meetings.

The total proposed Ladder was presented to the Board and pdblic duringthe April Board meeting.

The total proposed Ladder was discussed in an open meeting with the totalstaff in April.

At the May , 1984, open meeting of the County Board of Education,
the Ladder was once again discusaed with patrons and teachers. Inputwas received.

The proposed Ladder was adopted by the Board on May , 1984.

5. It is an attempt to encourage
leadership in instruction and curriculum.

6. Applications will be required to identify skills, abilities, education,etc. Evaluation will be a composite program determined by the Career
Committee and applicant, utilizing

components as listed in the Ladder.

7. This information is contained in the Ladder.

8. Budget as set by the State ie $63,001. An approximate maxbman of $36,Oggwill be used for extended days for all teachers who apply. The extendeddays will allow planning and
evaluation, freeing normal schov:, days to bebetter utilized for instruction.

9. All participants, staff members, administrators, board members, and
parents will be given continued opportunity for input and evaluation
throughout the program. Additionally, a yearly appraisal involving a
written evaluation form and a general open meeting will be part of the
evaluation of the program.
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tr . COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

TEACHER COMPENSATION AND ChREER LADDER

Teacher
LEVEL I

cualifications
-Bachelor Degree
-Certification
-Endorsement
-Probationary Status

LEVEL II

qualifications
-2 or 3 years success-
ful teaching experi-
ence.

-Bachelor Degree

-Certification
-Endorsement
-Remmumendation for
continued employment.

LEVEL III

cualifications
-2 or 3 years success-
ful teaching

experience.
-Bathelor

-Certification
-Endorsement
-Recommendation for
continued employment.
-Successful Applica-
tion.

Reszonsibility
-Become familiar and
proficient in school
district curriculum
and teaching model.

-Additional 5 to 9 days
required. Prior to school
between terms.

-Classroom teaching.

Superior Performance
Determined Iv any or all
of the following:

-Application
-Student Achievement
-Student, Adkinistration,
Faculty Evaluation.

-Other documented
achievement.

Responsibility
Classroom Teaching

Superior Performance
Determined by any or all
of the following:

-Application
-Student Achievement,
-Student, Administration
Faculty Evaluation.

-Other documented achieve-
ment.

Responsibility
Classroom teaching

Extended Responsibility
Career ladder options in
one or more of the follow-
ing areas:

-Curricultax Development
-Inservice Training
-General Needs, e.g.,
summer school, remedial,
gifted, specialized
areas, vocational areas
gifted s talented, adult
ei. programs, innovative
program, additional
student 10bi, teacher
facilitation, etc.
End of term additional
days.

a_verior Performance

Determined by any or all
following:

-Application
-Student achievement
-Student, Administration,
Faculty Evaluation

-Other documented
achievement

Compensation
-Current salary scale
-Paid additional days

$400 to $800
Additional

gEpensation
-Current salary scale

$500 to $2,000
Additional

Compensation
-Current salary scale

$850 to $3,000
Additional or per
diem.

$500 to $2000
Additional
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L. IV

Qualification
- 4 years experience

including at leust
1 year on Level II
or III*

- Advanced degree, 45
hours o: appropriate
credit or demonstrated
equivalent.

- Personal growth
- Successful Applica-
tion.

- Exemplary Teaching.

Responsibility Compensation
-Classroom Teaching - at -Current salary scale
least 85% of time to be
involved in actual class-
room experience, teaching,
directing, or assisting
students.

E.:ended Responsibility:
-Teacher Facilitation
Requirements: 3-8 hrs
additional tine per week
An additional week prior
to is after school. Observe
& conference with person
assigned daily or weekly.
Assist 6 organize new
teachers, aides or
volunteers.

-Instructional Improve-
ment.

Requirements: 3-8 hrs
Additional time per week
and/or additional time
during sumnet in
observing, developing,
facilitating, implement-
ing 6 demonstrating

instructional improve-
ment to increase teacher
skill 6 effectiveness, and
or aide or volunteer skills.

-Curriculum Development
Improvement
Requirements:
Additional 3-8 hrs. per
week and/or extended summer
work on curriculum con-
tinuum committees to
evaluate, coordinate 6
train other staff
members in utilization
of curriculum develop-
ment.

$850 to $3,000
Additional or per
diem.

-School Learning Enhancement
Requirements: This will
depend on educational
situation 1, needs.

Examples of areas con-
sidered could be:
Assuming responsibility
for larger class loads,
community service, coor-
dinating volunteers,
tutoring, etc. Additional
time expected.

Superior Performance $500 to $2,000
Determined by any or all Additional
of the following:

- Application

-Student achievement
- Student, Administration,

Faculty evaluation
-Other documented achieve-
ment
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LEM V

gpalifications
-4 years experience
with at least one
year on Level II or
III.*

-Advanced degree, 45
hours of applicable
credit, or demon-
strated equivalent.

-Personal Growth
-Successful Application
-Exemplary Teaching

Responsibility Compensation
-Classroom Teaching -Current salary scale
at least 85% of timv to
be involved in actual
classroom experience,
preparation, teaching,
directing or assisting
students.

Extended Responsibility
-Leadership role of Level
IV programs.

-Indepth instructional
commitment as needed by
children and/Or educa-
tional system e.g.,
assisting teacher
facilitators help
teachers through observ-
ation, staff development
and generating materials.

Sgperior Performances
determined by any or all Additional
of the follading:

-Applicatica
-Student Achievement
-Student, Administration,
Faculty Evaluation.

-Other documented
achievement.

$2,500 to $5,000
Additional or per
diem.

$500 to $2,000

Compensation Note: Mbney amounts may be changed to percents dependentupon the availability of funds as determined by the Board. Npplicants willreceive funding information prior to accepting career ladder placement.Payment schedule will be monthly or by lump sum,one or two payments.

*During the 1984-85 school year the one year at Level II or III requirementmay be waived to allow
acoess to Level ry and V by competent staff members.



EVUDATION AND CONTINUATICN PROCEDURE

Career ladder teachers
are exemplary educators.

Because of that fact,their talents and work will be observed by many. Parents, community,educators and education
students will be invited to view their work. Inthat light, evaluation will be a continuous process. A comprehensiveformal evaluation will be required at least once a year for the firstthree years at each step. Thereafter, a comprehensive

evaluation will berequired every three years.

Career ladder teachers
may remain at their level for an agreed periodcontingent upon satisfactory
evaluations, prcgram needs and funding.

Evaluation Criteria
The career ladder program with its evaluation

criteria is and will bea process of continuing
appraisal and improvement. To expect a completelyadegeate system to te developed in a two to three month pericd is to expectunrealistically. Therefore, it is the Cbunty School District Careertakder Steering Committee's goal to design a solid foundation froa which tobuild. That foundation contains the following:

1. Job-Description
Evaluation will be determined ty a ccaparison of anticipated orpredetermined and agreed

upon standards, stated
or implied, in the jobdescription through the follaaing ways:

(1) Internal or self-evaluation
(2) External evaluations

which dhall include:
-Administration
-Individuals directly affected by the applicant viz., students,faculty.

(3) External evaluation options may include any or all of thefollowing agreed upon:
-Peer
-Team

-Outside professional
-Parents or community member

(4) Other information
presented by the

teacher, administration, orothers as agreed upon.

2. Clontent and Quality
The content and quality of that content, are critical to the positivegrowth of students.

it is also a crucial
consideration in committeesand leadership

responsibilities.

(1) Quality content should be:
- Appropriate

-Accurate
- CUrrent

-Comprehensive

(2) It will be evaluated by comparison with the following:-District curriculum
requirements and recommendations-State curriculum

requirements and recommendations.-Current needs.
-Other applicable data as agreed upon.
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3. AWAitt
In the growth of students and staff members, the amount of learning or
acoomplishment is of significant importance. An effective teacher
leader must he able to cimonstrate quantitative as well as qualitative
results.
(1) Quantity as it relates to students is the demonstration of

achievement determined by applicable measurement, may include:
-Baseline skill acquisition as appropriate amd in relation to the
student's historical achievement and projected expectations.

- Criterion referenced tests as appropriate and in relation to the
student's historical achievement and projected expectations.

- Standardized tests as appropriate and in relation to the
student's historical achievement and projected expectations.

-Other demonstrations of achievement i.e., competition, awards,
honors, etc.

(2) Quantity as it relates to extended responsibilities in the
demonstration of accomplishment is determdned by:
-Comparison of pre-determined goals with end results.

4. Professionality
Professionality is maintaining the standard expected of a professional
educator. It is Observable in the appropriate use of the skills and
tools of the profession and the continual effort to improve and learn.
(1) Professionality as it relates to instruction is observable in:

-The use of reliable appraisals of students needs.
- The use of appropriate approaches to meet the needs of individual
students.

-The use of effective instructional models or systems.
-The use of appropriate test construction.

-The use of tests that are appropriate to the instructional style
and learner ability.

-The use of grading that accurately reflects testing, achievement,
participation, etc.
- Use of appropriate motivational techniques.

(2) Professionality as it relates to xtended responsibility is
observable in:

-The use of reliable and appropriate approaches, methods and
evaluations.

(3) Professionality as it relates to self isprovament is observed by
learning improvement efforts, i.e., uvrkshops, schooling,
self-improvement projects.

(4) Professionality is determined by:
-Examination of materials actually used.
-Observation by administators, peers, outside professionals or
others as agreed upon.
-Evidence and/or documents.
-Student evaluation.

5. Ethicality
Ethicality is a measurement of fairness, honesty and humanism.
(1) It is observable in relations with:

- Students

-Peers and staff personnel
- School and district
-Parents
-Community and others outside the educational setting.

(2) It is observable in:

-Fairness in the treatment of students and others.
- Absence of favoritism, derogatory or belittling comments,
deception or trickery.

- Straight forward open communication
-Clearly defined expectations
-Honesty



(3) Ethicality is determined by observations and evaluation by:- Self

-Administrators or supervisors
- Students

(4) Ethicality may be determined by observations and evaluations by:-Peers
- 0u*side professionals
- Parents or community member3
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SELECTION PRCCESS

Application Procedure

Individuals wishing to he placed
oh the career ladde at any levelmust do so by written

application. That application
must conform to theaccepted or proposed 3ob description and include

supporting materials. Aninterview may be rzeaired.

Laider..Committee
A committee composed of one central

office administrator, oneprincipal, two community patron and one teacher from each school willreview each applicent. They will recommend
to the superintendent,

careerladder placement.

Real Procedure
All applicants have the right to appeal career ladder decisions.That process will include the following

steps:

1. The appeal must be made in writing to the
designated centraloffice administrator.

2. It must be tendered
within 10 working days r.t the applicantsnotification of the
committee's decision.

3. It must state the
career ladder level

and/or position requested.
4. It must state reasons for the appeal.

5. It must meke a recommendation as to the applicant's
preferredsolution.

After receiving the appeal information, the central office
administrator

(hearing officer), will interview the applicant
-a discuss stated concerns.

He thall make one of two decisions:
uphold the comnittee's recommendation or

request reevaluation of the applicant.
Should a reevalaation

recommendation
be made, the hearing officer will be required

to submit to the
committee,

either in writing or in person,
reasons for

reconsideration. Should the
hearing officer uphold the committee's

recommendation, the applicant may
appeal to the Morgan School Board Appeal Cbmmittee. This committee, com-
posed of three board members, shall review all pertinent

information. A
personal interview may be required.

The applicant has a right to address
the board committee if desires. The board committee shall determine to
uphold the career ladder

committee's decision
or instruct the career ladder

committee to reconsider
the application.

The board committee
directive will

be the final step in the appeal
process; their decision will be final.

Career Ladder Committee
The Career Ladder

Committee shall be composed of:

--One central office
administrator appointed by the superintendent--One principal

apppointed by the
superintendent to serve for I year. This

position will be rotated through all principals.--Two commanity patrons appointed by the Board of Education ta servea two year term.
--One teacher from each school

determined by the vote of teachers in that
school upon application to that position.

Staff committee members will receive career ladder designation and be
eligible to receive

additional remuneration. The first
appointments will

be for one, two, and three
year ':erms with all subsequent

terms being three
years.
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COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
CAREER LADDER APPL/CATION

GENERAL INFORMATION

Name
Date

Grade/Subject
Building

AREA Cr CONSIDERATION
(Check as appropriate)

Level I

Superior Performance

ravel II

Superior Performance
Extended Days

Level III

Superior Performance
Extended Responsibility

Curriculum Development
Inservice Training
General Needs

(Indicate Specific Information and/or Program)

Level IV

Superior Performance
Extended Responsibility

Teacher Facilitation

Instructional Inprovement
Curriculum Development and Lnprovment
School Learning Enhancement(Indicate Specific Information and/or Progrmn)

Level V

__Superior Performance
Extended Responsibility

Teacher Facilitator

Instructional Lmprovement
Curriculum Development and Improvement
School Learning Enhancement
Indepth Instructional Commitment
General Needs

(:ndicate Specific Information and/or Program)

QUALIFICATIONS

Years of Experience:

Degree(s)

Other

Certificates and Endorsements

Signature

On an additional
sheet(s), please provide the follaaing:1. Specific experience as it relates

to requested career ladder duties.
2. Specific education as it relates to requested career ladder duties.
3. Strengths in teaching

skills, curriculum,
leadership, working withstudents, and dealing with adults.4.

Evaluation criteria and process you would accept for your evaluation.
S. Additional awards, situations,

information, etc., that may behelpful in
determining ladder placem7313



APPENDIX 3-2

RURAL DISTRICT
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

School District Interview

1. Aat is your current position in this school?

2. How long have you
been teachirig-?`

3. The
Career Ladder plan has three major

components: extended
days, extended

responsibility,and superior performance. I'd like
to talk with

you about each of these. Let's start with extended
days.

a) The plan called for the maximum number of days allowed. Do you
agree with this? (Why or why not?)

b) The extended days were left unstructured. Do you agree with
this or should the district plan some activities during this time
such as inservice?

4. Let's talk now about some of the extended
responsibilities.a) One of these was as

facilitators for new teachers.
1) Should this program be continued in its present form?

Why?
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2) Were the criteria and the selection process clear? (Fair?)(If not, how could they be made clearer or fairer?)

b) Curriculum Development (e.g., working on a district-wide mathcurriculum). (If they don't know what this is, mention thesenames:
, and .)

1) Should this component be continued in its present form?(Why or why not?)

2) Should the focus for these curriculum
projects be determinedby the district or individual teachers?

3) Were the criteria wid selection process clear? (Faii.?)(If not, how could they be made clearer or fairer?)

c) Extra Responsibility (e.g., writing project and voc. ed. constructionproject)

1) Should this component be continued in its present form?(Why or why not?)

2) Were the criteria and the selection process clear? (Fair?)(Why or why not?)
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d) Career Ladder Committee

I) Is the composition of this committee a fair representationof the district?

2) is there anything about the workings of this committee thatcould be improved?

3) The people on this committee are paid on a per diem basis.Is this fair? If not, what alternative?

5. Superior Performance

1) Is superior performance pay a good idea? (Why or why not?)

2) The district is presently experimenting with the following evaluationcriteria. How do you feel about each?

I) Administrator evaluation

2) Peer evaluation

a) Teachers
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4
b) Co-workers (e.g., secretaries and janitors)

c) In peer evaluation using teachers, should the focus ofthe evaluation be the teacher's actual classroom performanceor should it be broadened to include lesson plans, studentpapers, etc.

d) Parent surveys

e) Si:udent surveys

f) Student achievement scores

g) Self-evaluation

6. Did you apply for any of these this year? (Uhy or why not?)

7. Do you plan to apply for any of these for the next year? Uhy orwhy not?)
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8. What is your perception of the effect that the career ladder systemhas had on relations within your school/district?

a) Among teachers?

b) Between administrators and teachers?

c) detween career ladder teachers and non-career ladder teachers.

9. Has career ladder recognition affected teachers in your schools interms of esteem, contribution or morale? How? Why?

10. Finally, what needs to be done next to improve your present careerladder system?
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APPENDIX 3-3

RURAL DISTRICT CAREER LNDDER QUESTIONNAIRE

CAREER LADDER QUESTIONNAIRE

Section I.

Below are listed statements about your school's career ladder program.Indicate the degree to which you agree or disa ree with each statementby writing a number from the following sca e in front of the statement.
1=strongly 2=somewhat 3=neutral 4=somewhat 5=stronglyagree agree

disagree disagree

1. The career ladder program is effective in encouraging and rewardinggood teaching.

2. The process of selecting teachers for career ladders is fair.
3. The career ladder program d,scourages teachers from workingtogether.

4. The criteria used for selecting people for career ladder positionswas understandable and clear.

5. The career ladder program has helped the relationsnip betweenteachers.

6. The selection process for career ladders was extremely upsettingor offensive to me.

7. I have no idea what the career ladder teachers are doing inmy schaT for the extra money they are receiving.
8. I feel teaching is more rewarding because of the career ladderprogram.

9. I feel better about the career ladder program because of thisyear's growing experience.

10. The career ladder program has hurt the relationship betweenteachers.

11. The career ladder program gives recognition and money to teacherswho deserve it.

12. Teachers are paying
more attention to things that will not haveany benefits for students because of the career ladder program.

13. Not enough money is provided to adequately fund the career ladderprogram.

14. I am seriously thinking about leaving teaching altogether becauseof the career ladder program.
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15. Our school career ladder program encourages educational improvementsboth in advanced education and inservice training.

16. 4 classroom instruction has improved because of the careerladder program.

17. The teacher facilitator has been successful in ny school.

10. I would be willing to receive a small financial amount to enablemore individuals to be on the career ladder.

ls. I think the superior teacher is an area to retain.

20. If funds are available, more career ladder money should be placedinto extended contract days.

21. For people to be involved in the career ladder program theyshould do extra assignments for the money.

22. If teachers are placed in the superior category, they should
maintain their daily assignments but not have any more extra
responsibilities.

23. I think our district is following the intent the state legislaturehas established for career ladder money.

24. Information concerning the career ladder program has been openand public in our school.

25. I feel that even though we have teacher facilitators, otherteachers on the faculty have been as helpful as in the past.

26. I feel the career ladder money should be divided up equally
between the three schools.

27. I feel that if one school has a more urgent or pressing needfor the implementation of a program, then more money should
be channeled there.

2E. I want the administrators
of the school to select those whowill receive career ladder money.

29. I aii satisfied having a committee select the ones on the careerladder.

30. For teachers to be on the career ladder they should apply forpositions yearly.

31. Continue our school's program as it now exists.

32. Continue our school's program, but only with major changes.
33. Terminate our school's program. It cannot be rehabilitated.
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Section II.

1. At the beginning of the 1984-G5 school year, how many years of continuous
service did you have in the district?

years

2. What is your position in the school?

Full-time teacher

Full-time counselor, media coordinator, or other non-classroom
certificated position

Part-time teacher/part-time counselor, media coordinator,
etc., but working full time in one school

Part-time teacher

Part-time counselor, media coordinator, etc.

3. What is your sex?

Female

tale

4. What do you feel is the most 221itive aspect of our district's careerladder plan?

5. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of our district's careerladder plan?

6. ilhat suggestion(s) do you have to improve our district's plan?
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AFFEND1X 4-1
CAREER LADDER ?ROPOSAL

I. AGENCY: II. DATE OF APPLICATION:

School District

III. LOCAL AGENCY CONZACT PERSON:

Superintendent

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF PLAN: (Standard 11)

A. A committee was formed representing teachers, parents, and administrators
in the district. There were fourteachers, five administrators, and twelve
parents. The committee has developed a plan and the plan is being sub-
mitted. The committee will also cc.....Anue to meet to put further refine-
ments to the plan and the specific allocation of funds to the different
steps in the. Career Ladder.

V. FUNDING OF THE PROGRAM: (Standards 6 & 7)

Based on the work of the committee, fifty percent of the allotted funds in
Career Ladders will be to employ all teachers for an additional three days. The
elementary will have one extra day prior to the beginning of school and one day
each semester for parent-teacher conferences. These are dates where we will pay
'teachers to do the conferencing, but they are not counted as part of the 180 days
for students. Students will not be in attendance on these days. Middle and
secondary teachers will have one additional day between the semesters and will
have the same parent-teacher conference arrangements as the elementary teachers.
The other fifty percent of the funds will be used to fund steps on the Career
Ladder, which will be described in a later section of this application.

VI. CAREER LADDER PROGRAM:

A. Extended Year Contract (Standard 7)

Fifty percent of our allotted money will be used for an extended year contract.
This will be approximately three extra days for each teacher, resource teacher,
counselor, and certified media personnel (Standard 9). This extended year
contract will be available to all of the above named employees. Each person
will be required to participate in the extended year. The distribution of these
days and the purposes were discussed in a previous section of this application.

B. Evaluation and Role Descriptions (Standards 5, 8, and 10)

The cpmmittee already established will conL.nqe working through the 1983-84
school year and during the summer of 1984 to develop the following:

1. A procedure for evaluating for advancement and placement on the Career
Ladder. The evaluation procedure will include the guidelines listed
under Standard 5.

2. The criteria for qualifying for each of the steps on the Career Ladder
will be developed. These will include effective teaching performance and
additional instructional-related responsibilities. (Standards 6. 8, and 10.)
We expect to have the committee's work completed by August 15, 1984.
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C. Career Ladders (Standard 6)

There will be four steps in our Career Ladder. ,Step #1 will be for all
teachers who are completing their probationary period of employment in the
district and teachers who have been placed on probation because of in-
effective teaching. Teachers placed on this step will not be eligible for
any extra payment under the Career Ladder program. A teacher who is completing
his/her probationary period of employment will be able to qualify for extra
payment as an exception to this group if the principal feels the teacher is
truly an exceptional, outstanding teacher. The principal then nominates this*"
individuirfor consideration and the individual will be screened and consideree
by a committee composed of parents, students, teachers, and administrators.
S,tep 42 in the Career Ladder will be for those teachers who do not choose to'
participate in the ladder program. There will be no extra pay to this group.
They will be paid according to the adopted salary schedule. Step #3 on the
Career Ladder will be voluntary and will be for those teachers who serve on
such extra activities as district curriculum committees, teacher team leaders
in eleffientary schools, teacher leaders for the Drug and Alcohol Abuse program,
and other activities that are yet to be defined by the committee. Sap #4 on
the ladder will be for outstanding teachers. They may apply for this considera-
tion or they may be nominated by parents, teachers, students, or administrators.
Under this plan teachers can receive funds for being on Step #3 of the ladder
and also funds for being on Step #4. They must have expressed a respect for
the dignity of students and have demonstrated they treat students with great
deal of respect. They mut have demonstrated they use innovative methods and
have developed special techniques of their own for their instruction. They
must be willing to share these ideas with and assist others in the utilization
of these techniques. Students under their direction must show satisfactory
progress as measured by evaluation instruments. A committee of parents, students,
teachers, and administrators will approve all the people who are on Step #4.
The dollar amounts that these teachers should receive are yet to be determined
by the committee.

VII. Evr-LUATION DATA: (Standard 13)

There will be an evaluation of the program with input from teachers, parents,
sLudents, and administrators. The details of the evaluation are yet to be refined
by the committee.

VIII. HOW THE PLAN CONTRIBUTES TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION'S
CURRICULUM REFORM REQUIREMENTS:

A. Teachers will have one extra day for preparation, curriculum development,
and inservice training related to curriculum activities. This extra time
will allow teachers to be better prepared and, thus, more effective in the
classroom. The teachers in class (time on task) will be increased, because
we will no longer dismiss school for parent-teacher conferences.

B. The outstanding teacher step on the Career Ladder will be an incentive for
teachers to become more effective in the classroom. The money should be
sufficient to allow for teaching to become more attractive as a profession

Teachers who are willing to accept extra assignments related to improvement
of instruction will be compersated for work and time.
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IX. TIME FRAME:

May, 1984: Submittal of proposal to the State Board of Education.

From May to August 15: Development of the criteria for placement on the Career
Ladders and designation of the amount of money for Steps 3 and 4.

August 15 to August 27: Implementation of the program.

August 27 to May, 1985: Continual evaluation of the program.

June, 1985: Written report on the strengths and weaknesses of the program and
suggestions for modifications.
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APPENDIX 4-2

URBAN DISTRICT INTERVIEW OUESTIGNS
1. What 1S your current position in thls school?
2. How long nave you peen teacnino?
3. a) How much do you know about the district's career ladder

prooram?

to) How diC you find out about tne prodram (i.e., what were
the Major information sources)?

4. Let's talk for a moment about extended contract days.
a) How did you use these days?

b) Do you nave any suggestions
about now tnis part of the

prooram could be improved?

S. Level three teachers were oiven the opportunity to serve on
District Committees such as the Comouter Education Committee,
Writing Committee, and Discipline Committee.
a) Did you participate on any of these committees?
1) If so, was your experience a good one and why?
2) If not, would you have wanted to?

P) Was tne selection process clear and fair?
c) Teachers on these committees are paid $10.60 per hour. Is

this a good way to remunerate
participants?

d) Can you think of any way to improve this aspect of the
plan?

6. The otner major component of tne plan is the master teacher
idea in which a certain proportion of the teachers would
receive approximately $1,000. Let's talk about this for
awhile.
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a) Self-nomination is the primary way that teachers get

nominated for this position. Is this a aood idea?

b) What percentaoe of the teachers in the district do vou

tnir 4. will receive the master teacher award? Is this too

nion or too low? What snould it be realistically?

c) The principal plays a central role in the selection of

the master teachers. Is this a aood idea? Why or why not?

d) What do you think of the criteria beina used to evaluate

level four nominees (Share with people)?

e) Parents may also provide anonymous input into the

teacher's file. Is this a good idea? How could it be

improved?

f) The principal's evaluations are not shared with the

nominee. Wnat do you think of this?

o) At the present tir-? the identity of nominees and the

ultimately successful candidates for level four teachers

is kept secret. What do you think of this?

7. Do you plan to apply for any of the career ladder positions

next year? Why or why not?

8. What is your perception of the effect that the career ladder

system is having on relations within your school/district?

a) Among teachers? b) Between administrators? c) Between

career ladder teachers and non-career ladder teachers?

9. Has career ladders recognition affected teachers in your

school/district :in terms of esteem, contribution or morale?

How? Why?

10. What needs to be done next to improve your present career

ladder system?
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APPENDIX 4-3

URBAN DISTRICT EVALUATIVE CRITERIA

11/5/84

STEP FOUR CAREE: LADDER
CRITERIA

I. CLASSROOM CLIMATE

A. The physical environment:
1. Conveys a warm feeling.
2. Is educationally stimulating.
3. Has aesthetic appeal.
4. Is conducive to learning.

B. The emotional environment:
1. Is safe from emotional and physical harm.
2. Allows students to participate without fear of criticism.
3. Is conducive to learning.

C. The social environment:
1. Reflects cooperative interaction among students and teacher.
2. Promotes pupil behavior appropriate to the learning situation.

II. W,SPECT FOR THE DIGNITY CF STUDENTS

A. The teacher allows and encourages all students to participate in
classroom discussions.

B. The teacher provides positive feedback which encourages
individuality and creativity.

C. The teacher involves students in establishing classroom rules and
goals.

D. Rapport between student and teacher is evidenced by:
1. Positive ommants about assignments, work and behavior.
2. Constructive comments on peer relations, a. Ademic and

discipline problems.

3. Comments specific to student's tasks and actions, not about
person.

4. Individual conferences with students.
5. Availibility of teacher before and after school for assistance.
6. Follow-up on failing students.
7. Follow-up on improvement of individual students.
8. Students responding positively to teacher model and direction.
9. Instructional planning based on student assessment.
10. Congenial greetings between students and teacher.
11. Disclosure of grading system, goals and classroom rules.



III. SUPPORTED AND RESPECTED BY CTHER PROFESSIONALS AND
SCHOOL STAFF

A. Th,1 teacher is supported and respected by other professionals
ana school staff.

B. The teacher supports and defends professional actions and decisions.

C. The teacher consults other professionals and utilizes their expertise.

IV. PROVIEES EVIDENCE CF APPROPRIATE STUDENT GROWTH IN
SKILLS .

A. Individual progress is reflected by:
1. Evidence of growth in curriculum on individual level.
2. Awards, test scores, performance ratings, participation

in school and outside activities, and creativity.

B. Class progress is reflected as follows:
1. Attainment of criteria norms.
2. Group participation in a variety of appropriate activities.
3. Attainment in class achievement.

V. WILLINGNESS TO SHARE TEACHING TECHNICOES AND MATERIALS

VI. UNDERSTANDING OF STUDENTS

A. The teacher has a record keeping system to facilitate the
following:
1. Student's progress.
2. Remediation of student's difficulties.

B. The teacher improves stAent's self ooncept by:
1. Formulating a plan to promote positive interaction with

classmates.
2. Attempting to remediate student's self ooncept problems.
3. Forming partnerships and team work configurations to help

build self concept.
4. Empathizing with students.

C. The teacher demonstrates an understanding of students in the
cognitive and affective domain.

D. The teacher provides instruction to accomodate different student
learning modalities (visual, auditory, kinesthetic, or multi-
sensory).

E. The teacher is aware of student's abilities and helps students
achieve to their abilities.

F. Students are provided opportunities to initate, direct and evaluate
some of their own learning activities.

G. Student's learning is measured in a variety of ways.



VII. POSITIVE RAPPORT WITH PARENTS

A. Contact is made with parents, as needed.

B. Parents are involved in appropriate school and classroom
activities.

C. Problem situations with parent are handled with professionalism.

D. Feedback from parents is encouraged.

E. Parents are kept well informed of the school's objectives,
programs, procedures, and activities.

F. Parents are contacted concerning positive and negative
behavior of students.

VIII. STUDENT DISCIPLINE

A. The discipline used by the instructor teaches students appro-
priate behaviors, problem solving skills and self-discipline.

B. The teacher communicates the rules and consequences after
establishing a discipline plan with the students.

C. Positive and consistent approaches dominate the discipline plan.

D. Student talk and movement are appropriate to class activity.

IX. EFFECTIVE USE OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES (INNOVATIVE, UNIQUE
MODIFIED, OR PROVEN)

A. Instructional scheduling is designed to:
1. Provide students with a maximum of time on task.
2. Be flexible and student responsive.

B. Independent activities are developed to:
1. Be relevant to current instruction.
2. Accomodate student readiness.
3. Promote student feedback.

C. Record keeping:

1. Indicates monitoring of student progress.
2. Indicates monitoring of remediation.
3. Is understandable.

4. Is maintained on each student.
5. Is kept current.

-3-
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D. A variety of presentation skills are utilized, such
as:

1. Small and large group instruction.
2. Teacher oriented instruction.
3. Student oriented lessons.
4. Media usage.
5. Hands on instruction.
6. Instruction that elicits student response.
7. Instruction that accomodates new and review skills.
8. Repetition.

9. Problem solving technique.
10. Discovery technique.
11. Question/answer methods.
12. Discussion.
13. Demonstration.
14. Inquiry.



APPENDIX 5-1

PILOT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Interview

1. What is your current position in this school?

2. How long have you been teaching?

3. a) Describe the career ladder procedure as it got started
school/district and what was done? b) Who participated?
were the participants reactions?

a)

b)

c)

4. a) If not answered in #3a, why did your school decide to do its own
career ladder plan? b) When was the decision made (before or after
the district's plan was formulated?

a)

b)



5. Describe the process by which teachers were selected to participate
in the career ladder program.

Probes: a) Does it appear to be clear? b) Fair? c) Absent of
political undercurrents? Why?

a)

b)

c)

6. How comfortable do you feel with the six criteria used for career
ladder selectic ' a) Axe any better than others? Poorer? b) Did
you have any F A.,lems trying to meet any? (Share sheet with them
at this point to jog memory)

a)

b)

7. To what extent have these criteria altered your teaching. For the
better or the worse?
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8. How did the endorsement meeting go? a) Did they change any part of
your proposal? How? b) Were the changes valid and helpful?

a)

b)

9. Part of the criteria for the career ladder program was the use of
standardized test scores. a) How do you think this will work for
you? b) How does the fact that you are a member of a team influence
these scores? c) How do you feel abouL this?

a)

b)

c)

10. Are there any other aspects of your career laddeL plan that involves
other faculty. (If yes, how has this worked?)
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11. You've already had your mid-year interim conference. a) Did it work
well? b) Was the evaluation accurate and fair? c) Do you know what
still needs to be done to meet the criteria?

a)

b)

c)

12. Do you expect to get the full amount of money you applied for? Why
or why not?

13. The evaluation system in this career ladder system centers around
the principal. a) Is this a good idea? b) Casn you think of any
modifications or alternatives that might work better?

a)

b)

c;)
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14. What a your perception of the effect that the career ladder systemmay have on relations within your school/district? a) Among teachers?b) Between administrators and teachers? c) Between career ladder
teachars and non-career ladder teachers?

a)

b)

c)

15. Has career ladders recognition affected teachers in your se-e)ol/
district in terms of esteem, contribution or morale? How? Why?

16. a) What positive but unanticipated results or events have come from
career ladders in the district/school? b) Negative unanticipated

;ults or events?

a)

b)
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17. What needs to be done next to improve your present ladders system?

18. a) Finally, what typeZ of additional tasks are being done by others
teachers participating in the career ladders program? b) Do you
feel that these tasks are valuable to the district/school? Why?

a)

b)
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APPENDIX 5-2

PILOT MIDDLE SCHOOL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

INTERVIEW

1. What is your current position in this school?

2. How long have you been teaching?

3. Describe the career ]adder procedure as it got started in your school/
district. a) What was done? b) Who participated? c) What were
the participants' reactions?

a)

b)

c)

4. a) If not answered in #3a, why did your school decide to do its own
career ladder plan? b) When was the decision made? (before or after
the district's plan was formulated).

a)

b)

5. Describe the process by which teachers were selected to participated
in the career ladders program.
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a) Does it appear to be clear? b) Fair? c) Absent of political under-
currents? Why?

6. The points for the merit awards are as follows:

School goals 10
Teacher evaluation 30

Individual and/or
team goals 60

How do you feel about this distribution? b) How did it work for you?

a)

b)

7. The school goals were broken down into

School discipline
Scholastic progress

5 units
5 units

a) How has the school discipline component worked for you? b) Have the
quaterly administrator evaluations been effective in evaluating
the effec_ivenss of your discipline?

a)

b)

8. Let's talk for a moment about the standard evaluation of teacher per-
formance that's worth 30 units.
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a) How many times have you been evaluated so far?

b) What kind of score did you receive?

c) Were the evaluations accurate and fair?

d) Did you agree with the evaluations in all categories?

9. The principal and vice principal each visited your classroom. a)Were their evaluations the same? b) Were the classes they observedcomparable? c; Did they note the same kinds of things?

a)

b)

c)
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10. What about the test designed for scholastic progress.
a) How do they work for you? b) Any problems?

a)

b)

11. Let's talk for a few minutes about the individual and/or team goals.

a) Did you choose to go with the individual or team approach?

b) What did you proposal look like?

c) Was it modified in the initial intervied?

d) What kind of feedback did you receive at the quarterly evaluation
meeting?

12. Do you anticipate that you will receive the full point values at
the end of the school year?
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13. The evaluation system in this career ladder system centers around
the principal and vice-principal. a) Is this a good idea? b) Canyou think of any modifications

or alternatives that might work better?

a)

b)

14. What is your perception of the effect that the career ladder system
may have on relations within your scnool/district? a) Among teachers?b) Between administrators and teachers? c) Between career ladders
teachers and non-career ladders teachers?

a)

b)

c)

15. Has career ladders recognition affected teachers in your school/
district in terms of esteem, contribution or morale? How? Why?
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16. a) What positive but unanticipated results or events have come from
career ladders in the district/school? b) Negative unanticipated
results or events?

17. What needs to be done next to improve your present career ladders
system?

18. Finally what typs of additional tasks are being done by other teachers
participating in the career ladders program? Do you feel that these
tasks are valuable to the district/school? Why?
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APPENDIX 5-3

PILOT HIGH SCHOOL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Interview

1. What is your current position in this school?

2. How long nave you been teaching?

3. a) Describe the career ladder procedure as it got started in your
school/district and what was done? b) Who participated? c)What
were the participants reactions?

a)

b)

c)

4. a) If not answered in #3a, why did your school decide to do its own
career ladder plan? b) When was the decision made (before or after
the district's plan was formulateti

a)

b)
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5. Describe the process by which teachers were selected to participate
in the career ladder program.

Probes: a) Does it appear to be clear? b) Fair? c) Atsr:nt of
political undercu rents? Why?

a)

b)

c)

6. Let's talk a moment about the evaluation criteria.

a) What level did you quality for?

Level III teachers receive x dollars

Level iv teachers receive 2x dollars

Level V teachers receive 3.5x dollars

b) Is this a fair distribution of funds? If not, haw wouh; you
modify it?

c) Only for Level IV and V teachers.
Tell me about any additional responsibilities you had as a Level
Iv or V teacher.
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d) Were they time consuming?

e) Were they meaningful and worthwhile?

7. Let's talk now about the evaluation process itself.

a) Who evaluated you this fall?

b) What kind of scores did you receive?

c) Were the evaluations accurate and fair?

d) Were tne evaluations and comments made by the three evluators
the same or comparable?

e) Were the classes they observed comparable?

f) Was the post-conference helpful?

g) How would you change the whole process if you could?
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8. Did you serve as a member of an evaluation team?

a) How did that feel?

b) Was the form provided adequate?

1. Were the categories helpful?

2. Which were easiest to do? Hardest?

c) You visited each teacher twice.

d) Did you feel that you saw enough of the teacher's classroom to
make an evaluation?

e) Were the two observations comparable in terms of the type of
lesson or class?

f) DO you recall the scores you gave the person? In retrospect
were these W)ores too high or too low?

g) Has your serving as an eva uator changed any of your professional
relations in the school?

h) Mould you do it again?
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9. The evaluation process centers around the idea of peer review. Is
this a good idea. Can you think of any modifications or alternatives
that might work bett-r?

10. What is your perception of the effect that the career ladder system
may have on relations within your school/district? a) Among teachers?
b) Between administrators and teachers? c) Between career ladders
teachers and non-career ladders teachers.

a)

b)

c)

11. Has career ladders recognition affected teachers in your school/
district in terms of esteem, contribution or morale? How? Why?
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12. What needs to be done next to improve your present career ladders
syste.n?
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APPENDIX 5-4

PILOT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL EVALUATIVE CRITERIA

4. The Six Criteria identified were as follows:

1. Enhances the devekTment of the child's self-image
and self-esteem. (validatV.n of the child's
competencies)

2. Exhibits personal characteristics and qualities
conducive tc helping children learn. (e.g.

fair, sensitive, caring, enthusiastic, nurturing)

3. Develops a strong reading, language arts and
mathematics program.

4. Creates an exciting, motivating learning environment.

5. Emptasizes problem-solving and higher level thinking
skills in instruction.

6. Adapts teaching style to individual needs and
learning styles.

5. Implementation Procedures:

1. All certified teachers are eligible for Career Ladder
monios. This includes Special Programs, Media and
Guidance personnal as well as provisionary teachers.

2. All teachers interested in applying for the Career
Ladder monies need to submit in writing to-the
prin-Apal by September 28th their individual contract
plan. (See sample)

3. An Endorsement Committee consisting of the teacher,
grade level teaching team, principal and team representatives
from the grade levels above and below met during the
month of September to review the contract plans and
endorse the list cf activities and sources of data.

4. A mid-year interim conference will be scheduled bengeen
each individual teacher and the principal to ryview thc
progress of the identified activities and sources of
data. Each teacher will bring a portfolio of data
to this Lonference.

5. An end-of-the-year conference will be held in May
to determine whether or not the teacher has completed
the Career Ladder Contract Plan as specified. Each
criteria will be weighted on a 1/6th basis.
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6. organization and Conducting of Staff Inservice Seminar
to revi2-4 procedures and plans for the Career Ladder Pilot.
An inszrvice seminar vas conducted on August 28th to rev:Aw
the Career Ladder Procedures. The agenda included:

1. Overview of tb* areer Ladder Contract Plans
2. Review of the Needs Assessment Process
3. Highlight of both Phase I and Phase II of the

Needs Assessment
4. Plan of Action for the Individual Contract Plans
5. Small Group Disrussion cf Idea/Activities that

are appropriate for Contract Plans
6. Program Evaluation

7. Organization and Conducting cf Professional
Development Meetings to hiell'ght various grade level
activities. During each month of the school ytar
each grade level will discuss and highlight various
activities they have done in light of t six criteria.

8. Organization and Implementation of - Public Relations
Committee. A Public Relations comaittee has been
established to work in highlIghting the Career Laddez
Activities with our parents, interested partizg,
and Legislators. The committee will work with
the PTA and School Community Group to shav'e progress
as well as conduct curricular grade level meetings
to discuss goals and plans.

.""ird-Party Evaluation. Arrangements have been

mAe working with of Program Evaluation

to con% --. a third-palny evaluation in the Spring.

Did it aliy work?
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APPENDIX 5-5

PILOT ELEMTARY SCHOOL CAREER LADDER DEEOPMENT

QUESTIONNAIREJM

Please take a few moments to complete the following form. The information
will be used to determinc those reaching characteristics that you feel
to be of top Importance. The most im7nrant criteria should receive
a number "l", the next most important 1. .mber "2" and so on.

WINO

.=.sO

Enhances the development of the child's positive self-image
and estats. (Validation of a person's competencies)

Adapts teaching style to individual needs and learning styles.

Creates an exciting, motivating learning environment.

Provides a strong home/school communication network.

Exhibits perr,oal characteristics and qualities cone4cive
to helping children learn. (e.g. fair, sensitive, cartng,
enthusiastic, nurturing)

Establishes an effective Parent Volunteer Program.

Establishes a fair, firm and positive discipline policy.

Sets clearly defined goals and objectives.

Demonstrates skill in classroom organization and management.
(e.g. excellent record-keeping systems, planning skills)

Prov:des a variety of teaching methodologies that encourage
a high degree of learning.

Assesses individual student and group performance and
come,micates high expectations in conl4rring with vtudents.

Establishes cooperation and sharing between team colleagues
and other faculty members.

Develops a strong reading, language arts and mathematics program.

Provides productive homewczk assignments.

.Emphasizes proolem-solving and higher level thinking skills
in instruction.

Updates professional skills through inservice training/classes
and professional readings.

Implements new and innovative curricular programs..

Provides creative, meaningful work for students.

Enhances children's moral character traits. (e.g. honesty,
kindness, sense of responsibility, respect for others)

Encourages artistic expression through art, music and creattre activities
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APPENDIX 5-6

PILOT SCHOOLS CAREER LADDER QUESTIONNAIRE

SECTION I

Below are listed statement5 about your school's career ladder proaram.
Indicate the degree to which you aaree or disagree with each statement
by writing a number from the following cale in front of the statement.

1=Strongly 2=Somewhat 3=Neutral 4=-Somewhat 5=Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

I. The Career Ladder Pilot Program is very effective in en-
couraging and rewarding good teaching.

2. The . Career Ladder Pilot Program discourages teachers from
wicking together.

3. I feel teaching is more rewarding because the Career Ladder
Proaram.

4. Career Ladder monies have not provided ac -tioral incentives
to do an excellent teaching job.

5. Almost all my negative feelings generated by the Career
Ladder Pilot Program have gone away by now.

6. The Career Ladder Pilot Program has hurt the relationship
between teachers and principals.

7. The Career Ladder Pilot Program gives recognition and
money to good teachers who deserve it.

8. I am paying too much attention to things that will not have any
benefits for students be-ause of the Career Ladder Pilot
Project.

9. I feel my te5ching teen 'as been enhanced because of
Car:'2r Ladder Pilot Pr-pgram.

10. Not enough money is provided to adequately fund the Career Ladder
Program.

11. Our Career Ladder Pilot Program encourages educational
improvements.

12. My classroom instruction has improved because of the
Career Ladder Pilot Program.

13. 1 am recognized for teh good work I already do.

14. I feel that all teachers having the opportunity to be eligible
for Career Ladder Pilo'. Program monies, was fair and
reasonable.
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15. The process (Needs Assessment) for selEcting evaluative criteria
(Six criteria) was fair and reasonable.

16. The process for selecting activities to meet evaluative criteriawas fair and reasonable.

1 7

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

The process for selecting "data" sources to meet evaluative
criteria was fair and reasonable.

The endorsement committ-e review was a fair and reasonable process.

The mid-term evaluation conference with the principal was valuable.

The method of determining whether or not criteria have been
met is fair and reasonable.

If Car:1,er Ladder Programs cont.-"Aie, then continue the
Career LaHder Pilot Program as it now exists.

If Career Ladder Programs continue, then continue our school
program, but only with major changes.

If Career Ladder Programs continue, thu. terminate our school's
program.
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SECTION II.

1. At the beginning of the 1984-85 school year, how many years of continuous
service did you have in the District?

years

2. What is your positions in the school?

Full-time teacher

Full-time counselor, media coordinator, or other non-
classroom certificated position.
Part-time teacher/part-time counselor, media coordinator,
etc., but working full time in one school.
Part-time teacher

Part-time counselor, media coordinator, etc.
Full-time special program teacher
Part-time special program teacher

3. What is your sex?

female
male

4. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of your school's career
ladder plan?

5. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of your sr.hool's car,_,er
ladder p17.,?

6. What suggestion(s) do you have to 'mprove your schocl's plan?
(Use back if necessary:
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APPiiNUIX 5-7

PILOT MIDDLE SCHCOL CAREER 'ADDER PLAN

PILOT PROGRAM

Middle School.Merit Pay Pilot Program has been developed by a
school steering committee in concert with the total school professional staff.
The steering committee is composed of:

Each steering committee member was assigned so represent *rid
other staff n.mbers. Steering committee members lave had several
meetings, with the staff members they represent, to receive input
All staof members were included in a group.

Merit -rards for the program will be granted on the basis of
rhe total units possible are:

II

III

School Goals 10
Teacher Eval-tien 30
Indivichr "ea2 Goals 60

Total 100

meet with the
small group
and suggestions.

units earned.

There are 39 staff members whc c. tlify for merit &wards. If all staffmembers received 100 points there :Joule' 3900 units earned. There is approximately
$40,000.00 to be paid in merit awards. The approximate value of each unit would be
$10.25. Final unit value will be determined at the end of the pilot study. It isour intention to expend all moneys allotted for this project.

We propose to paythe awards in the following manner; 8200.00 to all participants
on the November 25, 1984 payroll check and then the remainder on the June 25, 193S
payToll check.

Applications for participation in this program must be submitted btfore Ocotber9, 1984. No one will be forced to participate.

I SCHOOL GOALS

A. School Discipline S units
B. Scholastic Progress S units

It is our feeling that part of the pilot program should involve the total staff
working toward common goals. School discipline improvement will be determined bythe administrators at the quarterly teacher evaluation, and all staff members will
receive the same number of units. Scholastic progress will be determined by progresson the three tested areas according to the printed table.
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Il STANDARD EVALUATION OF TFACHER PERFORMANCE

30 Units

The sfalvlare rvallatiot. of teacher performance will be completed for each
teacher twice e:4eh lua-cter (once and once by

.)diiring the 2. Pti- quarters. Each of the six evaluations that will be
averaged acQ1.1,: te Seale tete; 0 . Not adequate, 1 = Satisfactory,
2 = Very good. :k A Q-r. An ov!!Tall average for ll six evaluations wil.
be determined, that! be Avaidem oh tNe following basis:

611.TIE Units

3.0 30
2.9 29
2.8 28

2,g1 20
1.9 19

Teachers will meet with the administration each quarter to discuss their
evaluations. If the teacher does not agree with the evaluation he/she can request
another evaluation for that quarter. At the beginning of each quarter, each
participating teacher will fill in the class and classload portion of the
evaluation form and turn it into the administration.

III INDIVIDUAL AND/OR TEAM GOALS

Staff members may choose not tJ participate in area III. The maximum units
availabe, excluding area III, are 40.

Jr those staff members who participate, goals and goal unit values will be
detemined during an initial interview between the teacher and the school adminis-
tration. If necessary, goals can be modified at the quarterly evaluation meeting.
A final evaluation will be conZucted at the conclusion to determine if the goals
have been met and to determine final untt value.
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I SCICIOL GOALS

A. School Discipline

In order to improve school discipline end morale, teachers will responsibly
fulfill their hall duty and activity supervision assignments. During their
quarterly interview with the adndnistration, teachers will express their
feelings of satisfactian and/or dissatisfmtzon about classroom control end
the atmosphere around the school.

D. Scholastic Progress

(very tentative)

Students will tie pretested in math, reading and language arts end a sehool
average will be calculated in each of the three areas. Students will then be
posttested in late April to again obtain an average in each of the three areas.
We are still search's' fer a test to use in our program. Me have decided not
to use the Iowa Test information. Units will be assessed on the basis of the
following table.

3 months increase - 1 unit
4 maths increase - 2 units
S months increase - 3 units
6 months increase - 4 units
7 months Increase - S units

All teachers will be responsible to reinforce the use of correct reading .

language arts and math skills in their individual classes.
It is recognized that high class loads Imre a negative impact on teacher

effectiveness La discipline and scholaltic areas, and the high class losds at
Middle School will have en effect on progress in these areas.



Periods

Class

Class Load

Comments:

II

Teacher's

Class Schedule

STANDARD EVALUATION OF TEACHER PERFORMANCE

Name

r-

1 4 5

Teacher's:

Date of 04----vation:

Confer,

Maj,:lr Minor

te

Period

Is school discipline better? Yes= No El

Teacher Signature

Admmistrator Signafire
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III INDIVIMAL AND/OR TEAM GOALS

vtion is to be comple4 15,.: chose teachers who have included Area III in their application:

THOSE GAOLS WHICH WILL tai: A TEAM EFFORT) Units cannot equal more than 60.

DUAL AND/OR TEAM GOAL STATEMENTS SUBJECT EVALUATIVE CRITERIA

AREA

PROPOSFO

UNITS

ACTUAL

UNITS

DATE GOAL IS TO

BE COMPLETED

INITIAL APPROVAL

Signature

...1
trative ;ipproval

FINAL APPROVAL

Date

Teacher Signature

. Administrative Approval 286



(A) 11,CTIONAL SKILLS

(B)

APPENDIX 5-8

PILOT MIDDLE SCHOOL EVALUATION FORM

1. Demonstrates knowledge of subject.

2. Implements effective ir,structiunal techniques.
3. Uses materials effectively.

4. Shows evidence of preparation and utilization of
planning.

5. Is responsive tG instructional needs, learnino
styles, attitudes and talents of students.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEKENT

1. Adheres -ieJ grading and attendance
policy.

2. Manages time effectively.

3. Keeps accurate school records.

4. Maintains effective school class cortrol.
5. Shuws proper care of the classroom and eoul-vent.
6. Maintains appropriate learning environmeLt.
7. Provide. adequate lesson plans for substiti.tes

or is not absent.

(C) RELATIONSHIP WITH STUDENTS

1. Shows resoect for students as individuals.
2. Maintains respectful atmosphere in the classroom
3. Exhibits consistency and fairness when deallnq

with students

(D) PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDES

1. Wort6s effectively with other staff members.
2. Communicates responsibly and r

with parents.

3. Maintains professional relatic:. students.
4. Assomes resport4 ility for additional school

assiancents,

5. Observes contract hours.

(E) PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

1.

2. Maintains aopropriate personal appearance.

Sub total

287 Total

Averaae

Exhibits self control.

fifft,

lid

117
4.

X 0



APPENDIX 5-9

PILOT MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Pilot School Questionnaire

Section I.

1. Below are listed statements about your school's career ladder program.Indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statementby writing a number from the following scale in front of the statement.
1=strong 2=somewhat 3=neutral 4=somewhat 5=stronglyagree agree

disagree disagree
1. The school le-.el career ladder program is very effective inencouraging and rewarding good teaching.

2. The school level career ladder program discourages teachersfrom working together.

3. The Career Laddc* program has helped the relationship betweenteachers and principals.

4.. I have no idea what the career ladder teachers are doing inmy schoOT for the extra money they are receiving.

5. I feel teaching is more rewarding because of the Caree;.Ladder Progra.a,

6. Almost all of the neg tive feelings generated by the CareerLadder Program have gcie away by now.

7. The Career Ladder program has hurt the relationship betweenteacher and principals.

8. The Career Ladder program gives recognition and money to goodteachers who deserve it.

9. Teachers are paying more attention to things that will nothave any benefits for students because of the Career Liar'program.

10. Hot enough money is provided to adequately fun, the CareerLadder Program.

11. I am seriously
thinking about leaving teaching altogetherbecause of the Career Ladder program.

12. Our school level career ladder program encourages educationalimprovements.

13. My classroom instruction has improved because of the CareerLadder Program.
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14. Continue our school's program as it now exists.

15. Continue our school's program, but only with major changes.

16. Terminate our school's program. It cannot be rehabilitated.

Section II.

1. At the beginning of the 1984-85 school year, how many years of continuow
service did you have in the district.

years

2. What is your position in the school?

Full-time teacher

Full-time counselor, media coordinator, or other non-classroom
certificated position

Part-time teacher/part-time counselor, media coordinators,
etc., but working full-time in one school.

Part-time teacher

Part-time counselor, media coordinator, etc.

3. What is your sex?

Male

Female

4. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of your school's career
ladder plan?

5. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of your school's career
ladder plan?

6. What suggestion(s) do you have to improve your school's plan? (Use
the back if necessary).
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listrict Salary

isle) Apprentice

)visional Teacher,

) three years,

ms new to

I District

CAREER LADDER

High School Pilot Program

LEVEL FOUR District Salar

LEVEL THREE (District

Sche ule & Career Ladder)

-appropriate vrtification

-11+45 or education

equivalency

-5 years teaching experience

-5 preceeding years

satisfactory evaluations

a ary ceue (consecutive)

Career Ladder) -meets department criteria

-appropriate certification -past years' accomplishments

-satisfactory evaluation, -meets evaluation point

removed from Level One or score of at least "4"

Two -willing tiiiilirate other

-meets department teachers

evaluation criteria
-willing to accept student

-meets evaluation point teachers

score of at least
13" -meets criteria for Leval 3

-willing to serve on an

evaluation committee

LEVEL TWO (District_Salany__

Schedule) No0iftitiPiting

and probationary teachers

um of 5 years or termination

290

Salary

Schedule & Career Ladder)

-appropriate certification

-0+60 or Masters or

education equivalency

-10 years teaching

experience

-10 preceeding years

satisfactory evaluations

(consecutive)
-willingness to serve as

a mentor to other teachers

-meets evaluation point

score of at least "4"

-willing to evaluate other

teachers

-will accept leadership

responsibilities as

assigned

-willing to accept

student teachers

-meets criteria for Level 4

Level 4 and 5 may apply for additional money

for summer curriculum
development to be pro-

vided by School District (11 month contract)



'471'

Pay Schedule

1. Time sheets submitted for pay

a. November 26-30
b. April 22-26

2. Level III teachers receive x dollars
Levai IV teachers receive 2x dollars
Level V teachers receive 2.5x dollars

3. Money allocation at each leval will be determined by taking the total
dollar allotted less program development funds according to the fol)owing
formula:

Total Dollars - Program Development

Pi Wi

P = People
W = Weighted Variable

(Math Dept. Chairman will gladly explain. The formula has been worked
into a computer program).
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APPENDIX 5-11

PILOT HIGH SCHOOL EVALUATION FORMS

Career Ladder Evaluation Form
Departmental

The purpose of this form is to provide d basis for evaluating teachers subsequent
to placement on the career ladder.

Evaluation, when completed, will be summarized and an overall score given: This
score along with the administrative and other scores will be compiled to determine
the

Teacher

1.

2.

career ladder placement.

Class Period Date

Areas of Evaluation

31_14 5 High

I
Instructional Skills

Daily Preparation

Low 1

I

2

I

3. Uses Variety of Materials I 11_1 I

4. Uses Variety of Teaching Methods III I.

5. Uses Time Efficiently

.I

I III I

6. Materials Well Organized
I III I

7. Gives Clear Instructions
I III I

8. Tests and Evaluates Fairly 1111 I

9. Relationship with Others 1 _I I I I

Summary Paragraph:

Overall Evaluation
Low 1 2 3 4 5 High

I
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Career Ladder Evaluation Form - Administration

The purpose of this form is to provide a basis

ment on the career ladder.

Evaluations, when complete, will be summarized
with the department and other score(s) will be

TEACHER

for evaluating teachers subsequek to place-

and an overall score given. This score along

compiled to determine career ladder placement.

CLASS PERIOD

CRITERIA ANO COMMENTS

DATE

I. INSTRUCTIONAL SKILLS:

Daily Planning
Instructional Objectives
Variety of Instruction
Meeting Individual Needs

1

II. CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION & MANAGEMENT:

Use of Class Time
Control of Students
Care of Classroom
Learning Environment

1

II. RELATIONSHIPS WITH STUDENTS/OTHERS:

Respect
Tolerance
Understanding
Cooperates

IV. PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND ATTITUDES:

Instructional Innovations
Keeping Current in Teacher Area

V. PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Communication Skills.

Poise
Self-Control
Personal Appearance

Overall Evaluation
(not an average score)

(copy Received

2 3 41-1_111111

2

2 3 411111

3 4

4111_1

2 3 4IIIIIIIiil

5

5

5

5

5

Observer's-Signature Teachers Signature Date
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FOLLOWING ARE AREAS OF EVALUATION THAT YOU, AS A PERSON OUTSIDE OF THE DEPARTMENT, MAY

FORTABLE IN EVALUATING. IF YOU DO NOT FEEL YOU CAN DO ALL OF THESE, IT IS NOT REQUIRED.

E ON THE RIGHT IS JUST A TOOL TO HELP YOU GIVE AN OVERALL EVALUATION. YOUR OVERALL EVALU-

LL OE SHOWN ON THE SCALE FOLLOWING YOUR SUMMARY PARAGRAPH.

:VALUATION:.

'es clear insfruction

ponds to student questions

tolerant and non-judgmental

Aulates students interest

ntains effective control in classroom

Is effectively with behavior problems

ps students on task

ns confidence and respect of pupils

d personal appearance

husiasm for teaching

LOW 1

1

2

1

J

1

.4

I

f I I I

I I

I _I 1

L.__ I I I

1 I 1 i

1 I 1 I

L I I

1 1 I 1

1 1 I

RAGRAPH: (Briefly summarize your evaluation. Feel free to comment about any of the above areas or any

other observation made while evaluating.)

5
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APPENDIX 5-12

SUBURBAN DISTRICT PILOT HIGH SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE

Below are listen some possible goals for the High School
Career Lander Program. For each goal give three ratings:

* Do you believe this is actually an intended goal
the program?

* How appropriate is this as a goal for the program?

* How well has the goal been achieved by the program?

Use the following scale to rate the goals in the three areas by
writing three numbers in front of each goal:

1= Strongly 2=5omewhat 3= Neutral 4= Somewhat 5= Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

GOAL

Recognize and reward teact.ers
for superior performance in

INTENDED APPROPRIATE ACHIEVED

the classroom. 1. 3.

Pav teachers for extra work
tnev are alreany noing outside
of regular hours. 4. 5. 6.___

Initiate new work to address
high priority issues in the
schools. 7. 8.

Encourage cooperation and
sharing between teachers by
designating some as level
3, 4, or 5. 10. 11.___ 12.

Provide additional funding for
education to make up for
inadequate levels of compensation. 14.___ 15.

Substitute for a regular pay
raise in teacher's salaries. 16. 17.

Provide aaditional time for
planning instruction, grading ana
preparing stunent records. 20.___ 21.___
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Below are listed statements about the High School Career Ladder
Proaram. Indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with
each statement by writino a number from the following scale in
front of the statement.

1= Strongly 2= Somewhat 3= Neutral 4= Somewhat 5= Stronaly
Agree Aaree Disapree Disapree

22._ The Career Ladder Procam is very effective in encouraoing
and rewarding aood teachinc.

From a career ladder dersPective extra work for extra pay
is a very bad idea.

24. The process for assioning career ladder levels was very
fair.

25.___ The career ladder program discourages teachers from
working todether.

26.___ The three additional contract days were the best part of
the career ladder proaram.

27.___ I feel very confused about the criteria my committee used
for determinino my career ladder level.

28. The career ladder program has helped the relationship
between teachers and principals.

29. The peer evaluation process was extremely upsetting or
offensive to me.

30.___ Only classroom teachers should be eligible for career
ladder levels.

31._ The oeer evaluation process has seriously hurt teamwork
amona teachers.

32.___ I feel teaching is more rewarding because of the career
/adder program.

33.___ Almost all of the negative feelings generated iiy te
career ladder pr-ogram have done away by now.

34.___ The career ladder program has hurt the relationship
between teachers and principals.

35.___ The career ladder program is a fad that will auickly pass.

36.___ The career ladder program gives recoanition and money to
cood teachers who deserve it..

37. Teachert are beinc more meticulous and careful in
everything they do because of the career ladder procwam.
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38. Teachers a:'e payino more attentiOn to thinos that will not
nave any benefits for students because of the career ladder
prooram.

39. Not enough money is Provided to adeauately fund the career
ladder program.

40._ Level five teachers nave been effective in snaring
the benefits of wnat they are doing with other teacners.

41.___ I am seriously thinking about leaving teaching altogether
because of the career ladder prooram.

42._ The career ladder program encourages educational
improvements.

43.___ My classroom instruction has improved because of the
career ladder prooram.

44.___ The peer evaluation process is an effective prooram to
Melo teacners improve and uporade the teachino profession.

45. The peer evaluation committee !nakeua was not an
appropriate committee to adequately assess my teaching skills or
performance.

46. Peer committees are not adequately trained to evaluate the
teaching process.

47.___ The peer evaluation process will not me able to adequately
improve education because of teachers' unwillinoness to be honest
with one another.

48.___ The peer evaluation process with its accomPanying
committee assj.gnment is superior to the evaluation previously
performed by the principal.

49. The peer evaluation process should be continued even if
the career ladder program goes by the wayside.
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APPENDIX 3-:

RURAL DISTRICT CAREER LADDER PLAN

CAREER LADDER PLAN

1. Identifying Information
a. Sdhool District
b. Submitted may 10, 1984
c. - AgenCY Contact Person

2. Descriptive, qualifications, and general job descriptions are described
in the attached Ladder.

3. Teaching personnel will be Career Ladder participants in accordance
with standard nine.

4. Several meetings were held over the past several months involving the
Career Ladder Steering Committee. The Committee was composed of three
patrons appointed by the Board of Education, a teacher selected
from each of the three schools by the building teachers, and three
administrators appointed by the superintendent.

Teadher reptesentatives reviewed the Ladder with the building staffs as
it was being developed. They received comments and expressed thoSe during
committee meetings.

The total proposed Ladder was pmesented to the Board and public during
the April Board Meeting.

The total proposed Ladder was discussed in an open meeting with the total
staff in April.

At the May , 1984, open meeting of the County Board of Education,
the Ladder was once again discussed with patrons and teadhers. Input
was received.

The proposed Ladder was adopted by the Board on May , 1984.

5. It is an attempt to encourage leadership in instruction and curriculum.

6. Applications will be required to identify skills, abilities, education,
etc. Evaluation will be a composite program determined by the Career
Committee and applicant, utilizing components as listed in the Ladder.

7. This information is contained in the Ladder.

8. Budget as set by the State is $63,006. An approximate maximum of $30,000
will be used for extended days for all teachers who appy. The extended
days will allow planning and evaluation, freeing normal school days tO be
better utilized for instruction.

9. All participants, staff members, administrators, board members, and
parents will be given continued opportunity for input and evaluation
throughout the program. Additionally, a yearly appraisal involving a
written evaluation form and a general open meeting will be part of the
evaluation of the program.
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COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

TEACHER COMPENSATION AND CAREER LADDER

Teacher
LEVEL I

Qualifications
-Bachelor Eoagree

-Certification
-Endorsement
-Probationary Status

Qualifications
-2 or 3 years success-
ful teaching experi-
ence.
-Badhelor Degree
-Certification
-Endorsement
-Recommendation for
continued employment.

LEVEL III

Qualifications
-2 or 3 years success-
ful teaching
experience.

-Badhelor Degree
-Certification
-Endorsement
-Recommendation for
continued employment.
-Successful Applica-
tion.

391

Responsibility
-Become familiar and
proficient in school
district curriculum
and teaching model.

- Additional 5 to 9 days
required. Prior to school
fi between terms.

-Classroom teaching.

Sverior Performance
Determined by any or all
of the following:

-Application
- Student Achievement

-Student, Administration,
Faculty Evaluation.
-Other documented
achievement.

Responsibility
Classroom Teaching

Superior Performance
Determined by any or all
of the following:

-Application
-Student Achievement,
- Student, Administrat_on

Faculty Evaluation.
-Other documented achieve-
ment.

Responsibility
Classroom teaching

Extended Responsibility
Career ladder options in
one or more of the follow-
ing areas:

-CUrriculum Development
- Inservice Training

- General Needs, e.g.,
summer school, remedial,
gifted, specialized
areas, vocational areas
gifted fi talented, adult
ed. prcqrams, innovative
programs, additional
student load, teacher
facilitation, etc.
End of term additional
days.

Superior Performance
Determined by any or all
following:

-Application
- Student achievement

-Student, Administration,
Faculty Evaluation

- Other documented

achievement

Compensation
-Current salary scale
-Paid additional days

$400 to $800
Additional

Compensation
-Current salary scale

$589 to $2,000
Additional

Compensation
-Current salary scale

$850 to $3,000
Additional or per
diem.

$500 to $2000
Additional



LSVEL IV

Qualifications
-4 years experience
including at least

1 year on Leval I:
or III*

-Advanced degree, 45
hours of apprcpriate
credit or demonstrated
equivalent.

-Personal growth
-Successful Applica-
t.:on.

-Exemplary Teaching.

Responsibility Compensation
-Classroom Teaching - at -Current salary scale
least 85% of time to
Involved in actual Ci35S-
room experience, teachIng,
directing, or assisting
students.

Extended Responsibility:
-Teacher Facilitation
Requirements: 3-8 hrs
additional time per week
An additional week prior
to 4 after sehool. Observe
conference with person

assigned daily or weekly.
Assist & organize new
teachers, aides or
volunteers.

- Instructional Improve-
ment.
Requirements: 3-8 hrs
Additional time per week
and/or additional time
during summer in
observing, deveL.Ang,
facilitating, implement-
ing 6 demonstrating
instructional improve-
ment to increase teacher
skill & effectiveness, and
or aide or volunteer skills.

- Curriculum Development &

Improvement
Requiremnts:
Additicl 3-8 hrs. per
week ant;!or extended summer
work on curriculum con-
tinuum committees to
evaluate, coordinate
train other 'staff
members in utilization
of curriculum develop-
ment.

-School Learning Enhancemant
Requirements: This will
depend on educational
situation & needs.
Examples of areas con-
sioered could be:
Assuming responsibility
for larger class loads,
community service, coor-
dinating volunteers,
tutoring, etc. Additional
time expected.

Superior Performance
Determined by any or all
of the following:

- Application

- Student achievement
-Student, Administration,

Faculty evaluation
-Other documented achieve-
ment
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LEVEL V

Qualifications
- 4 years experience
with at least one
year on Level II or

- Advanced degree, 45

hours of applicable
credit, or demon-
strated equivalent.

- PersOnal Growth

-Successful Application
-Exemplary Teaching

Responsibility Compensation
-Classroom Teaching -Current salary scale
at least 85% of time to
be involved in actual
classroom experience,
preparation, teaching,
directing or assisting
students.

Extended Responsibility $2,500 to $5,000
-Leaderthip role of Level Additional or per
TV programs. diem.

-Indepth instructional
commitment as needed by
children and/Or educa-
tional system e.g.,
assisting teacher
facilitators help
teachers through observ-
ation, staff development
and generating materizls.

Superior Performances $500 to $2,000
determined by any or all Additional
of the following:

- Application

- Student Achievement

- Student, Administration,
Faculty Evaluation.

- Other documented

achievement.

Compensation Note: Money amounts may be changed to percents dependent
upon the availability of funds as determined by the Board. Applicants will
receive funding information prior to accepting career ladder placement.
Payment schedule will be monthly or by lump sum--one or two payments.

*Owing the 1984-85 school year the one year at Level 11 or III requirement
may be waived to allow access to Level Iv and V by competent staff members.



EVALUATION AND CONTINUATION PROCEDURE

Career ladder teachers are exemplary educators. Because of that fact,
their talents and work will be Observed by many. Parents, community,
educators and education students will be invited to view their work. In
that light, evaluation will be a continuous process. A comprehensive
formel evaluation will be required at least once a year for the first
three years at each step. Thereafter, a comprehensive evaluation will be
required every three years.

Career ladder teachers may remain at their level for an agreed pericd
contingent upon satisfactory evaluations, program needs and funding.

Evaluation Criteria

The career ladder program with its evaluation criteria is and will be
a process of continuing appraisal and improvement. To expect a completely
adequate system to be dev-'7oped in a two to three month period is to expect
unrealistically. Therefore, it is the' County School District Career
Ladder Steering Committee's goal to design a solid foundation from which to
build. That foundation contains the following:

1. .7(:_riEti_b-Dscon
Di.luation will be determined ty a comparison of anticipated or
predetermined and agreed upon standards, stated or implied, in the job
description through the following ways:

(1) internal or self-evaluation

(2) EXternal evaluations which shall include:
-Administration

-Individuals directly affected by the applicant viz., students,
faculty.

(3) External evaluation options may include any or all of the
following agreed upon:

-Peer
- Team

- Outside professional

-Parents or community member
(4) Other information presented by the teacher, administration, or

others as agreed upon.

2. Content and Quality

The content and quality of that content, are critical to the positive
growth of students. It is also a crucial consiaeration in committees
and leadership responsibilities.

(1) Quality content should be:
-Appropriate
-Accurate
-Current
-Coffprehensive

(2) It will be evaluated by comparison with the following:
-District curriculum requirements and recommendations
-State curriculum requirements and recommendations.
-Current needs.

-Other applicable data as agreed upon.
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3. Quantity
In the growth of

students and staff members, the amount of learning or

accomplishment is of significant importance. An effective teacher or

leader must be able to demonstrate quantitative as well as qualitative

results.
(1) Quantity as it reates to students is the demonstration of

achievement determined by applicable measurement, may include:

-Baseline skill acquisition as appropriate and in relation to the

student's historical achievement and projected expectations.

-Criterion referenced tests as appropriate and in relation to the

student's historical achievement and projected expectations.

-Standardized tests as appropriate and in relation to the

student's historical adhievement and projected expectations.

-Other demonstrations of achievement i.e., competition, awards,

hcoors, etc.

(2) Quantity as it relates to extended responsibilities in the

demonstration of accomplishment is determined by:

-Comparison of pre-determined goals with end results.

4. Professionality
Professionality is maintaining the starkiard expected of a professional

educator. It is observable in the appropriate use of the skills and

tools of the profession and the continual effort to improve and learn.

(1) Professionality as it relates to instruction is observable in:

-The use of reliable appraisals of students needs.

-The use of appropriate approaches to meet the needs of individual

students.
- The use of effective instructional models or systems.

- The use of appropriate test construrtion.

-The use of tests that ere appropriate to the instructional style

and learner ability.
-The use of grading that accurately reflects testing, achievement,

participation, etc.
-Use cf appropriate motivational techniques.

(2) Professionality as it relates to extended responsibility is

observable in:
-The use of reliable and appropriate approaches, methods and

evaluatioos.

(3) Professionality as it relates to self inprovement is observed by

learning improvement efforts, i.e., workshops, schooling,

self-improvement projects.

(4) Professionality is determined by:
-Examination of materials actually used.

-Observation by administators, peers, outside professiona:s or

others as agreed upon.
-Evidence and/or documents.

- Student evaluation.

5. Ethicality
Ethicality is a measurement of fairness, honesty and humanism.

(1) It is observable in relations with:

-Students
- Peers and staff personnel

- School and district

- Parents
-Community and others outside the educational setting.

(2) It is observable in:
-Fairness in the treatment of students and others.

- Absence of favoritism, derogatory or belittling comments,

deception or trickery.
-Straight forward open communication
-Clearly defined expectations
-Honesty
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(3) Ethicality is determined by observations and evaluation by:
-Self
-Administratcrs or supervisors
-Students

(4) Ethicality may be determined by observations and evaluations by:
-Peers
-Outside professionals
-Parents or community members
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SELECTION PROCESS

Application Procedure
Individuals wishino to be placed on the career ladder at any level

must do so by written application. That application must conform to the
accepted or proposed gob description and include supporting materials. An
interview may be required.

Gadder-Committee
A committee composed of one central office administrator, one

principal, two community patron and one teacher from each school will
review each applicant. They will recommend to the superintendent, career
ladder placement.

Appeal Procedure

All applicants have the right to appeal career ladder decisions.
That process will include the following steps:

1. The appeal must be made in writing to the designated central
office administrator.

2. It must be tendered within 10 working days of the applicants
notification of the committee's decision.

3. It must state the career ladder level and/or position requested.

4. It must state reasons for the appeal.

5. It must make a recommendation as to the applicant's preferred
solution.

After receiving the appeal information, the central office administrator
(hearing officer), will interview the applicant to discuss stated concerns.
He Shall make one of two decisions: uphold the cannittee's recaanendation or
request reevaluation of the applicant. Should a reevaluation recommendation
be made, the hearing officer will be required to submit to the committee,
either in writing or in person, reasons for reconsideration. Should the
hearing officer uphold the committee's recommendation, the applicant may
appeal to the Morgan School Board Appeal Committee. This committee, com-
posed of three board members, shall review all pertinent information. A
personal interview may be required. The applicant has a right to address
the board committee if desires. The board committee shall determine to
uphold the career ladder committee's decision or instruct the career ladder
committee to reconsider the application. The board committee directive will
be the final step in the appeal process; their decision will be final.

Career Ladder Committee

The Career Ladder Committee shall be compos.id of:

--One central office administrator appointed by the superintendent
- -One principal apppointed by the superintendent to serve for I year. Tnis
po,,ition will be rotated through all principals.

comm-nity patrons appointed by the Boar:1 of Education t.) serve
a two, year term.

--One teacher from each school determined by the ote of teachers in that
school upon application to that position.

Staff committee members will receive career ladder designation and be
eligible to receive additional remuneration. The first appointments will
be for one, two, and chree year :arms with all subsequent terms being threeyears.



COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
CAREER LADDER APPLICATION

GENERAL INFORMATION

Name Date

Building Grade/Subject

AREA OF CONSIDERATION (Clieck as appropriate)
Level I

Superior Performance

Level II

Superior Performance
ExtendeJ Days

Level III

Superior Performance
Extended Responsibility

Curriculum Development
Inservice ltaining
General Needs

(Indicate Specific Information and/or Program)

Level IV

Superior Performance
Extended Responsibility

Teacher Facilitation
Instructional Improvement
Curriculum Development and Improvement
School Learning Enhancement

(Indicate Specific Information and/or Program)

Level V

Superior Performance
Extended Responsibility

Teacher Facilitator

Instructional Improvement
Curriculum Development and Improvement
School Learning Enhancement
Indepth Instructional Commitment
General Needs

(:naicate Specific Information and/or Program)

QUALIFICATIONS

Years of Experience:

Degree(s)

Other

Certificates and Endorsements

Signature

On an additional sneet(s), please provide the following:
1. Specific experience as it relates to requested career ladder duties.
2. Specific education as it relates to requested career ladder duties.
3. Strengths in teaching skills, curriculum, leadership, working with

students, and dealing with adults.
4. Evaluation criteria and process ycu would accept for your evaluation.
5. Additional awards, situations, information, etc., that may behelpful in determining ladder placement.
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